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SHERIFFS UKED ROCKLAND

Snapped at Snow’s Shipyards

Were Of One Mind That Sheriff Ludwick
Put On Good Show At Hotel Thorndike
With only one of the 16 counties
unrepresented, the monthly meeting
of the Maine Sheriff’s Association
was held at Hotel Thorndike yester
day, and it proved to be one of the
most successful gatherings the or
ganization has ever held.
“Mine host” on this occasion was
the Knox County Sheriff, C. Earle
Ludwick, and under his skilled guid
ance things went along swimmingly
from the moment the red hued lob
sters were placed at the 37 hungry
men’s plates until the last cigar was
smoked at the business meeting.
The meeting chanced to be coin
cident with that of the Rockland
Rotary Club, but the two dining
rooms and Landlord Berliawsky's
staff were equal to the occasion.
The hotel piano was skillfully ma
nipulated so that it did service for

several selections which were pre
sented while the lobster dinner was
in progress. The girls have never
had a more appreciative audience.
Sheriff Ludwick, host on this oc
casion, had selected as his guest
speaker the brilliant and popular
Lincoln County orator, Bradford C.
Redonnet of Wiscasset, a former
county attorney, who also served
Lincoln County as register of deeds
for 16 years.
In presenting him, Sheriff Bur
nell, president of the organization,
thanked Sheriff Ludwick for the
fine entertainment which he had
provided.
Mr. Redonnet preceded his elo
quent remarks with three of his
inimitable stories, one of which was
at the expense of the town in whicn
he resides, and of which he is so
proud—and where, he concedes, he
is "a quiet man, living in a quiet
home on a quiet street in a quiet
town.”
(Continued on Page Three)

The Rotary Club

—Photos by Cullen.
Snow's Shipyard is a busy place
these days, building trawlers for
private owners and minesweepers
for the Navy. Things are humming
so fast that every time there is a
mcon tide the people of Rockland
have ccme to expect another
launching, and they have not been
disappointed so far.
The public sees the launchings or
reads about them, but very seldom
realizes the vast amount of work
that goes into one of these boats
before they are ready for sea. Many
trades are included in a shipyard
routine and above are shown some
of the men at work at their .spe
cialties.
In the upper left are two ship
carpenters shaping out a timber
which will become part of one of the
many hulls on the ways. This is all
hand work of the hardest kind and
requires a high degree of skill.

East Boothbay.

In Naval Service
Arctic Exploration
Schooner Bowdoin May
Help Guard Greenland
Commander Donald B. MacMil
lan, Arctic explorer, has turned
over his schooner Bowdoin to the
U. S. Navy for service around vi
tally important Greenland.
The Bowdoin was launched at

BENEFIT

The picture in the upper right j vessels. In the background are two
shows the two marine architects in machinists, Willis Kinney and Mau
the plant, in the foreground is rice Ginn, with William Richards,
Josepuh Andralouis, the naval ar a draftsman, going over the draw
chitect, and in the background may ings of the shaft that is shown in
be seen Charles Havener who is the lathe.
forking on the plans of the trawler No pictures of the naval vessels
under construction are shown, due
Belmont.
The lower left photo was taken in to Navy orders, in the interests of
the crowded engine room of the ' the defense program.
The largest number of men ever
Belmont and shows a crew of elec
tricians installing the cables. A to work in this yard is now em
vessel as compact as a trawler mast ployed there; and the greatest
be, presents its difficulties in number bf hulls ever to be built at
stringing wire, but, it mast be done one time is under construction. The
and there are several miles of it two men who really make the
used for lights and control cables. wheels go around would not allow
The lcwer right was taken at the themselves to be photographed.
largest lathe in the machine shop at Philip L. Smith, the president; and
which Pearl Tibbetts is turning out Pred C. Gatcomb, the general man
a propeller shaft for one of the ager. These men are referred to by
new boats. This is axacting work the employes as “P. L.” and ‘ Gat”
and must be absolutely accurate if and have the good will of those who
the yard is to maintain its high work for them as the nicknames
standards of performance of its will testify.

.

She is 80 feet, 10

To Dedicate Tablet

inches in length of 115 tons dispacement. 19 feet, six inches depth.
She is of the knockabout auxili
ary type, equipped with a 45-horsepower crude oil burning engine.
The frame of the Bowdoin's hull
is planked with three-inch white
oak. to which has been added at
the waterline a five-foot belt of
Australian green-heart or ironwood. This armor is said to be
capable of withstanding the grind
ing action of ice better than steel
or any other material. Steel plates
have been added to her bow.
The Bowdoin has a big. comfort
ably-fitted forecastle and the hull

A bronze tablet has been affixed
to the large boulder which stands in
Ralph Ulmer Square, at the junc
tion of Main and North Main
streets, and it will be appropriately
dedicated on Memorial Day. It
bears the following inscription.

IN MEMORIAM
Lest We Forget
The Volunteers Who
Gave Their Services and Lives
in the Cause of Liberty
in the War with Spain
Erected by

is insulated against cold.

TAG DAY
FOR

SONS AMERICAN LEGION
DRUM CORPS
EQUIPMENT FUND

Saturday, May 31
Buy One or More Tags and Help

the Drum‘\V.^lT»s

MacMillan has made 18 expedi
tions to the North and early this
year had planned to make his 19th
this Summer, having been author
ized to travel in restricted waters
by a State Department visa. He
was to have sailed June 20 from
Boothbay Harbor.
Sponsored by the New England
Museum of Natural History, the
expedition was to have traveled
8,000 miles, touching at Frobisher
Bay on Baffin Island in search of
rare water fowl. MacMillan had
planned to return Sept. 1. The ex

Ralph Ulmer ( amp, No. 9,

IJ. S. W. V. and Auxiliary
1940

Burial Of Runnells
Took Place In Hallowell
Thursday—Awaiting
Autopsy Finding

plorer made no trip in 1940.

The body of former State Con
The Bcwdoin has been tied up troller William A. Runnells was
at Southport since last Pall.
buried in Hallowell Thursday fol
lowing committal services at the
grave in the family lot. In the
meantime,
Attorney General Frank
i
L. Cowan awaited an autopsy re
port from State Pathologist Arch
H. Morrell, who said his findings
could'
not be made for several days.
DAMARISCOTTA—ON ROUTE ONE
The Attorney General ordered
the autopsy after a conference
with Gov. Sewall, who he said “felt
the.public might be dissatisfied if
NORMAN ELVIN AND HIS ORCHESTRA
we did not have an autopsy.”
DANCING EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
In the presence of Runnell’s
mother,
brother Edward and a
NO PARKING WORRIES AT LAKEHURST
small group of close acquaintances.
Rev. Wilfred J. Bernard of the
Sacred Heart Catholic Church
conducted the services at the grave.
The Prison physician Dr. Fred
G. Campbell, where Runnells died
suddenly last Sunday, reported
I death due to a cardiac condition.
Runnells had served seven months
of a five-to-ten-year sentence for
embezzlement of state funds.

Pay Any Price You Want

62-64

GALA OPENING DANCE
LAKEHURST
TONIGHT-MAY 24

WITHAM S LOBSTER POUND

A rehearsal of the Baccalaureate
I chorus, directed by Mrs. Eleanor C.
, Howard, will be held Monday night
at 7 o’clock in the Universalist ves|try.

Past Presidents Had Their

LOBSTER

CHICKEN

SANDWICHES

Past Presidents’ Day was observed
yesterday at the Rotary Club, with
Edward C. Payson chairman and
Homer E. Robinson as master of
ceremonies. Mr. Robinson intro
duced the past presidents in order
of their service, the first name
called being that of the late Dr.
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick, who Walter Spear. The others were R.
handled the meeting to the queen's S. Sherman, Joseph Emery, Edwin
taste.
L. Brown, Homer E. Robinson, Dr.
A. W. Foes, the late Melvin E. Wot
the sheriffs on one side of the wall, ton, Charles W. Sheldon, Alan L.
without interfering with the Ro- Bird (who later became district gov
ernor and the only one from the
tarian festivities on the other side.
Seated at the tables were the fol local club to serve in this capacity);
Dr. Walter P. Conley, Dr. James
lowing officials and guests:
Sheriffs—Henry E. Burnell. Cum Kent, Arthur L. Orne, Dr. Neil A.
berland; Fernando F. Francis, Ox Fogg, Louis A. Walker, Rev. John
ford; C. Earle Ludwick, Knox; Ro Smith Lowe and retiring president,
land Woodbury, Waldo; Ralph W. Joseph E. Blaisdell. President-elect
Miller, Lincoln; Charles Messenger, Thomas C. Stone was also intro
Sagadahoc; Norman M. Dyer, Han duced.
Edwin L. Brown outlined the early
cock; John K. Farrar, Penobscot;
history
of the club, which was or
Jasper S. Lycette, Aroostook; Ever
ganized in 1924 with 23 charter
ett 6. Knight, York; Rex. V.
members.
Special mention was
Bridges, Androscoggin; Ray S. Fos-(
made of Dr. Spear, the first presi
ter, Washington; Martin Gallant, dent, whose leadership of the club
Somerset; C. W. Butterfield. Frank laid a foundation for the success of
lin. The only absent sheriff was the club through the years. Recol
Falks of Piscataquis.
lection of the charter night, when
Deputies—-Charles A. Walls (chief1 the club was formed, brought to
Augusta; William H. Robinson, War mind that Prof. Libby of Colby Col
ren; Robert A. Webster and Ernest lege, who was the district governor,
M. Gray, Rockland; Charles H. presented the charter to the local
Turner, Isle au Haut; Fred O. J. organization, its number being 1829.
Horne, Belfast; Maurice H. David Compared with other clubs and
son, Portland; A. O. Pillsbury and foreign clubs, the Rockland Rotary
John F. Mathews, Camden; Robert Club would measure as well or bet
Ft. Linscott, Washington; J. D. ter than many other activities.
Pease, Hope; H. C. Edgecomb,- ApOne of the earlier projects was
plelton; George D. Edgerly, Penoo- giving help to crippled children, and
scot County; Granville N. Bachel later sponsorship of a Boys’ Scram
or. St. George; C. F. Wheeler, ble, held one year at Thistle Camps
Franklin County; Leroy Beckwith, in Searsport, and the next year
Skowhegan; Edward P. Cosgrove, in Damariscotta. Activities were
York County; Earle Prouty, Dennys- financed by poverty lunches, but
irille; Harry B. Rowe. Auburn.
are now financed by a special added
Other guests—Bradford C. Re- price to the lunch fee.
ionnet, Wiscasset; Chief of Police Mention was also made of hon
Arthur D. Fish, Rockland; James orary member Cyrus H. Curtis, who
Moore. Press Herald; F. A. Wins was a regular Summer attendant.
Mr. Brown called attention to the
low, The Courier-Gazette.
Polly and Tena, those two very at- unasual large amount of 100% meet
ractive damsels who furnish rain- ings, due largely to the efforts of
>ow entertainment at Hotel Thorn- Chairman A. C. McLcon.
iike displayed much versatility, vo
Visiting Rotarians were Asbury
cally and instrumentally in the Pitman of Belfast, Dr. Harold
Boardman of Bangor, Dr. Joseph
Kelley of Orleans, Mass., and guests
Past Presidents Sherman, Kent and
Emery.

LIFE SAVER
TEA ROOM

“BIG ELM
LUNCHEONETTE”

ROUTE 1, WARREN

Opens
Sunday, May 25

WILL REOPEN FOR SEASON

“Serving the Public for the
20th Year”

SAME FOOD, SAME SERVICE
TEL 6-1
62* It

TENANT’S HARBOR

SUNDAY. MAY 25

DON’T TAKE THE CHANCE
OF

LOSING YOUR RIGHT
TO DRIVE YOUR CAR
UNDER THE

Maine Financial Responsibility Law

LOBSTERMEN
FISHERMEN

By Our Automobile Insurance

YOU MAY NOW GET

NEW SPECIAL LOW RATES

ALEWIVES

LOCAL CLAIM SERVICE

FOR BAIT

SALADS

Route 1—Near Roxmont

AT REASONABLE PRICE3
Telephone Warren 39-2

“WE AIM TO PLEASE ’

William Stamford
80-62

61-62
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Honorary Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Editor-in-Chief, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions 13.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

WE'RE NOT DENSE

The Census Bureau calculates that there is an average of
44.2 person a square mile in the United States. This was an
increase of 1.1 persons over 1930. Rhode Island, as usual, had
the greatest density of population, 674.2 persons a square
mile, and Nevada was the sparsest State again with one per
son a square mile. When we get Maine developed as it should
be it ought to bat better than 33d position, which it does
under the new census.
IF ONLY BOMB-PROOF

To build a battleship, from the first drawing to the final
completion, requires, during normal times, a period of from
six to eight years. Even in an emergency, a battleship could
scarcely be designed and built in less than four years. If we
could only be assured that they will last the next four years
nobody will regret the tremendous price we have to pay for
them. Germany is no respecter of warships which flew the
Allied flags, and dive bombers have abruptly ended the career
of many staunch naval vessels. Perhaps our American Naval
constructors have thought out some secret way of averting
destruction.

425 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

Robert Fitzpatrick, who recently entered upon hls duties
as deputy collector of customs at this port, is our authority
for stating that while the steamship Red Jacket has been re
named the Santa Monica, Rockland is retained as the hailing
port. This will be very gratifying to E. Carl Moran, Jr., who
was responsible for documentation at this port, and naturally
a source of satisfaction to every resident of this port.
CLEAN UP OR CLOSE UP

‘‘Clean up or close up”—that is the slogan adopted by the
Maine Beer Distributors’ Committee, and the man selected to
oversee that job is Frank H. Holly, who recently resigned as
State tax assessor. The committee is a non-political, self
regulation organization sponsored by the United Brewers’
Industrial Foundation which dedicates itself to "giving indus
try an increasing public regard for moderation, law and order.”
The committee could scarcely have selected a man who has
a greater familiarity with the territory, or who stands in
higher regard.

WILL AID NAVIGATION
Army engineers have ordered the dredging of the Penob
scot River above Bucksport to a depth of 22 feet and width
of 400 feet, and it is expected that within a fortnight oil
tankers and other commercial vessels will soon have easy
access. This improvement reflects the vigilance of Senator
Ralph O. Brewster in looking after the interests of his
constituents.
NEARING SUEZ

(Boston Globe)
The withdrawal of the iRoyal Air Force from Crete is
hailed with delight by Axis sympathizers and correspond

the warship has been obliged to acknowledge the superiority

of planes.
The fight for Crete has been regarded as part of the
Battle for Suez. Loss of that island by Britain will make
domination of the Canal by Germans more possible. The
prospect is far from pleasing.
What the rest of the world mast learn from this new form
of blitz is the limits of Nazi resourcefulness have not yet been
fully revealed. They are still able to pull new tricks out of
the bag. Looking back over their successes in Europe and
now beyond, it is necessary for thoughtful observers to realize
that the possibilities of conquest are far greater than anyone
except Hitler and those close to him imagined.
The only mood in which to attempt an answer is to
expect fiercer assaults and to prepare for them with all energy
and wisdom.
THE STRANGEST BATTLE

(Herald Tribune)
The British announcement that they have been forced to
abandon the skies over Crete to the Luftwaffe is a heavy blow,
only partially compensated by the Royal Navy's success in rout
ing the sea-borne reinforcements with which the Nazis hoped
to make good their air invasion. One can only await the outcome
of this first clear, critical and intensely dramatic test of air
against sea power, of dive bombers and air infantry unsup

ported by tanks or artillery against artillery unsupported by
dive bombers or fighter defense.
Its importance to the
strategy of the Near East, to the tactics of modern war and to
the psychology of the fighting peoples is apparent.
Once again the Germans have employed tremendous
superiority of force , great boldness and imaginative originality
in tactics, and their completely callous disregard for losses,
to attempt what others would have considered the impossible.
Once again the British, though forewarned, have lacked
the means for breaking up the attack before it was delivered,
once more they have been caught in a desperate defensive, and
the Germans have achieved the initial successses. If the end
is once more the same, the moral effect cannot be good.
Neither side, as Mr. Churchill grimly observes, has any
chance of retreat, and a successful defense of the island can
be a smashing psychological victory. If, on the other hand,
the island is lost, one must not overrate the tactical lesson, for
the conditions are very unusual. But one lesson will be driven
home again—the lesson that in a world upon which these Nazi
gangsters have been unleashed democracy can survive only by
amassing overwhelmingly superior mechanical force and then
using it with as powerful an offensive drive, as original an
ingenuity in overcoming obstacles rather than contemplating
them, as bold and relentless a determination to seize the future
for itself, as the Nazis possess. Hitler, like Napoleon, is daily
teaching the world how he can be beaten, technically and
psychologically. But it cannot delay much longer in apply
ing the lesson.

Conditions in Crete are reported as “improved.” No
heavy equipment has been landed, and 6000 Germans are
said to have been slain in the attack.

TEL. 98

By The Rovinr Reporter

Ml’s Helen Perry Adams of Whit
insville, Mass, received The CourierGazette as a wedding present in
June 1890, and has been a steady
subscriber since July 15, 1897. In
renewing her subscription this week
Mrs. Adams writes: “As I had many
relatives and friends in Rockland
and vicinity each issue of the paper
has seemed to me like a letter from
home, and I shall always look for
ward with pleasure to the arrival of
The Courier-Gazette.”
Back yard gardeners are com
paring notes as to the best time for
planting. Among those who have
bad success in past years are many
who will tell you that planting as
late as June 20 brought best re
sults. That, of course, is one
method of dodging Spring frosts,
but might not be so successful if
early frosts came in the Fall. The
average farmer Ls not so fussy, es
pecially those who have gardens
backing on the hillsides. They have
been at it for a long time, and more
than a week ago I saw one garden
where peas were six inches high.

It may have been only a coinci
dence, but six red-haired women
passed a Main street conning tower
the other day, inside of two
minutes. In these days of the for
gotten equine it was useless to look
for the white horse which 1s sup
posed to happen along on such oc
casions.

M.v valued newspaper friend, Col.
Frank P Sibley of the Boston Globe,
espied the Black Cat Item concern
ing the two Rockland women who
carried a bag of garbage and bag
of food on a trip to Boston and
threw away the latter by mistake.
“Tte item recalled a man—
a
rather
clever
man—who
lived in Arlington,” writes Col. Sib
ley. "For some reason, it was incon
venient to put hls garbage out for
collection, so every morning he
made it up into a neat bundle, with
carefully squared corners, tied It up
seduloasly with string, as if for
mailing, took it in hls car as far as
Harvard square. In those days it
was allowable to park all day, be
side the Harvard yard. So my
friend, twice or thrice a week, left
this bundle inadvertantly on his
running board, whence It never
failed to be stolen.”

ingly depresses those who hate and fear Hitler. The Germans

have established air superiority in a part of the Mediterranean
where it means much. There are indications that this time

MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL

E. C. MORAN COMPANY, INC.

“The Black Cat”

[EDITORIAL]

PLEASING TO ROCKLAND

17 Years Old

PROTECT YOURSELF

STEAK

Volume 96 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 62.

Inning Yesterday—Club

OPENS SUNDAY, MAY 25

SHORE DINNERS

THREE CENTS A COPT

Fourteen miners were killed in an explosion at Bisknell,
Indiana.
Joe Louis was knocked through the ropes in Washington
last night, but clambered back to win a seventh round decision

over Buddy Baer.
The cigarptte tax has alrer dy yielded the State $32,000.

The darned old moon has gone
and got herself Into apogee again.
No wonder the Braves are in sev

enth place.—Ed Pointer in the
Boston Glebe.
Here’s hoping that perigee doesn’t
find them In last place.
Boiled dinner goes best in its sec
ond inning.—Ed. Pointer in the Bos
ton Globe.
Providing, of course, that there’s
enough left. — Rockland CourierGazette.
Dressed in red flannel, it is at its

best —Lewiston Journal.
And I once knew a man who
didn’t think baked beans amounted
to much until they had been
warmed up five or six days.

I was interested in yesterday’s
despatches which told of five fires
said to have been started at Locke’s
Mills by “incendiary bombs.” Read
ers of the Roving Reporter letters
may recall that I referred recently
to the lumbering activities in that
village. It would certainly be some
fire if those tremendous piles of
timber ever got ablaze. Locke's
Mills is located a few miles from
Bethel.

Every time now that I look at the
“Black Cat” in the Rockland Cou
rier-Gazette I am reminded that he
isn’t black at all. In fact Bert
Weed says there is no such thing as
a black cat. If you don’t believe it
Jast blow back the fur of the next
one you meet and you’ll see that the
skin 1s white. It’s only the fur that
Is black. This fact should take the
wind out of the sails of those who
are superstitious about ebony felines
crossing one's path—at least that's
what I am trying to impress on the
member of my family who shyly
admits to being somewhat affected
by the old hoax. “Well,” she says,
“he looks black, anyway.’’—Deer
Isle Messenger.
Editor

Robbins

has

so

many

strange critters down there in his
island home that it isn't at all sur
prising he should find some flaws
with my cat.
The battle of Crete has swept tha
Hess incident from the front pages
of the daily newspapers. He’s a
sort of hess -been, so to speak.

WRW Oi North Waldoboro ask a
this one: What is it you ride in,
sleep in and brush your teeth with?

Every-Other-Day
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The Coorier-Gazetfe The Memory Man
Thought For Today—O Lord
my Ood. ln thee do I put my trust:
.save me from all them that perse
cute me. and deliver me.—Psalms
7: 1.
A

School Baseball

Junior High School Stamp Club

Rockland and Thomaston
Win Walkovers; Big Game
In Thomaston
Tuesday
»

Tells Of a Stubborn Soul
and Why He Waited 1$
Years To Pay Bill

WEEK'S GAMES
(By Iree Member)
Tuesday, May 27
I once knew a young chap who
Rcckiand at Thomaston.
had a stubborn streak somewhere in
Camden at Lincoln.
Vinalhaven at St. George.
his makeup. He did many things
Thursday, May 29
which met with my disapproval but
’ This Was Submitted To
Vinalhaven at Camden
I always gave him credit for trying
Thomaston at Lincoln
to be a decent sort of person but
Students of Morse High
St George at Rockland.
he
did
some
things
which
amused
School, Bath
Because of some misunderstand
me, due to a stubborn streak. Here
ing
in the schedule this year, man
is
a
sample.
For the 21st consecutive year
agers are asked to verify the sched
He
owned
a
four-acre
field
Morse High School of Bath h?s been
ule, and if it does not check with
when ne got married he decided to
having a general information test, build a house on the lot. He ar
the schedule appearing in this pa
per get in touch with the team they
a' prize of $5 being awaraed to the ranged for credit with the W. H.
are scheduled to play.
student having the highest score. Glover Co. and started hauling
Here are the first 25 questions asked lumber with his fathers’ horse. Said
--the answers to appear ln Tues horse was of rather ancient vintage
Rockland 17, Lincoln 2
day’s Issue:
and unable to haul much of a load.
The Lincoln Academy team which
1. What is meant by '"blind” Due to this fact, many trips were
entered the League this season over
flying in an airplane?
its own pretest, proved no match
made past a certain house where a
2. Which is the better conductor chimney had been quite recently
for Don Matheson’s runners-up in
of heat, copper or iron?
yesterday’s game at Community
re-toped.
3. Which of the Great Lakes is
Park, as the above score will indi
After the job was finished there
wholly within the boundaries ol the remained unused 103 second-hand
cate.
United States?
The home team got away to a
bricks, which the owner cleaned and
4 What is the highest rank ln piled neatly ln the yard by the road
bad start, but with the bases full,
the United States Army?
and only one dewn, were unable
side. Having no use for the bricks
5. Under what river is the Hol and being a thrifty soul within, he
to put a run across the plate; in
land Vehicular Tunnel?
fact they didn’t come to enjoy that
frequently stopped the young man
6 How many feet in a fathom? and asked him to buy the bricks.
. privilege until the s'xth inning
Front row, left to right: Joan Hunt, Beverly Glendynning, Frances Guistin, Barbara Koster, the president; 1 wjien Rockland swapped pitchers
7. Where Is the Imperial Valley? The young man told him many times
midstream
Onlv three hits
8. In what New England city is that he had bought all the bricks Rose Evan.sk.v, Virginia Mills, Norma Ramsdell, treasurer. Second row: Muriel Adams, Jeanne Rokes, Geor-;.
gia
Jackson,
Dorothy
Bisbee,
Jeanette
Gardner.
PrlteiUa
Clark
secretary
:
Agnes
Pinkerton.
J™*?
!
were
made
off
the
two Rockland
the manufacture of hats the princi he needed to build his chimney:
George Morton, Gerald Bradley, Robert Philbrook, Mrs. Grafton, faculty advisor; Maurice Ames, Albert Hav- I
pal industry?
(hurlers. While the home team was
also that he didn't want to spoil
—Photo by Cullen.
9. How are the names selected for the job by using second-hand brlq^s ener, Lewville Pottle, vice president.
Tunning up a total of 16 off the Lin
the United States battleships?
One
of
the
hobby
clubs
in
Ju

coln County moundmen. Rockwith nice new ones, but it did no
nior High is the Stamp Club, with have assisted Principal Blaisdell in
10. What does the French phase good.
i land's fielding was nothing to write
the office this week.
"Ils ne passerona pas” mean?
I home about, however.
Every time he drove past the house Mrs. Grafton as faculty advisor,
• • • •
11. Where is the Alcatraz peni the man badgered him to buy the which meets every week. Officers
Kalloch continued to show imMi-s. Mary Leigh Scott cf Inditentiary?
Twice Defeated Candidate I preseively on the middle sack, and
bricks until the young man thought elected at the beginning of the aaia, national field secretary of
12 Should olives be eaten with he would stop tlie overtures by say year were Vance Norton, president;
For Governor Said To Be a 5lout^d a double /or ^°°d measure
the fingers or a fork?
Chaples accepted all of his 16
ing that he had no money and Barbara Koster, vice president; i ^he W.C.T.U., was speaker at a
Different Man
chances at the No. 1 bag.
13 Which government depart didn’t know as he ever would have Dennis Trask, treasurer; and Pris- ‘ special assembly, Monday mornThe score:
ment supervise the Marine Corps?
cilia
Clarke,
secretary.
Due
to
I
in
^subject.
“
Character
BuildingWhat will Rcy Fernald's play be
any.
14. Can fish close their eyes?
band
practice
for
some
of
these
‘
‘
The
greatest
defence
of
any
naRockland
High
Now, the young man had, in the
15. Do oysters live in fresh water? past, helped the brick owner cut officers at this time. Barbara Kos- t*cn- ’ she said, “is the quality of in the 1942 'political campaign in
.
16. What are the funnel marks sods, which were used to cover lawns ter was made president; Lewville jits citizens.
Kalloch, 2b .......... 5
Mi’s Scott was in- Maine?
on ocean steamships?
That
’
s
not
an
original
question,
j
McConchie, 3b
4
Pottle,
vice
president;
and
Norma
Produced
by
Mrs.
Clara
Emery,
of
for city dwellers, take up cedar and
17. Does a legally naturalized
Ramsdell,
treasurer.
Programs
the
local
W
C.T.U.
Ruth
fcittaIt has been asked many times .Page, cf ............... 4
maple trees, etc., and the man
citizen of the United States lose his promptly offered to give our young have consisted of stamp hunts, bury was in charge of devotions. during the recent legislative ses- Small, ss .........
5
citizenship when convicted of a fellow plenty of time to pay and sale of stamps, and variety pro —Virginia Foster
sion
and
no answer has been forth- Ghaples, lb ......... 4 2
• • • •
crime committed after naturaliza take his pay in work. Right here he grams. Activities were concluded
coming. Fernald. who has twice Newcomb, p
3 I
"Occupational
Opportunities for sought the Republican nomination R Smith, If ....... 3 1
tion?
had the young man licked. The for tlie year, recently, witli a pic Higli School Graduates,"
a film for governor has said that he ^1y.estri' c ......... 4 0
18. What city was the first capi
bricks were priced at only one cent nic at the Breakwater.—Norma
showing recent Pittsburgh high would make a third try but he Duff, rf .................. 5 1
tal of the United States?
each, the man wanted to sell them Ramsdell
’Allen .................... 1 1
19. When walking with two ladles
school graduates at work, was hasn't said when.
• • • •
badly and, while the young man
where should the gentleman walk? didn’t need them, he could use them,
shown to the commercial classes
Although Fernald opposed Bar- tj. Smith
This week has been observed as this week. Twenty-five particular
20. What is meant by a “bread
rows’ rencmination in 1938. it is
so he loaded them on and took them Flying Cadet Week. Several in
40 17 18 27 15
and butter" letter?
Jobs were shewn, which are avail the prevailing opinion among those
away and all seemed well.
quiries by local school graduates able to high school graduates.
* For McConchie in the 6th
21. What is the usual amount to
who have watched his career that
The house was finished and occu have been made relative to the
• • • •
t For Newcomb in the 5th
be given to a waiter as a tip?
pied, but before the young man re “refresher" courses wliich are off
he w.ll not fight Gcv. Sewall next
22. What is the correct speech
Plans are being made for the
ceived a call from the man to work ered to unmarried tnen between Baccalaureate service to be held year. This, of course, is on the Lincoln Academy
upon being introduced to anyone?
23. What town founded in 1565 up the brick bill he obtained a Job the ages of 20 and 26. A Wednes in the Community Building. June supposition that the governor Jcnes. ss ........... 5
in Mowry <& Paysons clothing fac day press release from the Boston
seeks a second term. At the same
is the oldest in the U. S.?
tory and moved to tlie city. The army office announcing the low 8 Rev. E O. Kenyon will preach time they are convinced that Hodgkins, If ........ 5 10 0 0
24. How many objects are there
’Bond, lb, p...... 3 10 6 3
$1.03 owed for the bricks was not ering of the number of required the sermon, and will be assisted should the governor, as has been
D. Hatch, p, lb .... 4 0 15 0
is half a gross?
by
other
pastors
of
the
city
church

25. How many senators does each forgotten, however. When the first subjects from nine to seven, es. A chorus, made up cf musi currently reported, decide to quit 'chadboume 3b
0 110
pay envelope was received the should serve to stimulate further
the governorship and fight United Petrlllo, 2b .......... 10 0 11
State send to Washington?
cians
throughout
the
city,
direc

..... 4 0 0 7 4
No objection to adults trying their amount—an old fashioned "cart interest.
ted by- Mrs. Eleanor Cote Howard, States Senator Wallace H. White. Stetson, c
wheel"
and
three
pennies
—
was
put
Jr., for that post. Fernald will be Curtis, rf ........... 3 0 0 1 0
The
possibility
of
starting
such
luck at these questions.
will
provide
music.
in a glass jar on the mantle and a school at Rockland High by
in the gubernatorial primary all R. Hatch, cf ........ 4 0 0 1 0
• • • •
earmarked
to
pay
the
bill
the
was
over.
It is their further studied
June 1. still depends upon an in
POOK RICHARDS ALMANAC
Tuberculin tests were given Mon
first week-end trip to visit the law creased number of applicants. The day by Dr. Laughlin and Miss opinion that he will be ia greater
33 2 3 24 10 3
"In 1732 it was, I first published and in-law parents.
factor than ever before if he is in
* Pitcher in 5th.
minimum number fcr starting Steele.
my almanack." said Benjamin
Several weeks passed before
the fight.
• • • •
Rockland.
10526210 x—17
Franklin, "under the name of Charlie, a young brother, appeared such a course is 12. Call Principal
A
further
belief
is
that
if
Fer

Lincoln,
00000200
0— 2
Mrs
Grafton
’
s
homeroom
pupils
Richard Saunders;" It was con- one Sunday morning with a team Blaisdell at the High School if |
nald,
who
has
been
called
a
stormy
Two-base
hits;
Kalloch,
Page,
will
present
“
When
Children's
you
are
interested.
tmued by me about 26 years, com to take the young man and his wife
Small.
Runs
batted
in
—
Small
5.
« • • •
petrel,
a
trouble-maker
and
all
Friendships
are
World-Wide,"
a
monly called 'Poor Richard's Al home for the day. While getting
Chaples,
Sylvestri,
Page,
Chadsorts
of
names,
continues
along
manac’. I endeavored to mak? ready Charlie was instructed to "get
"Pipeline,” a camera record of Red Crcs9 program, next Wednes the same Lines as he has traveled, bourne 2, Newccmb, McConchie.
it both entertaining and useful, that money out of the jar as I an underground artery for oil day.
• • • •
politically, the past few months, Stolen bases—Small 3, Allen .Page
:» a it accordingly ;am? to be in must pay Mr. ----- for those bricks. products between Fall River and
he
is going to be a more important 2, J Smith. R. Smith, Duff. Double
Pupils
in
Mrs.
Spear's
firstsuch demand, that I reaped con Charlie, a young boy, grinned. He Boston, was shown to the com
factor
than has ever been believed play—Newccmb, Kallcch, Chaples
year
typewriting
classes
who
have
siderable profit from it vending got the money but said: "Have you mercial students Monday. In cne
possible
whenever he seeks the !struck out by Smith 3. D. Hatch 3,
annually near 10.000. Observing heard what Mr. ----- is saying day 651.000 gallons of 12 different received awards are: William East,
nomination,
whether it be in ’42 i ®°nd 3 Base on balls, off New
that it was generally read, scarce about you?” "Why, no,” replied his oil products can be put, one after 45 words a minute; Elizabeth
comb 1, Smith 3, D. Hatch 5. Bond 4.
or
'44
Shapiro.
40
words;
Nady
Cary,
any neighborhood in thr province brother, "we have always been good another, through the line. A pipe
• • • •
Th s expectation grcws from the
being without it. I considcieo it friends but I had no idea he thought line to carry o l between Portland Eileen Beach. Bertha Coombs,
Vinalhaven High fared not well
as a proper vehicle for convey enough about me to make any and Montreal is being considered Vivian Hussey. Sulo Salo. Mar very obvious change which haS
on
its home ground yesterday,
taken
place
in
Fernald.
It
was
a
jorie
Wiggin,
and
Barbara
Lassell,
ing instruction among the com speeches.”
which would release ships for de 30 words; Dorothy Trask, Ruth much different Roy Fernald who Thomastcn High running up at 21-1
mon people, who bought scarcely
“Well," chuckled Charlie, “what fense work.
Robinson, Virginia Fester, Lucille walked the State House lobbies the victory over these boys.
any other books.
• • • •
he is saying about you isn't very
Stanley.
Ruth Graves, Perley Bart past Winter than had been seen
"I therefore filled all tlie little nice and I’ll bet you'll be mad when
LEMNOS—1941
lett.
Maxine
Oliver. Ben Dowling. there in the preceding dozen years. shaiped up Fernald wras always
spaces that occurred between the you hear it. He is telling everyone Tonight on Lemnos the gray olive
Evie
Smith,
Lillian
Savage, Max He was present, even conspicuous, ready to help out. It would sur
trees
remarkable days in the calendar that you owe him $1.03 and skipped
Whisper dark tales ot bitterness and ine Cheyne, Barbara Wood1 and but it was not the same as hereto prise folks to know just how many
with proverbial sentences, chiefly town to get rid of paying him."
blood.
Weed. 25 words a fore. He was more retiring, al of the bills considered by the law
again the time-worn ancient Kathleen
such as inculcated industry and
"Honest?*’ said big brother. "Hon Here once
earth
though always managing to be makers Fernald helped to shape
frugality, as a means of procuring est," said Charlie . “All right," said Surges with waves of hatred In full minute.—Ben •Dowling.
• • •
seen,
to have it known that he was up. These weren't matters which
flood
wealth, and thereby securing vir big brother, “gimme the money."
High on Olympus, do the old gods,
Mrs. Esther Regers, in company about. Instead of ranting, as in especially interested Fernald. He
tue; it being more difficult for a He rolled it in a wad of paper and
moved
affairs of men, their power still with Miss Elizabeth Hagar cf Hol the past, his talks were more helped because the author wasn't
man in want to act always honest put it in his purse. Shortly after By thewield?
ly as to use here one of those pro reaching his old home the young Does Mars triumphant, watch Apollo den, Mass., is attending the New casual, less of the “nothing else sure how best to frame his bill and
England School Music Festival in can be right" attitude which had Fernald. who has had much experi
verbs. It is hard for an empty sack man started a search for Mr. ----- . Aboveweep
this "corner of a foreign field?" Lewiston today.
ence gave aid.
prevailed previously.
to stand upright.
The latter and his wife were out for
—Relief A. Nichols
• * * *
•
•
•
•
What
few
times
he
appeared
be

Those things aren't much, per
"These proverbs, wliich contained a ride and the young man met
The weekly meeting of the Junior fore committees his discussion of haps, but you'd be surprised to
the wisdom of many ages and na them. He stood in the middle of the
The Letterman's Banquet will be High Dramatic Club was held in
tions. I assembled and formed in road and requested the driver to held June 4, at the Methodist Miss Nichois’ room, Friday morning. the matter under consideration know how many votes they some
took a different tone than it had times bring a man at a time when
to a connected discourse prefixed stop and chat.
Church.
A play, ‘The Crooked Cross.” was previously. It was more tolerant votes count.
to the Almanac of 1757 as the
The driver looked and acted as
presented with this cast: “Sister
Yes, Roy Fernald locks like a
harangue of a wise old man to though he preferred to drive on.
Jeanette Saunders of the Senior ete. Helene," Sylvia Adams; “Mother of the other fellow than ever be
fore.
Again,
he
didn't
seem
to
feel
more
formidable 'political threat
the people attending an auction." but a grinning barrier stood in the shorthand class, and Pauline Car- Superior,” Faith Long; "Rosalie,"
that
the
Legislature
couldn
t
get
than
at
any previous time in his
path and, by now the young man roll of the effice practice class, Florence Knight; “Cecilia," Vina
K. S. F.
along
unless
he
was
right
there
in
political
life
—Sam Conner In the
was enjoying the encounter—al
Delmonico; "Marie," Georgia Treat;
Belva Ann Lockw'ood, of Wash though he was mad as a hornet in let time roll on and I hope you live “Anne.'' Pauline Stevens; “Theresa,' the State House to shout instruc Lewiston Journal.
ington, D C. was the first woman side. He inquired pleasantly, “Is it to be 100—you'll have in that case Dorothy Harden; “Catherine," Betty tions. Several times he was not
there from a Jew days to a couple
A pastured cow walks about two
ever to be nominated for president true, Mr. ----- that you have been many long years to wait for your O'Brien.
of
weeks.
and
cne-half miles in 24 hours,
of tlie United Stats. Th Equal telling people that I left town to dollar and three cents.”
A Masquerade Party is being
At
the
same
time
he
showed
a
grazing
as much during the night
Rights party sleeted her in 1884
avoid paying you the $1.03 I owe you
planned
for
the
members
of
the
Well, the years slipped. Our young
fine
willingness
to
help
others.
Il
as
during
the day, Cornell Uni
for those bricks?”
debt-paying-procrastinator started a |club' for its last meeting.— Betty
a member had a bill he wanted versity reports.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
After some stammering and hedg. checking account where the cashier O'Brien, secretary.
ing the man admitted that he mav was a relative of the brick-seller,
have said things that might give and every time he did any business Last night held the last social of
that
impression, hastened to say that with the bank he asked for the the school year These numbers
Sensible Borrowing
he didn’t really believe it to be a health of the relative. After
A mihtary dance by
can bring
fact and made excuses a-plenty. years he was told that the man war
e / op aPPers. starring
“Well,’ said our noble hero, "whether very ill and that grave fears wereJ^nSon. read^ “Pearlie
eace of
ind
s 1e es'ageby Billee Aylyou meant what you have been sav entertained fcr his recovery. Every
Buy a home through
ing about me or not, you had no day thereafter, either in person or N ‘
'°€a s0
1x10 At Me
t°Tee£ *<*<>rd**,
a Savings Bank mort
cause to say such tilings and I am by telephone the condition of the
patient
was
very
clo«elv
watched
'
o!o
'
Mortcn
"Madame
La-,'
sore
about
it."
He
told
the
man
how
Here any employed person, who
gage and your “rent
he had savfcd the money and showed
is honest and able to make small
monthly payments, can get a cash
it to him. Hie man beamed and case was really serious the young of Mary Snow, Pauline and Dorothy
money” in many cases
Pun of $25 to $250 or more
held out his hand, but when he saw man wrote a check for the amount, Havener, and Mary Wottcn; vocal
will pay off the mortentirely on A»‘r osen.
the money restored to the pocket of with 6 percent interest for 15 years solo, “Lilacs in the Rain," Mary
Anastasia.
the youth he changed countenance. and asked tlie cashier to give it to
,
The committee chairmen were;
Co-signers are seldom required
“Now listen,” said the youth, "il the man-with explanations
Remember, a
Th?
Brazier decorating. Mary
is °ne
—employer or friends are not
you want the money right now you “Shner
was
astonished
and
re;
Anastasia,
entertainment:
Martha
/“nu 7.7
entertainment;
the simplest. Consider these advantages:
involved in any way. With cash
must hop out here and fight for it. marked that the bill was ' outlawed. (Seavey. refreshments; and Joseph
in hand you can put your finances
1.
Greater flexibility—each mortgage treated in
If you don't want to do that you will but the young man said that made i9yIvestri. clean-up.-Ruth Seaburv
oa a sound basis that bring*
have to wait a long, long time be no difference Tlie check was mcsti
peace of mind.
Why not
______________ _
dividually to meet your own particular situation.
write ln today for full de
fore you get it; take your choice.’’
welcome according to the cashier. I
. ii« *
«
tails without obligation.
2.
Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment
f 1131 lylght ill fklO
“171 wait for it," said the man He reported that tlie sick man wep:
Small Loan statute
“Now let me pass." "All right," was and sent sincere thanks together
of interest, to suit your budgei.
•
License
No.
1.
Camden Theatre will have a
Charges 3% on un
the answer, “you may proceed, and with the remark that the young man
paid monthly bal
5', on mortgages in good standing interest
gloriously
tuneful technicolor fea
here is something I want you to re was certainly honest but the most
ances up to $150;
ture
for
Sunday-Monday.
“
That
2 >4% monthly on
paid
when due—No Tax Liens, and the loan
member, I am going to give you your stubborn person he had any knowl
balances above.
N.ght
In
Rio"
which
features
Alice
measly
dollar
and
three
cents
some

edge of. Guess he was right.
Room 201 Krcsge Bldg
amortized in 15 years.
Well, as tlie little ape said to the
Lten Ameche and the amaztime before you die. I shall keep
241 Water 6L TeL 1155
ing Carmen Miranda.
tabs on your health and unless you big one, “ain't men funny?"
August*. Maine
Our Service Guaranteed by Good
drop dead T will pay as I promise
(To C. S W., South Thomaston:
Housekeeping
as
advertised
Established 1868.
Member Federal Deposit Insuraace Corp.
You are on the sunny side of 53 and Look for your note in an early COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
them*.
55-62
”
'
” ’■
k ‘
’
59Stf
WORK WONDERS
I am three years under 25. Now, issue).

Information Test

amount to about two days’ pay of
the average motor vehicle owner in
this stnte for according to surveys
by various government agencies, a
majority of the car owners have in
comes of less than $30 a week.
“Besides the higher Federal gaso
line tax, car owners are paying
Federal taxes on tires, batteries,
’ parts and other accessories. Last
year the Federal gasoline tax wa»
increased by 50 percent and tlie
various other automotive taxes were
raised from 10 to 16 percent."

High Tax Bill
Confronts the Average
Motor Vehicle Owner In
Maine. Petroleum
Authority Says

A record high tax bill of $63.77
will be paid in 1941 by the average
motor vehicle owner in Maine, R
H. Tyler, chairman of the Maine
Petroleum Industries ’ Committee
predicted today. Of that amount. Drills which are huge pieces of
$49.10 will be collected by the 6tate steel, measuring 41 feet, are being
and $14.67 will go to the Federal made by Bicknell Manufacturing
Company fcr use at the Bath Iron
Government at current rates.
“The Federal gasoline tax in Wcrks to drill ledges In the Ken
crease of last year will add $3 or nebec River. These ledges will be
more to the motorists tax burden in dynamited to give the yard 25 feet
1941." said Mr. Tyler. “With this [cf water at low tide, for the launchincrease, the average motor vehicle ing of destroyers and ships from
owner in this State will pay to the ways.
Uncle Sam in 1941 approximately

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
$10 in 'emergency’ gasoline taxes.
WORK WONDERS
"These federal gasoline taxes will
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STANDARD TIRE

tin

4.40 4.50-21

Frai

Austin Day.

This famous tire
with a patented
cord body,exclusive
safety tread and
extra long mileage
tread compound has
always been a
popular thrift-buy—
save on this sale.

:i. 'I lie: d
Bn'wer,
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humorist. “Bugs t
to do dur ng su
•
wit.i “careless elit',
Lratea article ilk

6.00-1$

W<«kly Magazine
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Boston Sunday Ail

'Firestone

HIGH SPEED TIRE

“Silsbv’s Pansy
will be ready 1
through local store
Get your p:.nsy btr

FUST QUALITY- BARGAIN FRICES

This tire was original <
equipment on millions /
ot cars, now improved
to give still longer
AND YOUR
t mileage and greater
OLD TIRE
i protection against
6.00-16
| blowouts and skids.
I Compare it with any other first quality tire on
I the market — THEN LOOK AT THIS PRICE!

For flying Instruc
Treat, 68 Orace' 1
adv.
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Al.L MAKES—A
Repaired, Adjust

MAINE MU

■J-oon-

TEL. 708,

SALE!

A powerful guaranteed battery
at an amazingly low price. Buy
now and save money.

IK

DAVID G. HOD

GF7 OUK LOW PMCtS ON TRUCK TIKES

OPTOMK.
336 MAIN ST, 1U
I EL. 1
Office flours: 9 tor:
Evenings ISy Aj

Come Ik ond gof your eomplImKnlary paekagt
of
now IdabellK Flrottono Marigold
flower Mod*. Tboy or* your* for tho aiking

Listen te the Voieo of Fir**ton* with Richard Crook*, Margaret
Speah* and the Firestone Symphony Orchestra, under the direction
of Alfred Wallenstein, Monday evening*, over N. I. C. Red Networh

A. C. MCLOON & CO.
TEL. 51

McLOON WHARF

TEXACO PARK FILLING STATION,

TEXACO MOODY’S STATION,
WARREN GARAGE,

ROCKLAND. ME.

ROCKLAND
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FUNERAL
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890 or 781-1 t
110 112 LIMEROt
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ROCKLAND LINCOLN TRACK MEET Sheriffs Like Rockland

TALK OF THE TOWN Here’s A Smart Kid

(Continued from Page One)

See How He Came Out
Best In Deal With
Rockland Attorney
May 26
Thomaston — Beta Alpha
K 'll Call meeting at the BaptLst
vestry.
May 27 St Oeor«e
Aunt Jerushy
on the War Path'' at Grange Iiall.
May 27 — Camden — Doris Heald
School of Dancing Annual Recital at
Op< ra House.
May 30 Memorial Day.
May 31 Tag Day Sons American
l,i- 'ion Drum Corps Equipment Fund.
May 31—Lakewood opens.
May 31 Vinalhaven.—Junior Prom at
Town hall.
June 5 Knox County On Parade"
at Friendship Playhouse.
June 5 — Warren — Commencement
exercises.
July fr Annual Summer outing of
Knox County radio amateurs at Oakland Pa rk.
June 10 Rockpoit -Commencement
exerclw.i> ut Town Hall.
Hl<h School
12- Rockland
June
Co’rmeneement
June 12 Wuldoboro- Graduation ex
erclses.
June 14 Flag Dav.
June 14- Limerock Valley Pomona
meets with N >rth Haven Grange.
June 15—-Father's Day.
June 17 Camden Alumni Banquet
nt Yacht Club.
June 24
Thomii tvn-

"Parade

ol

Wedding Gowns” at federated vestry,
Jum
24 Knights Tqmplar observe
St. John s Day at Bath outing.

tone

Over in Somerset Ocunty there
Ls a little Skowhegan boy, perhaps
six years cld. perhaps seven, who
may shine some day in Wall Street.
Eady ind cations to that effect
were discovered cne day this week
by Charles T Smalley of this city
While attending Somerset County
Superior Court.
J Entering a drug store, he saw
the boy plaP-ne with a toy air
plane.

“What’s that?" he asked.
“Bomber,” was the sententious

••Give you a d me fcr it. ’
”O. K ”
Charles didn't have a dime, but
passed over two nickels and the
deal was completed. Apparently.
Carefully examining his' new
■ property the Rockland attorney put
on an air of disappointment.
“It’s not what I thought it was,”
he tcld the bey.
"Give you a nickel for it," said
the little shaver.
So the tiny airplane went back
to its former owner.
“Want an ice cream?" asked
Charles.
“Who pays?” said the boy.
“I do.”
”O K .”
And the last Mr. Smalley saw
of the little chap he was depart
ing with the airplane in one hand,
an ice cream cone in the other,
and an extra nickel in hLs pocket.

ti

AND YOUR OLD TIRI

6.00-16

Tire$toiw
CONVOY TIRES

5

The biggest tire

bargain er cr offered!
k

Extra miles of
dependable
service with
extra safety,
priced down
to bedrock.

Hurry,
Sale ends
June 1st.

The Owl’s Head Grange presents
“Aunt Jerushy On the War Path"
Frederick Merritt, recently re next Tuesday night at St. George
turned lrom Boston, Lock his sclo Grange hall.
tli .'ht la. t week, as a student flyor
Members of Win slow -Holbrook
ol Capt. Cliarles Treat.
Unit American Legion Auxiliary,
There's a feeling in the air about are requested to meet at Legion
the schcol houses that vacation is Hall at 10 a. m. Sunday to attend
at hand, and it's not impossible to memorial services at First Bap
note more taruy ones, and some tist Church.
with feet and faces pointing away
The Bath Lions Club is to emu
from the tasks of schocl.
late the example of the Rockland
A stereopticon picture of the en Club by sponsoring a Sea Scout
gine rconi of the steamer "Penob- troop. Quarters have been obtained,
. cot” wa in common circulation in and the movement will be launched
this city a number of years ago. One immediately. If Bath gets as good
cf these for copying purposes is a troop as Rcckland has it will be
greatly desired by John M. Rich very fortunate.
ardson cf Tlie Courier-Gazette.
The minimum age requirement
Commander Gilman Seabury re for enlistment in the Marine Corps
Reserve has been lowered from
quests that all l egionnaires meet
18 to 17, Lieut. Col. Walter G
at Legion hall Sunday morning at
Sheard, recruiting officer for the
10 c’rlcck. to attend Memorial New York area, has announced.
Services at the First Baptist Enlistment in the Marine Corps is
Chur h. and again at 1 o'dock to for feur years and in the reserve
attend tlie dedication of the Merle for the duration of the national
Foster Square in Owls Head.
emergency.

Kncx County Circuit League Or
ganization held its final Spring
meeting last night in the Metho
dist Church, w.th 100 members
frem Union. Thomaston, Camden,
Rcckport, Friendship and other
points attending. Brief devotions
were held, and Wilbur Senter
shewed moving pictures. Games
and refreshments were enjoyed.
LIFETIME GUARANTEE
tier, fmitone ti
carnet a written
lifetime |yiu«t«»—
without time of
ntlltilt limit.

I At

Delegates to the American Le
gion Convention June 20-22 in
lew.-ten were chosen Thursday
night at a meeting of WlnslciwHolbrook Post, and will be Austin
Brewer. W Leeman Oxton and the
new commander, who will be elec
ted June 5. The nominating com
mittee chosen includes Gendd U.
Margeson. Theodore Perry. Aus
tin Bn-wer, Frank Young and
Austin Day.
Instantaneru Etiquette—A noted
humorist. "Bugs Baer," tells wh<t
to do dur ii” serial emergencies
and le v. to igccver a situation
with “careii s » i. . y i>" An illustrated article it Rhe American
Weekly Ma zinA with May 25th
Boston Sunday AUve'rtber.
05'It

;45

“Silsbv'.s Pansy Plants” (30,000)
be ready for distribution
through local stored early in May.
Get your pansy bc^, ready.—adv.
50-tf
will

HICH SPEED TIRE
UN PRICES

riginal
k 111IOI1S

,roved

ingcr
| r c .u e r
Ijt n\t
I skids.

AND YOUR
OLD TIRE

6.00-16
|h any other first < luality tire on
HI N LOOK AT IHIS PRICE!

For flying ln trueftion see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace- St , Rockland.—
YiY
2-tf
adv.

RADIO SERVICE
ALL tl A KES—ALL MODELS

BORN
Farnham — At. Waldo County Hos
pital. Bellast, May 19. to Mr and Mrs.
Stuart Farnhani of Rockport, a son—
Clement Erskine.
Willis—At Rockland. May 22, to Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Willis (Edna Gam
age), a son—John Henry.
Hill At St George. Mav 17. to Mr.
and Mrs. William M Hill, a son—
William M . Jr.

DIED
Candage—At Camden, May 23, Wil
lis Candage, aged 77 years. Funeral
Monday at 2 o'clock from the Good
funeral home.
Andrews—At Glen Cove. May 24.
Helen Eliza, widow of Charles O. An
drews, aged 74 years. 13 months. FunA-al Monday at 2 o’clock from Bur
pee funeral home. Burial at West
Rockport.
Frye—At Camden. May 22. Sarah C..
widow of Fred P. Frye, aged 92 years.
27 days. Funeral Sunday at 2 p. m.
from 58 Chestnut street.
Godfrey—At Somerville. Mass , May
22. Ethel L wife of James A God
frey. aged 59 years. Funeral Satur
day at 2 o'clock from the Davis fu
neral chspel. Thomaston. Interment
ln Clark HUI cemetery. St. George.
Calderwood At Vinalhaven. May 21.
Annie, widow of Fred Calderwood,
aged 83 years.
Clark At Vinalhaven. May 20. Etta

all those
tributes;
Holman
to those

who gave the beautiful floral
also thanks to Rev. John
and Rev. Mr Daniels, and
who offered their cars.

Mrs. Wlnnlfred Teel and family and

brothers and sisters.

•

Por dependable radio service
rail
the Radio Shop, Tel. 844 . 517
MAINE MUSIC CO.
Main
street. Complete Philco Line,
TEL. 708,
ROC KLAND, ME.
60-tf
40-tf —adv.

excttAMce
f

ON

TRUCK TIRES

Visitors in Washington. D. C.
can get copies of The Courier-Ga
DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR. zette at the Metropolitan News
OPTOMETRIST
Agency. 603 15th etreet, North
336 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME. West.—adv.
58*tf
TEIaM
Office Hours; 9 to 1? 30—1.30 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
26-25

year complimentary package
lobelia Firestone Marigold
lay ora youra for the asking

with Richord Crookt, Margaret
Orchestra, under the direction
ling*, ever N B. C. Red Network

IN & CO.
ROCKLAND. ME.
ROCKLAND
WALDOBORO
WARREN

Won Three Straight
Thomaston Girls Leading
School League In Their
First Season

Rev. Kenneth H. Cassens is to
deliver the Memorial Day address
at Grand Army Hall next Friday
afternoon.

Don’t forget the beano party
Monday evening at 7.45. Extra good
table prizes, free specials and door
The Thomaston High School prizes. G A Jt. hall.
Girls softball team defeated Cam
den H.gh Girls 29 to 21 for their
“We aim to please. ’ is the motto
third straight League win. Wild of Withain's Lobster Pound, and
ness on the part of the Camden that popular resort, which opens
pitchers caused the visitors down tomorrow has built up a ‘big busi
fall. Little Florine Burnham led ness on the strength of it.
the Thomaston batters whil£ Paul
ine True was the star for Camden.
Joseph Beaulieu has been trans
Thomaston now leads the newly ferred from tlie local Prudential
organized league with three wins, Insurance office to manager of the
hav.ng pievicusly defeated Rcck Manchester office. Mr. Beaulieu
land 21 to 15 and Warren 12 to 9. will enter upon his new duties Mon
More remarkable is the fact that day, and will be joined at the close
this is the first year for tlie Thom of the school term by Mrs. Beaulieu,
daughter Eleanoi- and son Joseph.
aston team.
All those taking part in the min
Miss Ruth Packard and MLss strels for Pleasant Valley Grange
Josephine Pellicane enter training
to be presented Wednesday night
in the Telephone Company operat are requested to be at the hall on
ing room Monday.
Monday night promptly at 8 o’clock
for a rehearsal. The entire pro
County Attorney Hilliard Buzzell
of Waldo County has been elected ceeds will go for the building fund
king lien of the Belfast Lions Club, of the National Grange Founders
the treasurer of which is a former Memorial to be erected in 'Wash
Rockland boy Dr. Mervyn W. Bird. ington. D. C. this year celebrating
Tlie Belfast Lions Club is one of the the diamond jubilee of the Grange.
States most successful service
The silver and red army plane
organizations.
that flew over the city yesterday
Dedication services of the MerlJ afternoon at 2.30 may have been just
flying machine to most
B. Foster Square, at the intersec another
Rockland folks, but to Mr. and Mrs.
tion of the Crescent Beach and Ash
Maurice Snow, Mechanic street, it
Point road in Owl’s Head, will be was a thrilling sight, as it was pilot
held Sunday at 2 o'clock, re gardless ed by their son, Lieut. Richard
of weather. Winslow-Holbrook Post Snow, who is stationed with the U.
will take part in the ceremonies, S. Army Air Corps at Kelley Field,
"and Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary Texas. Lieutenant Snow left Texas
and members of Huntley-Hill Post, Thursday and after flying over his
V.F.W., and Auxiliary are invited.
parents’ home, landed at the Au
gusta airport. He is spending the
C. Fred Simmons, who was the weekend with his parents.
subject of an extended article in
The Courier-Gazette several years •
ago, will observe his 87th birthday j
Sunday. The veteran blacksmith is
found every weekday at his shop;
near Tillson avenue. The excellence
By SELIGER
of his workmanship, and his ability j
to keep everlastingly at it, have
been the subject of much comment.

Election of officers of WinslowHolbrock Unit American Legion
Auxiliary will take place Monday
night, also election of delegates
and alternates to the Department
Convention in Lewiston June 20,
21, 22. There will be initiation of
candidates and officers are asked to
wear white. Mrs. Catherine Libby
and Mrs. Alice Walker are hos
tesses.

County Attorney Stuart C Bur
gess and a Courier-Gazette repre
sentative were in Augusta Thurs
day. wheie the former had official
business with Attorney General
J . widow of Tobias Clark, aged 80 Prank I. Cowan. They paid a brief
visit to the Blaine Mansion where
years.
they were most kindly and courte
IN MEMORIAM
ously received by Governor and
In loving memory of my mother, Mrs. Sewall. The Rockland visitors
Mrs. Ethe'vn Geary of Vinalhaven.
who passed away May 24. 1940
found the State Capital blistering
Her daughter. Mrs. Raymond Rich
with
heat, which was in marked
Thomaston.
*
contrast to the chill breezes they
CARD OF THANKS
encountered when they found them
We wish to extend our thanks to selves back in Knox County.

Repaired. Adjusted. Installed

fS9

The finish of the 100 yard dash at the Knox-Lineoln track meet at the
Trotting Park Wednesday afternoon, won by Rockland with a margin of
20 points. French of Lincoln Academy is shown breaking the tape. In
back of him are Elmer Snow of Rockland, an unidentified Lincoln man;
in back of this man is Bert Snow of Rockland who came from behind at
the last second to take third place, squeezing out the Lincoln runner who
hides him in the picture; Albert Mills and James Economy of Rockland.

SOFTBALL

MARRIED
Joyal-Jones
At Rockland. May 24.
Lieut. Emil Wilfred Joyal of Camden
and Dorothy Elizabeth Jones of Rock
land.—By Rev. Fr. John Cummings.
Saastamoinen-Moore—At Thomaston.
May 23. Reino Ernst Saastamoinen of
Cushing and Miss Estelle Moore of
Thomaston. By Rev. H. S. Kilborn

CH U RCH ES

But the Camden Hills
He told of a town character, much
brighter than most folks credited
Unit Bids Fair To
him with being. A woman one dav
Remain Permanent
asked him the name of the town.
He told her and she then wanted to
A special despatch to The Cou
just 63 minutes will open at 7.30
know the name of the town further
SERMONETTE
rier-Gazette
from Representative
with the prelude and big sing, as
back (Damariscotta). He told her
Margaret
Chase
Smith, yesterday,
sisted by the instruments and choir.
this also.
Welcome,
Bishop
Loring
Mr. MacDonald’s subject will be indicates that the C.C.C. camps at
"How dees it happen that this
“Two Sights From a Tree." Blessed Southwest Harbor and Bridgton are
May 13, was an important day
town is laid out so much better than
is that nation whose God is the to close.
Damariscotta?” she wanted to in the religious life of the State
Lord.
of Maine. Greeted by Gover
know.
"Camden Hills Camp,” accord
e e e e
"Gosh! madam.” was the reply. nor Sumner Sewall and staff,
ing to the despatch, “to remain
"It ought to be; it has been dead surrounded by ten Bishops of
“What Would Our Fathers Do permanent
Continuance depends
longer.”
his own faith and by his clergy
Now” will be Dr. Wilson’s theme on available enrollees and pending
Paying tribute to the great heart men and the laity cf his Epis at 10.30 tomorrow morning at the appropriation.”
ed men and women of his State, the copate, a young man was con
Methodist Church. At 7.30 his
speaker declared that we live among secrated fifth Bishop of the
topic will be “The Sword of the
the greatest people of the 150,030,000 Episcopal diocese of Maine. The Spirit”. Church Schcol meets at
in this country. "And we are all clergymen of other faiths were
9.30 and at noon; Young People
thankful,” he added “that we live in special guests. I have in my at 6, and mid-week prayer service
E. H. Philbrick Recalls
the United States, the God-saving lifetime known three of his
Tuesday at 7 p. m.
Nation, the greatest of all the Na predecessors. It was tlie second
Oldtimers—An Eccentric
• • • •
tions.”
consecration of a Bishop in the
Papering Job
No elective cffice is of more im Cathedral Church of St. Lukes.
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
portance than that of a sheriff, he A young man, 37 years of age, Rev. E. O. Kenyon rector, the serv Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
told his audience. You are not only- was the recipient of this im ices for tomorrow will be appro
The Memory Man reminds me
executive officers, but you are ready pressive ceremony.
priate for the Sunday after the of many odd timers. He soys, “Do
to lend a hand, to set‘boys going on
He has come here to live as Ascension: Matins at 7.10; Holy you remember Ben Burton?” Yes,
the right way when they reach the friend and no tribute can be Communion at 7.30; Church School he was a caulker and I employed
forks of the road. You are not paid him higher than this — at 9 30; Holy Eucharist and ser him to caulk a water tank for
sheriffs merely to punish, but bigthat Maine residents welcome mon 10.30.
the Lime Company to soak hcop9
• • • •
hearted men who can do much for him and wish him well as he I
in, in 1905. .John Jones gave me
humanity.
adds his ministry to that of all
rocks
to stone a well in 1895. Frank
In recognition of Memorial Sun
“We are living in stormy days.” that has gone before and is to
Barker
lived near me in 1887 and
day at the Universalist Church
said Mr Redonnet. “I have tried day ; in the service of his Master 10.40, Dr. Lowe will preach a pa used to get up at 3 30 to attend
in vain to fathom what it is all and Redeemer Jesus Christ. He
triotic sermon, taking as his sub the banks He later moved down
about. I think Central Europe is stands committed and respon
ject ”Our Freedom and Our Faith.” town near the Torrey brass foun
going crazy, following a bloodthirsty sible to God and to Maine. After
Miss
Lotte McLaughlin will sing dry.
monster He may win for a day, a
the splendid and colorful serv
"Dock" Clemmons hadi a little
two inspiring solos. The Church
month, or a year, but he cannot win
ices are over to what is this School will meet at noon; Junior house on Trinity street. He was
in the long run. He Ls endeavor young bishop conscrated? "To
Y.P.C.U. at 5.30 p. m. and Senior a shoemaker and doctor—good at
ing to break up the rights that gov hold up the weak, heal the sick,
both. I owned the house after he
Y.P.C.U.
at 7.
ern free people.”
bind the broken, bring again
died. On fixing it up I papered
Addressing again the sheriffs, the the outcasts, seek the lost.”
one room with odds and ends of
NAVAL
RESERVE
DUTY
speaker said:
He comes to a city filled with
The Navy Recruiting Substation pai>er, first one kind and then an
“It is up to the officials to carry illustrious ministers of God.
other—no two alike. My first ten
on. It is yours to do. The way may Portland is served by conse announces that men enlisted in the ant was an Italian couple. The
be hard, but some day you will re crated men of God. The Protes- Naval Reserve will be retained on
ceive your glory In the messages tent ministry is of tlie highest active duty during tlie period of woman walked around the room
emergency and they will be released putting her hand on each kind as
written on the hearts of grateful
standard and the Catholic to inactive duty as soon after the she went, and talked to her hus
people.”
clergymen are the same,' they emergency as their services can be band. I could not tell whether she
The officers of the Maine Sheriffs
are headed by a bishop loved spared regardless of the number of was swearing or saying the Lord’s
Association are:
President--Henry E. Purnell of and honored by all. His Jewish years remaining on their enlistment Prayer, but as she smiled and.
brethren are Catholic in their Enlistments in the Naval Reserve nodded to her husband, I thought
Portland.
Vice President—John K. Farrar, sympathies toward all that will be for a period of four years if she liked it very much.
makes for righteousness in state over 18 years of age. Applicants be
E. H. Philbrick
Bangor.
tween
17
and
18
years
of
age
will
be
and
nation
and
this
lovely
city
Rockland,
May
24.
Secretary—Fernando Francis of
by the sea.
I enlisted for their minority. The
South Paris.
Fortunate is the young bishop Navy has urgent need of approxi Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette,
Treasurer—C. Earle Ludwick of
and
exceedingly hopeful and ex mately 35,000 additional men by
Rockland.
June 30th. Enlistments are now
Tlie association is to be incorpo pectant is the State to have
open in all classes of the Naval Re
him.
rated. and the committee in charge
Into social, business life, re serve. Men may be enlisted In Class
will soon report, Sheriff Farrar
ligious
joys and highest aspira V-6 of the Naval Reserve in all
ONLV
said.
tions there is extended to him ratings corresponding to those of
Available men to aid the sheriff’s
the regular Navy with the exception
depaftments are being lined up, a right hand of fellowship. As of photographers.
Sheriff Ludwick reporting that he he will never forget the pres
sure of the ordaining and con
had an emergency list of 50.
ROLLS RIGHT ALONG
Aid to auto registry departments secrating hands, so may he
never forget the urgency of tlie
was discussed. Secretary of State
But It’s a Little More Expensive
Frederick G. Robie was said to have call extended him.
To Roll the V-8 Model
A MILE
asked confidential character refer
Into a distressed world comes
ences from deputies who seek to the young man, to stand fore
An Associated Press despatch
have their licenses renewed after most for his Master, to whom,
from Detroit says:
they have been revoked on account
above all earthly things, the
The Ford Motor Company in
of drunken driving. This would save people of Maine have ever dedi creased Tuesday the price of all its
the State Police much trouble.
cated the best within them V-8 clylinder models by $15, and at
Sheriffs Foster , Gallant and selves. Welcome Bishop Loring the same time disclosed that It has
Bridges were appointed to confer
and your family.
begun deliveries of a new model
with Secretary Robie concerning
powered with a six-cylinder, ninety—William A. Holman
auto tests.
horsepower engine
The June meeting of the sheriffs
The new six-cylinder motor, on
Memorial.Sunday at the Little which tlie company has been work
will be held in Washington County,
cmmoNSD
and in July the officials will jour field Memorial Baptist Church the ing for many months, originally was
ney to that “northern Empire,” pastor Rev. C. A. Marstaller will scheduled to be brought out early
* COMFORTABLE
speak at 10.30 on “A Fitting Trib this year. Owing to priorities given
Aroostook County.
SAFE
ute.” Special music will include a to defense work, however, a com
duet by Miss Miriam Dorman and pany statement said, normal pro
Mrs. Arthur Fish. Sunday School duction of the new unit probably
follows at 11.45 with classes for all will not be in full swing until "early
ages. Young People's meeting is at Fall.”
Take the Youngsters for a
6 o’clock, with Mrs. Arlene Bartlett
News items from all of the Pa
The company statement said the
Train Ride
trons of Husbandry are welcomed as leader. “The Beauty and Attrac six-cylinder units will be priced $15
tiveness
of
Christ,
”
will
be
the
sub

here.
Sample Children's Fares
below current Ford V-8 prices of
ject used by the pastor for the serv corresponding body types.
(for children under 12—
Children under 5—Free)
ice at 7.15. Special music will be
Hope Grange was hest Monday provided.
Mid-week prayer and
FROM ROCKLAND
ROUND TRIP
Beloin’s Inn, which has gained
to Seven Tree Grange of Unicn. praise service Tuesday evening at
DOVER. N. H. ................................... $2.60
Supper was served by Miss Anna 7.30. Tlie Ladies' Aid meets Wed steadily in popularity since it PORTLAND ......................................... 1.70
Hart and Miss Virginia Hart who nesday night with Mrs. Carrie opened a few years ago, starts a WORCESTER ....................................... 4,70
new season tomorrow.
Baked BOSTON
were later complimented by Mrs. Lothrop.
........................................
3.90
stuffed
lobster,
fried
and
roasted
Albert Goss of Union. The pro
• * • •
(One half the adult fare)
chicken, steaks and seafood will
gram consisted of: Opening song,
“Soul and Body” is the subject of be amopg the special dinners off
“Auld Lang Syne”; singing by
the Lesson-Sermon that will be ered. The Inn is on the Atlantic
quartet, M ss Ruth Richardson, read
in al 1 Churches of Christ,
Miss Estelle Beverage, Philip Scientist, throughout tlie world, on Highway between Camden and the
RAILROAD
Wentworth and James Wentworth; May 18 The Golden Text is: “I Camden Hills C.C.C. camp.
reading, Mrs. Clara Lucas of pray God your whole spirit and soul
Union; paper by Hope lecturer, and body be preserved blameless
OWL’S HEAD GRANGE PRESENTS
Mrs. Evelyn Mank; musical skit, unto the coming of our Lord Jesus
"A Domestic Disturbance” by Ivan Christ” (I Thess. 5:23). The cita
“AUST JERUSHY ON THE WAR PATH”
Pendleton, and Thelma Brownell; tions from the Bible include the fol
AT ST. GEORGE GRANGE HALL
reading, Ray Danforth of Union; lowing passages: "Rejoice the soul
TUESDAY, MAY 27—8.00 O’CLOCK
piano duet. Madelyn Hawes and of thy servant; for unto thee, O
Tickets: Adults 25c; Children 15c
Olive Burgess of Union; “Ready” Lord, do I lift up my soul” (Psalms
62-63
by Florence Calderwood of Union; 86:4).
• * • •
closing song, “God Bless America”;
remarks by several members.
At the Congregational Church,
Hope Grange Sewing Circle met morning service is at 10.30, con
Friday and worked on aprons and ducted by Rev. Roy A. Welker
a quilt for the Summer fair.
Sunday School meets in united
service as usual. Music by quartet.
ONE AND ONE-HALF MILES EAST OF CAMDEN
Robert Dunba^has received notice Comrades of the Way will meet
of induction June 4 in the selective at 6.30 and the Pilgrim Fellowship
OPENING FOR THE SEASON, SUNDAY, MAY 25
service quota for Knox County. Mr. at 8 p m.
• > • •
Dunbar takes the place of Richard
W’e will be happy to greet old friend* and new
The Memorial Suncfay sermon at
Thomas, who has received notice of
and offer them such Special Dinners as—
deferment from the Athol, Mass., the First Baptist Church will be
BAKED STUFFED LOBSTER
board.
on “Seme Convictions For Memo
FRIED AND ROAST CHICKEN
rial Day." Patriotic organizations
Benefit beano G.AR. hall Mon- of city will attend the 10.30 serv
STEAK. AND SEA FOOD
eve., 7.45 p. m. May 26 Ocod prizes ice in a body. Appropriate music
free specials and door prize.—adv. will be sung by the choir. The
church school will meet at noon
with a class for every age group.
The Endeavorer's Inspiration hour
will open at 6 15 with Lloyd SnowNOTICE OF HEARING
deal as the leader, who takes as
his topic, “His R ght to Rule”. Tne
Undir authority of Chapter 13 of the Public Laws ol 1935, as
ROSS
amended by Chapter 138, Public Laws of 1939, the Milk Control Hoard
people’s evening service lasting
ol the State of Maine, will hold a public hearing In the KNOX

In 1918 there were about half a
million trucks in operation in this
country; in 1940 there were 4 500,000 trucks on the nation's highTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

LEAGUE
McCarty's 21, Snow’s 3

With Bob McCarty at the wheel,
the Drugstore cowboys took Snow’s
Shipyard across the bay Wednesday
night by a score of 21 to 3. Willis,
pitching for the losers, could not
seem to get his twister working, and
allowed 15 hits. Lawrence Cole
took over in the last two innings
and held the McCarty team to three
hits. Russell Bartlett pitched a
good game, holding Snow’s down to
six hits.
• • • •
Al’s 3, Wildcats 2
Al's Barber Shop had a hard
time trimming the Wildcats from
the Southend Thursday, squeezing
out a 3-2 win. Both teams played
up and coming ball, but Baum's
southenders had two chances to win
the game and passed them up.
• • * •
Van Baalen trounced Bruno's
Beys Club Friday night to the tune
of 11 to 4 Larry Epstein let six
I hits out. but the factory boys man
aged to get 19 hits from Duff.
4 * • •

EIGHT-room house to let. All mod
ern. Centrally located
Chance for
garden.
Tel. 770.________________ 62*tf
THE ALLEN bungalow to let. corner Lincoln and Limerock Sts. TEL.
971-W, or call at Dormanette.
62-64

A C. McLoon Ls having the scoreboard repainted and lettered. Sun
day morning the same crew of last
week with additional helpers are
needed cn the field at 9 o’clock

AUTO RADIO

The postponed game between Van
Baalen and A. &z P will be played
Sunday afternoon at 2.30.

PHILCO
MOTOROLA
SALES, SERVICE AND

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.

The outfield needs raking.

kJ

21

GRANGE CORNER

BELOIN’S INN

MILK CONTROL BOARD

INSTALLATION

THE RADIO SHOP

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

517 MAIN ST..
TEL. 844
Plenty of Free Parking Space

Ambulance Servicg

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
S90 or 781-1 or 781-11

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

111-112 LIMEROCK STREET
BUCKLAND, ME.
ll»-tf

• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 862
ROCKLAND. ME.
M-tf

Two Camps To Close

Also A Memory Man

reply. «

The
final
Prescott-sponsored
dance before Labor Day will be held
tonight at Glen Cove.

ORE DAYS

Page TfifdB
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Every-Other-Day

PLEASANT VALLEY
GRANGE

LAST DANCE

PRESENTS A

GLEN COVE

MINSTREL SHOW

(Present Auspices)

BINGO

Wednesday Evg., May 28

TONIGHT AT 7.45, SPEAR IIALL

AT 8.00 O’CLOCK

Free Dinner to be Given Away. Big
Rocker and $6—2 each
Big Prizes on Evening Games

UPPER TALBOT AVE.
Adults 20e; Children 15c
62-63

AT

UNTIL LABOR DAY

W. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION A THOMASTON
Power Equipment for Cemetery
Lettering
44-S-tf

TONIGHT
Muf.ic By

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
Dancing 9.00 to 12.30
Admission 25c and 35c, plus tax
——----- '

COUNTY COURT HOUSE. ROCKLAND, ON WEDNESDAY, MAY 28,
1941, AT 2 P. M., for the purpose of estaklHhlne or changing mini
mum wholesale and retail prices to be ch'»r<e<l for milk, meaning
fluid milk and cream, distributed for sale Within the Rockland mar
ket, Wherever produced. Including the following classes:
1. By producer to consumer, dealer or producer-dealer.
2. By dealer or producer-dealer to atores either for consumption

on the premises or resale to consumers.

By dealer or producer-dealer to consumer,
By stores to consumer.
By wholesaler to retailer.
6. By any person not Included in the foregoln< classification*
to another person for commercial purposes.
Said Rockland market as designated by said Board. Includes the
city of Rorkland and the towns of Rockport, Owl's Head and Cam
den. all rtltldn the County of Knox and the towns of Damariscotta,
Newcastle. Nobleboro and Waldoboro, and the villages of Pemaquld,
New Hart>«. Pemaquld Point, Pemaquld Beach and Chamberlain,
in the town of Bristol, all within the County of Lincoln.
All persons Interested are requested to attend and oiler testimony.
3.
4.
3.

MILK CONTROL BOARD, by Dorothy F. Folsom, S«c’.
62 -«7

Page Foul

East Warren Man

WALDOBORO

A Tribute To Robert
Simmons, Who Was
Recently Surprised

MRS. IZX73BS
orrwpond
£ a £a

OW.MT

Mr. and Mrs. James Gray of
South Portland have been recent
guests of Mrs. Ida Whitcomb.
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Ludwig re
turned Thursday from the Oxbow
region where they had spent sev
eral days.
Mrs. Mary Mosley of Portland
ls visiting her aunt, Mrs. Jennie
Benner today. Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Watson and son Benjamin of
Rockland were visitors Wednesday
at Mrs. Benner's.
Mrs. F. A. Levensaler ls visiting
her daughter in Portsmouth. N. H
Miss Susie Storer and Brooks
Btorer are guests of relatives in

t

Boston.
Mrs. Nettie Freeman has been
a recent Portland visitor.

Mrs. Gladys Grant is spending
the week-end with her mother
Mrs. I. P. Bailey in Newport.
A Union Memorial Service will
be held at 10.46 a. m. Sunday at
the Methodist Church. Rev. O.
G. Barnard will be the speaker.
Mrs. Harold Parsons and son
William of Newcastle spent Thurs
day with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
C. B. Stahl.
R. N. Atherton who Ls connected
with the Extension Service. Col
lege of Agriculture, U. of M. was
a business visitor here Friday.
Mrs. Grace Darling and Mel
vin Stone of Gray have been re
cent visitors at the home of John
Palmer.
Mrs. Cora McLain is visiting her
son Harris McLain. in Melrose,
Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Grass of
Mars Hill were overnight guests
Wednesday of Mrs. Grass' mother
Mrs. Caroline Hodgdon.
American Legion Auxiliary will
serve a public supper Saturday at
the Grand Army hall.
Mrs. Kelsey Lash is spending
the week in Boston.
High School Honor Roll

Highest scored students for the
fifth ranking period are:
Post Graduates—Crystal Fitch;
Seniors—Clayton Hoak, Vera Jame
son, Dewey Moody, Harold Orff,
Keith Winchenbaeh, Donald Heyer.
Juniors—Arthur Burgess, Inez
Hilton,

Bessie Stahl, Ernest Mc

Lain, Mary Miller, Robert Creamer.
Joyce Fitzgerald, Barbara Picinich,
Sophomores —* Pauline Creamer,
Irma Pietila.
Freshmen — Ernest Fitzgerald,
Ralph Genthner, Beryl Gross. Ar
thur

Kennedy,

Margaret

Mank,

Leonard Newbert.
Grade VIII—Eleanor Benner. Otis
Benner, Paul Hilton, Helen Hoch,
Walter Johnson, Robert Kane,
Glenys Mank, Hannah Morse,
Helen Putansu, Frances Richards,
Marie Waltz.
Grade VII—Mildred Benner, Rob
ert Heyer, George lives, Esper
Mank, Jack Mills, Arthur Scott,
Dorothy Spear, Mary Waltz.

NORTH APPLETON
Miss Vivian Keene. R. N., of Pal
mer. Mass, is spending a vacation
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Or
mond Keene.
Callers Sunday at George But
ler's were Mr. and Mrs. Merrill But
ler of Searsmont. Mrs. Orrin Jackson of Union and Mr. and Mrs.
George Butler.
Wesley Cunningham has re
turned to Augusta after a short
vacation.

Mrs. Angie Fish is caring for
Mrs. Joshua Wentworth who ls ill.
Miller Hobbs and son Roy were
guests Sunday at Leland Johnson's.
Mrs. O. T. Keene. Miss Vivian
Keene and Mrs. Willis Oerrish
made a trip Tuesday to Bangor,
Brewer and Orono.
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Zachowski
were recent visitors at William
Darroch’s.
John Oushee who spent the Win
ter in Boston, has returned home.

EAST APPLETON
Mrs. Cassie Paul is employed as
housekeeper at Miss Adna Pitman’s
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Caiderwood
and children Rosalind and Lee
passed last week-end with Mrs.
Calderwood's mother, Mrs. Grace
Brown.
John Jackson of South Montville
has employment at Charles Salos.
Mrs Jethro Pease and daughter
Marion of Hope were recent callers
at Floyd Gushee's.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Paul were
Belfast visitors recently.
Freeman Gushee is employed at
the Knox Woolen Mill in Camden.

PLETON
ii School Notes
esults of baseball games the
i week were:
:ay 12—Warren 8. Appleton 7.
ay 14—Washington 2, Warren 9.
ay 15—Rockport 7, Appleton 2.
ay 19—Liberty 4, Appeton II.
he baccalaureate sermon will
:iven June 1 by Rev. Roy Clark.

:r. and Mrs. Merle Jones, acpanied by Mr. Darroch and
i.

Robbins

Appleton, Mr.
Utrect of Wash-

of

ith and Miss
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DOWN-EASTERS
At RIVERSIDE HALL
APPLETON

TUESDAY. MAY 27
Benefit Senior Class

A Hobby Exhibit
Warren High School
Reveals Its Work In
Many Forms

WARREN
ftft ftft
ALENA L. STAHEtiHT

ft ft ftft

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
A birthday surprise party for
Robert Simmons of East Warren
was held at his home under the
direction of Mrs. Grace Colburn,
Miss Hasel Parker and Mrs. Bes
sie Beane, a full account having
been published in an earlier issue.
Many friends and neighbors as
sembled. and then appeared the
West Rockport Grange in a body.
Mr. Simmons was always an ac
tive member of this Grange until
recently, during which time he has
served for 25 years as master, and
has also been through the chairs.
He is a member of Pomona, State
and National Grange, has served
in Pomona as master, overseer, lec
turer and secretary; and as deputy
of the Grange for Knox County
for two years. He united with the
West Rockport Baptist Church in
1878.
He is a pensioned school teacher,
having taught for 30 years. His
first term was in Camden, and he
later taught in Beech Hill, Rock
ville. West Rockport, Warren Vil
lage, Vaughn N?ck. Warren High
lands, Skinner District, East War
ren and East Union. Two of his
first home pupils were present at
the party—L. A. Packard and T.
J. Carroll. Others attending who
were students in his schools were
Beniah Packard. Fremont Tolman,
Joseph Conant. Vesper Packard, H.
Maurice Carroll, Grace Colburn
and Ida Kalloch.
The writer recalls the Fall and
Winter of 1885-86 when he attend
ed the school which Mr. Simmons
taught at Mount Pleasant for 14
weeks. Following this, he taught
the
Highland School
(better
known as Brooklyn at that time).
Pupils walked three miles morn
ing and1 night.
I especially recall that on an
April 3 occurred one of the worst
snow storms I have ever seen. We
were unable to get home until Sun
day. the snow being so deep and
drifted that it took us nearly all
day to make the trip.
Mr. Simmons also possessed1 a
rare gift of needlecraft. He has
made many beautiful quilts, braid
ed rugs and various other fancy
work. It is well worth one’s while
to call on him.
At the party he responded to
many requests by reciting “The
Psalm of Life'* and1 “The Curfew
Shall Not (Ring Tonight”. J. Her
bert Gould remarked that he re
cited as readily as in younger days,
which displayed his wonderful
memory.
The group of 57 who gaily helped
in the celebraton of his birthday
were from North Waldoboro, War
ren, Rockland, West Rockport,
Simonton Corner and Camden—
an evidence of the wide radius of
his friendships. His joy in the
occasion was voiced in heartfelt
sentiments of appreciation.
T. J. Carroll
Mount Pleasant. May 24.

MAINE IN WASHINGTON
For a reief from wars and rumors
of wars this column this week will
consist of Personals. Washington
is now at its best with skies smil
ing. flags flying, and broad rolling
lawns of green. Beyond the Wash
ington Monument and Lincoln
Memorial and across the Potomac
rises Arlington with its trees now
covering the crosses.
As the seasons merge one into
another one inevitably ponders
now what will be the situation
when this season comes again.
Meanwhile here the usual round
goes on with the various social
contacts small and great that are
the custom of this clime. In
Europe, Asia, and Africa lawn
parties are no more but America
may still remind itself of its long
and happy past.
Senate Ladies

This w’eek Mrs. Roosevelt enter
tained as usual the ladies of the
Senate at a picnic luncheon on the
broad expanse of the White (House
lawn with the assistance of Mrs.
Wallace, the wife of the Vice Presi
dent, and the ladies of the Cabinet.
Mrs. Wallace H. White, Jr., wife
of the senior Senator from Maine,
was at her farm near Auburn “Get
ting in her Spring crops ' as the
Senator says and recuperating
from the strenuous Washington
season amid the delights of Spring
in Maine. Senator White talks
very learnedly of his farm in
Maine but his associates here
all insist that he spends more
time looking after the fences than
after the Spring plowing and that
Mrs. White is really the one who
looks after the various responsi
bilities of a farm at this season.
Mrs. Ralph G. Brewster .wife of
the junior Senator, was back from
her brief trip home and able to re
port that 20 Vice Presidential
chickens are new thriving in the
Maine air at Dexter with the gar
dens all mapped out for the Sum
mer—and possibly the chickens.
The picnic on the White House
lawn is as impromptu and informal
as any we would have in (Maine.
Tables for six were scattered
around the lawn under the trees
where 75 ladies could find seats
after filling their plates at the
central tables where the ladies of
the Cabinet served things which
they had severally contributed.
One Cabinet lady furnishes sliced
ham; another a fruit salad; an
other a crabmeat salad in' toma
toes; another sandwiches; and an
other cake and cookies.
Mrs.
Roosevelt furnished the coffee,
cream and sugar, and' it is all as
simple as that, exactly as it would
be flone at home. The ladies of
the Senate go in the front door of
the White House and are received
by Mrs. Wallace in the Blue Room
and she leads the troup down to
the White House lawn where Mrs.
Roosevelt and the ladies of the
Cabinet receive them.
Office Executives
Thursday afternoon Mrs. Roose
velt entertained the girl executives
from the various offices with each
office having the privilege of nam
ing one girl to attend the White
House Party. This again is an
annual event with about 2000 pres
ent including 96 from the Senate
and 4035 from the House. This
was also planned as a lawn party
but was transferred indoors on
account of threatening skies. The
girls all line up in the East Room
and then pass through to the Blue
Room where Mrs. Roosevelt and
the ladies of the Cabinet receive
and shake hands with each young
lady before they pass cn into the
State dining room where refresh
ments of cake, cookies and punch
are served.
From Senator White's office went
Miss Ruby Hutchinson who cer
tainly comes under the category of
an executive as everyone familiar
with the functioning of Senator
White’s office thoroughly under
stands.
Miss Hutchinson has
handled Senator White’s office for
many years and is widely recog
nized as one of the most competent
executive assistants on the Hill.
From Senator Brewster’s office
went Miss Marion Smart of Dexter
by the agreement of the other
girls in the office as Miss Smart
is new to Washington this year
and is experiencing all the thrills
that go with the various activities
down here.
Mrs. Marion LeClair who looks
after affairs in Congressman
James C. Oliver’s office very gen
erously relinquished her invitation
to the office of Congressman Frank
Fellows of Bangor so that both
his secretaries here could go, Miss
Hazel Picard of Bangor and Miss
Sylvia Kirkpatrick of Bangor, as
they also were new to Washington.
From Congressman Margaret C.
Smith's office went Mrs. Stephen
Haskell of Mechanic Falls. The
experience was not new to her as
she has been in Washington more
years than her appearance would
lead one to suspect.
Mrs. Elizabeth May Craig, Wash
ington representative of Maine
papers who is now considered prac
tically an adopted daughter of
Maine although she came from
South Carolina, was also a guest
at this “Lawn party indoors."

ing. poultry raising and dairying
in Knox County, featuring improvmen ts and experiment^

The Empire State building in
New York js ten vearj old,

White House lawn party with a

Aliens In Brazil must pay $2.50 somewhat more political aspect al
for a permit to change residence.

though

one

Fifth Columnist or

VINALHA1

SENTER * CRANE'S

(From the Office of Senator Ralph O Brewster)

One of the outstanding and suc
1W. 49
cessful events of the school year
in Warren was the Activities Ex Clifford Overlock discovered a
hibition by the High School hobby pheasant's nest while running his
groups Wednesday at the Andrews pasture fence recently. The nest
block, and visited by over 100 par contained seven eggs.
The annual High School Banquet,
ents and interested citizens.
Students in charge of the booths, will be given Tuesday at 6.30 at the
who courteously explained the Montgomery Rooms and will be in
groups were: Airplane modeling, charge of the Student Council. Ray
Frank Barrett, and Howard Maxey; mond Bowden of the Rockland High
Press Club, Mary Drewett and Ed School history department will be
ward Barrett; Camera Club, Made the guest speaker, and Supt. Frank
leine Haskell, and Evelyn Smith; D. Rowe will say a few words. Let
8crap Book Club, Charlotte Moore; ters will be awarded in soft ball,
Sewing Club, Elizabeth KennLston; base ball etc. An amusing addition
Student Council, Bowdoin Miller, to the affair will be the announce
the president, and Leona Sidelinger, ment of “Who’s Who in High
the latter also in charge of the day's School.” Chester Wyllie will be song
guest registration; a general science leader and Bowdoin Miller, student
exhibit, Richard Butler and Wayne council president, the toastmaster.
Starrett; manual training Eleanor Mrs. M. R. Robinson is visiting
Fales.
,
her daughter, Mrs. Hugh Blodgett
Through these hobby groups, in Westfield, N. J.
much has been accomplished in the
way of vocational guidance, as High School Activities
by Gloria Haskell
stressed by the State Department of
The
last
formal Assembly was
Education. Decorations were in the
held with the Student Council and
patriotic colors, in crepe paper.
The Student Council Table had a the Speech Class in charge. Glenchart arranged to show its officers, ice French read the Scripture, and
members and outstanding activities Christine Jones played ’“Valse
among the principal events being Bleue,” her encore, “Secret.” The
the election of Charlotte Moore, speech class members, who have
Student Council treasurer, to the been studying radio programs, pre
position of secretary of the State sented a sidewalk interview, with
Student Council Association. Also Harold Moore as station announcer,
shown at this table was a copy of and Madeleine Haskell as the in
the by-laws and constitution and terviewer.
Those who answered
one of the Student Council pins.
questions were Leon Mathews,
Of the dozen completed airplane Glen ice French, Wayne Starrett,
models exhibited, but two were alike 1 and Mary (Ludwig. The program
in design. The students in charge was sponsored by Millsyde Lunch,
of this booth were busily engaged which offered the prizes.
in getting out parts for an uncom
Leon Mathews was in first place
pleted model, and were answering with a score of 3 out of 5. Ann
numerous questions on the con Norwood and Elizabeth Kenniston
struction. Models seen were the sang, "I’ll Be With You In Apple
Beachcraft, Taylor Cub, Aeronica, Blossom Time," with Christine
Fokker, Corben Ace, Cordron, Stin Jones, her accompanist. The girls
son Reliant, Douglass, Scout and were well received in their duet
Bomber. Models in the various and sang for encores. “Mickey” and
states of construction were also
April Showers."
The program
shown.
closed
with
a
few
remarks
by Prin
Copies of the latest editions of
cipal
DeVeber.
Jeannette
Over
“The Tattler," were on sale by the
look
of
the
Student
Council,
was
Press Club. The stages in prepar
in
charge
of
the
Assembly.
ing the paper were also shown, and
Rehearsals for the graduation
Relief Program In Warren
the exchange papers from Thomas
ton, Deering, and Norway High exercises are being coached by Miss
Nets Good Sum To Help
Schools. Free copies of a special Hayden and Mr. DeVeber. Lowell
Homeland
exhibit edition of “The Tattler" were Moody. '42. has been chosen a-s
given away. Shown, too, were the marshall for commencement week.
The Finnish Relief benefit social
The combination radio and record
natty programs for various school
dance sponsored by the Georges
functions the past year. Officers player, presented the school by the River and Long Cove friends of
of the Press Club were posted on a senior class is now in use. A set Finland at Warren Town hall last
of rules governing its use has been Saturday night was well attendiwheel type card board.
The Manual Training Group had drawn up by Leon Mathews, David ed.
a number of partly completed ob- White, Curtis Tolman, Bowdoin
This program announced by
ects on view such as lamps, shades, Miller. Bertha Anderson
and
Mrs.
Ellen Nelson was presented1:
magazine racks, standing knitting Christine Jones.
Music,
Georgies River Orchestra;
bags and pipe racks. This group
Leona Jones, a senior who is at
Finnish
national anthem, audience;
due to lack of funds was forced to home after a recent appendectomy
disband in the mid-Winter, but was remembered by her classmates remarks. Emil Ruuska; piano solo.
much was accomplished in a short with a shower of cards and a bas “The Butterfly," Miss Dorothy
Johnson; accordion duet, “Silver
time by the students under the ket of fruit.
Bells,” James and John Dana;
guidance of advisor, Robert Pack
song, “Go, Pretty Rose,” Misses
ard.
Elaine Risteen and Eleanor Nel
The Camera Club group had GLEN COVE
Miss Emily Hall has employment son; piano solo, “To the Rising
made some “shots” of some of the
well known citizens on the street, at the Knox Woolen mill in Cam Sun,” Miss Grace Paulsen; accordian duet, “Caller's Waltz,' Miss
and had developed and printed two den.
Mrs. Cunningham of Boothbay Helmi Koivumaki and Oliver
films in the dark room Improvised
in a small ante room just off the is at Mrs. Mary Hall's .
Niemi; song. “My Faith In Thee,”
Mrs. Wilfiam Clinton has been Miss Helen Johnson, accompanied
exhibition room. Though the Club,
with the aid of the Student Council, recent guest in Worcester, Mass. on piano by Mrs. Emma Johnson;
has bought some equipment such as
Mrs. Granville Hardy and son speech in Finnish b> Frank Aalto
trays for developing and printing, Elwood of Deer Isle are passing nen of Maynard, Mass.; remarks,
drying plates, a developing tank, a several weeks w’ith Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. William Pirtinen; piano solo,
printer, paper developer, and so Sidney Stinson
•Rivat King March," Miss Dorothy
forth, much of the credit for the
Hiram Gregory of Havertii’.l, Johnson; accordion duet, Mr. Lunclub's existence goes to Madeleine Mass., and Miss Belle Schultz of dell and Oliver Niemi; song. “To
Haskell, '41, who has loaned the Norwell, Mass., were visitors last My Lord,” Mrs. Toivo Hendrick
group much necessary supplies in week-end at C. L. Gregory's.
son; Finnish folk dance by Jolly
cluding enlarger, dryer, racks, film
Ray Newton and family have Toiler’s 4-H girls, accompanied by
tanks, agitators. The students have moved to the Spear apartment.
James and John Dana.
been studying books on photogra
Music for the general dancing
phy. Views shown were by Gloria
Haskell, Madeleine Haskell, Theresa Club exhibit. This Club made four was furnished by the Georges River
Huntley, Bertha Anderson, Joan children's dresses for the American Orchestra. Coffee and cake were
Smith, Evelyn Smith, and one by Red Cross the past Winter, and the sold with Mrs. Selma Mackie. Mrs.
Christine Jones and Ruth Starrett. quilt which added funds to the Elli Liukkonen, Mrs. John Niemi,
Mrs. John Kulju, Mrs. Lem pi TcrThe blue and white felt caps in school.
The junior-senior chemistry class packi in charge and with Mrs. Mil
the school colors, worn all the year
by the girls were the work of the had prepared a chemical garden for dred Harjula, Misses Lemoi Kill,
Sewing Club, and excited much the exhibition with wheat growing Airlene Nelson and Ina Andersen
attention from the design.
A luxuriantly ini a bed of excelsioir wet assisting.
striped pinafore uniform, worn by with water and chemical. Richard
Coffee bread, cake, cheese, a rug
the girl's soft ball team members, Butler and Wayne Starrett of the and pillow were auctioned off by
was also included in the Sewing general science class had a tele Emil Ruuska. A quilt was award
graph sending model which worked
on the same principal as a genuine ed Mr. Berkquist; statuette to Mrs.
ington High School attended the sender.
Salmi; vase to Mrs. Selma Ander
recent meeting of Knox-Waido
The Scrap Book Club had a scrap son: and pillow to Einard Kyllonen.
Teachers' dub held at Rockledge book on exhibition, neatly done, and The committee met later at the
Inn. Spruce Head.
containing much valuable material home of Mr. and Mrs. John Niemi
Mr. Salo has given a furnace to of classic and informative nature.
to find that the sum of $163.21
the Community hall.
The Delco-Radio, gift of the class was realized. The money has been
Ralph Wentworth gave an In '41 to the school furnished the turned over by Elmer Nelson, treas The Party Line
teresting talk Tuesday, accom music during the exhibition.
urer to Emil Rivers to be sent to
Saturday afternoon under smil
panying it with , colored slides.
Finland for relief of war invalids, ing skies Mrs. Roosevelt enter
Subjects treated were blueberryThe Suez Canal is 101 miles long. orphans and widows.
tained several hundred girls at a

Finnish “Carry On”
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"Trojan Hess" from the State of

Maine was included on the list in
the person of Miss Shirley Morri
son of Bangor from the office of
Senator Brewster.
A year ago some Democratic
friends of Miss Morrison invited
her to attend a White House lawn
party for a benefit of some charac
ter at two dollars a ticket which
Miss Morrison decided might be a
good investment and this year has
reaped a Jlvldend in the shape of
an invitation without price. This
has been rhe occasion of much
good-natured chaffing among her
colleagues on the Hill as to what
may happen to her when she is
examined regarding her party lines.

NEW

Evening Dresses

Mrs.

Woodeoi k-Ca

1

THE GRADUATION BALL IS JUNE 5TH
We have a large stock but it will go fast

$5.00 to $12.50

Boy Scouts

The National Council of Boy
Scouts has been meeting in Wash
ington this past week with repre
sentatives present from all sec
tions of the country. The Maine
delegation were Perry Jackson.
Presque Isle; Loren Thompson.
Brewer; Lawrence Lee, Executive
Scout Secretary. Bangor; and
George Bearce, Bucksport. They
were calling on the members of
the Maine Delegation on Capitol
Hill and enjoying some of the
sights of Washington in the few
moments they could snatch from
their very busy day.

ROCKVILLE
Manley Pettingill has returned
from a motor trip.
Mrs. Viola Willey cf Skowhegan
passed last weekend with her.
mother Mrs. Annie Bucklin.
Mrs. Almon Cooper who has
been ill is improving steadily.
Dr. and Mrs. Bert Parshley of
Wolfboro, N. H.. were guests last
weekend of Mrs. Ida Burrows and
Miss Lottie Ewell.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Lewis Leighton

(Annie Collamore) have come from
Augusta to spend the Summer at
Mrs. Leighton’s home here.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Sherer ac
companied by Mrs. C. W. Blackinton of Rockland Highlands mo
tored Wednesday to Bangor. Mr.
and Mrs. Sherer called on Mr. and
Mrs. N. I. Edminsfcer while Mrs.
Blackinton visited’ her son and
daughter-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Er
nest Blackinton.
Craig Korpinen, Jennie. Edna
and Ralph Marshall are out of
school, victims cf chicken-pox.
Mr. and Mrs. M. M Crowely,
daughter Marjorie, son Leslie and
guest Helen Hall passed last week
end at Corea.
Riding through the country now
gives one a beautiful picture of
apple trees in full bloom. Just
now. too. the air is sweet with deli
cate perfume from the many blos
soming trees, shrubs and plants.

HOPE
Mrs. Elsie Wilson and daughter
have been passing a few days in
Boston.
Mrs. O. N. Cross of Cadmen and
daughters, Mrs. Grace Anderson
of Massachusetts, Mrs. Raymond
Hills of Panama. Canal Zone and
Mrs. Robert (Richrads of Pasadena.
Calif., were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. W. K. Rabbins.
A Red Cress sewing meeting was
held Wednesday, dinner being in
charge of Mrs. Alice True. Wo

mens and childrens’ dresses were
made.
Germany has accepted "Interna
tional Candle Power” as the only
official unit for measuring the In
tensity of light.

FOR SALE
POUR room bungalow for salo at
39 Knott St, Apply on premises. 60-62
20-FT power dory for sale CLYDE
maloney, south Cushing
si *63
TULIPS for sale. WILLIAM C. AN
DERSON 78 Maverick St.. Tel. 458 R.
60-82

MISCELLANEOUS
PLANO

moving,

reasonable

rates

844 . 517
Main St.
'
58-tf
LAWN mowers sharpened Called for
and delivered. Prompt senlce. *1.25.
H. H CRIE St CO. 328 Main St., TW.
205. City.
51-tf
MEN. Women! Want Vim? Stimu
lants In Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep up
bodies lacking Vitamin B-l, Iron Cal
cium. Phosphorus. Introductory size
only 35c. Call, write C. H. MOOR &
CO.. and all other good drug stores.

Call the RADIO SHOP. Tel

Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock1/ad Hair Store. 24 Elm 8t. Mall orders
aUlrlteq
J|. O RHOPfiS, Tel. 519 J.

. ,

41-0-tt

Albert Carver

I

Thursday to the Raq
Supper was served.
All members of pal:
and others interested u
the Gland Ann.v room
O o'clock to make wre i
attending will take box ]
Mrs Harvard Burge
Lcuise and Beatrice Bi
Sidney Winslow, Mrs.
gess and Mr. and Mrs
visit,ed Thursday in Roel
ing the ttlp in Capt. Eui
motorboat.
Finest Glidden, Vivian
Charles Webster, attende
convention of Lions Clu
' land.

Congressman Sm’th Entertains

This week Congressman Margaret
Chase Smith of the Second District
gave a most delighful dinner party
at her home for visiting friends
from Maine and a royal “good time
was had by all” until it was neces
sary for some of the guests to
catch a train for Maine. Among
those present were Lieut. Colonel
and' Mrs. John G. Towne of Water
ville (now a Colonel by edict of
the War Department) on their way
north from a visit at Camp
Blanding. Florida, where the Maine
National Guard is training; MX.
and Mrs. Oscar Clark. Washington,
who have bought a home in Skow
hegan (Mr. Clark is Librarian oi
the Supreme Court); Mr and Mrs
E. McNeelie of Skowhegan; Mrs.
Maurice Merrill of Skowhegan;
Mrs. Flossie Dillen of Philadelphia,
formerly of Skowhegan; Thomas
Macdonald of Belfast; Mrs. Eliza
beth May Craig of Washington;
Senator Wallace H. White Jr., and
Senator and Mrs. Ralph O. Brew
ster.

Lafayette Cai\er (

tiie G A R. ate requ
Meme! lal hall, Smul.i’
attend service at Union
The Mother and Da
will meet Monday with
Patrick.
MSrs. Cora Carlon retu
day from Belmont. Ma

In Everybody’s Column FOR SALE
Advertisements in this column nm
to exceed three lines inserted once fot
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines flve cents each for one
time, 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a Uns.

LOST AND FOUND-

NESCO two-burner oil stove with
small oven, for sale; also small re
frigerator, oil stove oven (2-burneri.
48 PARK ST., Camden. Tel 2337 62*64

KITCHEN range In good condition
with hot water coll and new grate.
Apply after 6 p. m. at 46 Summer St .
or TEL. ,81-W,___________________ 62*64
TULIPS lor sale

LEIGHTON gold wrist watch lost,
between High School and Cottage St.
Reward. Return to 15 COTTAGE ST
___________________________________ 62*64
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 647 and
the owner of said book asks for du
plicate in accordance with the pro
vision of the State Law.
KNOX
COUNTY TRUST CO. by Lendon
Jackson, Treas., Rockland. Me.. Mav
17. 1941.
59-S-65
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss
ol deposit book numbered 4148 and
the owner of said book asks for du
plicate In accordance with the pro
vision of the State Law.
KNOX
COUNTY TRUST CO., by L C. Jack
son. Jr.. Treas, Vinalhaven Branch.
May 7. 1941.
59 S-65

MRS A B HUNT-

LEY. 475 Old County Rd . Tel 351-R.

___________________________________ 62 64
i
TWO used G. E. Refrigerators for
sale
E K. JONES. Tel 639 J. The
Electric Shop.____________________ 62-64
| PORTY-foot boat for sale.also Dodge
truck and trailer; shore front house
lot on Spruce Head Island. CLIFFORD
QUINN. Rawson Ave., Camden.
62-64
SHORE lots for sale
East side of
Pemaquid Lake near U. S No. 1. H.
HILDEBRANDT, Nobieboro. Me
_________________________________ 59*3*62
GIANT pansy plants for salp, and
tulips, variety of seedlings. ROY R.
GASPER. Thomaston. Tel. 32-4 62*'t
RtI’H dark loam for sale. del. Small"
quanlttes of loam can be bought at
residence for house plants and win
dow boxes
WILLIAM
ANDERSON.
West Meadow Rd., Rockland
Tel.
1245.____________ ___________________ 62-tf
SET of double harnesses and 100
bushel potatoes for sale. SAMUEL OI
SON.
South Cushing
62‘64
ROOM to let. Tel. 579-W. FI-ORA
PAIR of horses for sale; also 100COLLINS. 15 Orove St.
62-tf
CHARLES B TAYLOR.
LARGS attractive front room to aCre farm.
let, on first floor, central location, So. Hope.________ __ __________ 61 *63
KING corn planter for sale, used very
bath, lights, continuous hot water,
suitable for 1 or 2 persons. TEI,. little; also 4" and 8" belting, second
1247-M.
62-tf hand Cheap for cash. SIDNEY HUMES
FURNISHED apartment to let at Tel 6-5,Washington. Me.________ 61 63
50-ACRE farm (blueberries) over
14 MASONIC ST.
62*64
St
Oeorges River 7-room
HELEN Waltz cottage nt Crockett looking
house, . bairn, electric
lights, very
Beach to let. Inquire at 6 Columbia pleasant
’ location on black road Pr!< e
Ave.. TEL 651-R.
61 66 $850 P. H WOOD. Broker. Rockland
FIVE-room flat with bath to let. ________ ___________________________ 01 -63
Rental $12 For particulars Tel. 79-M
HOUSE for sale cheap. In Warren
S. H. HALL.
61-tI village.
-10 rooms and barn. 1 acre
MODERN apartments to let. heated, land. Write “T. J. S." care CourlerOazette.
81*63
continuous hot water and Plectrlc
range
MARGARET NICHOLAS. 101
SIX
range
shelters
In
good
condi
No. Main St.. Tel. 671-WK
60*62 tion for sile; also hav. Tel. 80S-J.
DOWNSTAIRS apt to let. 5 rooms. PETER EDWARDS Llmerock St 61-63
In excellent condition.
Inquire 12
DARK loam for sale, $2 50 a load
Knox St., TEL 156-W.
61 tf LESTER
SEAVEY. Tel. 1085-J. Rock
6O*b>
Six-room apartment to let. All mod land_____ _____________
ern conveniences. Located on Grove
USED
cars
and
trucks
for
sale:
'40
St. Apply to BICKFORD. Beech St . Ford bus. coupe. 39 Plymouth 2 door
Tel. 174-W.
61 -tl sedan. '37 Olds. 4-door sedan. '36 Chev
3-ROOM apt. unfurnished at 566 • rolet 2-door sedan. '39 Chevrolet
Main St.; also 5-room second floor ton panel. '38 Ford
Vj-ton panel, 4
trade or term-.
apt. corner of Warren and Main Sts. Model-A Fords Cash,
C! A HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St. See HENRY K. ALLEN. Tenants Har
Tel. 986 J.
60-tf bor Me.
60*62
HOME to let at 52 Pleasant St.. 6
DARK loam for sale, first class, de
rooms and bath, garage, garden spot, livered RICHARD MAKIE. Tel. 553 M
all reflnlshed Inside
F. P KNIGHT West Meadow Rd.. City.
61*66
12 Myrtle St.
58*60-tf
FLOWERS Orders taken for flowera
FOUR-room apartment to let. all lor Memorial Day fib orders after 28th.
modem Apply at Camder. and Rock Bouquets 85c qpiA Carnations, etc.
land Water <>».. TEL 634
53-tf DELIA YORK ill Pleasant 8t. 61-' '
TWELVE ymnfi’"?T(r for sale thrifty
THREE room furnished apt to let,
adults preferred. Inquire at 11 J AMPS stock Sell one or lot. JAS. SOUTAN.
ST., or 12 WARREN ST
50-tf Wiley s Corner. St George.
60*62
FURNISHED apartment to let at
LOBSTER trap* and warps for sale
283 Main St
V. F STUDLEY, Tel C. E FREEMAN, Tenants Harbor. Me
1154 or Tel. 330.
48-tf
_____________________________ 60*62
FURNISHED 3-room apartment with
SEED green mountain potatoes for
sun porch to let at 5 Grove St.; also 7- sale, grown from certified seed In 1940
room house and garage at 27 Chestnut $125 bu H E SMITH. North Cushing.
St. ISADORE GORDON. Tel 299-W.
Me,_ Tel. Thomaston 189-31.
60*62
43-tf
LAWN mowers and saws sharpened
larpeneo
FOUR-room heated apt to let, auto the factory way. also clippers.. shears.
matic hot water
At 15 Summer St scissors, knives at your home
Work
H M. FROST. Tel 318-W.
52-tf guaranteed. Will call for and deliver
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let. W E BLACK. 10 Sweetland St. 60*62
Newly renovated. Opposite Maine Cen
NEW 9'x9' tcntTwlth fly for sale,
tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire also folding cot.
Reasonable.
TEL
M. ARMATA, The Men's 8hop. Main 441.
60 62
& Park Ste., Rockland.
52-tf
USED stoves of all kinds for sal"*,
bought and sold
C. E GROTTON.
138 Camden 8t(. Tel. 1091-W.
56 tf
EASY washer tor sale; also piano,
melodlan. household furniture, an
tiques
4 NORTH MAIN 8T.
57*68
REDIA.BLE girl for general house
PLANTS for sale Broccoli, cabbage,
work wanted.
Good wages.
TFI,
655-W.
62-64 lettuce, tomatoe. larkspur, bleeding
heart, pansies, fprget-me-nots. can
GIRL wanted for housework, no terbury bells, etc. will have all kinds
children
Apply In person, 455 OLD of plants next month. Tel. 671-J. E.
COUNTY RD , City.
62*64 A DEAN, Rockland.______________ 57-62
FARM wanted to ren*,. or buv cn
TESTED seed from the most reliable
rent plat; no more that 15 18 miles growers at the oldeat seed store In
from Rockland. Write ‘ A. B." care the city ' C. C. TIBBETTS. 288 Main
Courier-Gazette.
62*64 St.
,f
i.
____________ 52-tf
MODERN 8-room’ house at 22 Lind
HERE 1« a real opportunity for a
few experienced saleswomen between sey 8t • for sale to settle estate. A R
36 and 50 to sell an ethical product. BACHELDER. 110 Union St
5S-tf
Approved by the American Medical
FERTILIZER,
bone
meal,
nitrate
of
Association
No peddling High com
and greenhouse special for your
missions. Hours to fit home respon soda
and flowers Tel after 5pm
sibilities. .Clam being formed to teach lawns
St
the business, free. Write TELEX BAN 347-M. V. L. PACKARD. 45 Granite51-tf
GOR CO.. Bangor. Me.
61*63
certified Green -Mountain pota
ENERGETIC type woman desires
part or full time employment near toes for sale. 8PROWL BROTHERS.
Rockland. Write BOX 92. Stoneham. Searaaont,_____________________ 51-tf
Mass
61*63
BIRD houses, trellises, fencing, in
and built to order. C. L. RAYF.
MIDDLE-aged man wanted to do stock
Pr
escott 84.__________________
57*62
farm chores. Must be able to milk, few
cows, year round Job. E E CHAPMAN.
FARM,
acres for sale. 7-room
West Neck Rd., Nobieboro. Me. 60 65 house, barn, garage, good well, elec
and lights, gravel pit, fine
GENEHtAL housekeeper wanted im trie ptuflp
lot. same lumber 20 acres, blue
mediately Good wages. Apply MRS. wood
berries. flne buildings V. F STUDLEY
BICKFORD. 60 Beech St or Tel. 174 W 283
Main St., Tel 1154 or 330
45-tf
60-62
40-ACftk
farm
for
sale
In
Washing

MALE, Instruction
We want to se
wood and lumber Would exchange
lect reliable men, now employed, with ton.
for
property
In
Thomaston
or
Rock
foresight, fair education and mechani land. C. M OVERIiOCK. 135 Holmes
cal inclinations, willing to train spare St.,
Tel. 774-M_____________________ 44-tf
time or evenings, to become Installa
tion and service experts on all types
Hard wooa per foot, fitted. $150;
Air Conditioning and Electric Refrig Sawed. $1 40; long. $1.90. M. B. St C O.
eration equipment. Write fully, giv PERRY. Tel 487 __________________ 52-tf
ing age. present occupation. UTILI
D. $k H. hard ooal. en. stove nut.
TIES IN8T. % Courier-Gazette 60*62
$14 50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, $8 per ton. del. Nut size New River soft,
called for and delivered. T. J FIJEM- not screened $9 ton del. M B. St C.
ING. 19 Birch 8t.. Tel. 213 W.
56-tf O PERRY, 519 Mato 8t.. Tot. 487. 62-tf

Housekeepers were Mrs.

field, Mrs. L. R Smith. 1
Sanborn and Mrs.. E. C |
Mrs. Annie Caiderwood
Mrs Annie Caldeiwood
f i
'
I, dial
at tiie home of her daug
Charles Williams Mrs (1
was born in North Bcru;|
ter of the late Samuel aiJ
(Brand) Stewnit She w
her of Union Church and
ette Carver Circle, Ladi«|
GA R
Deceased ts survived
daughter Mil's. Charles
and by several grandchil
great-grandchildren. Fun
ices were held in Union Cl

V

Wi
LUNCH,
Servc<
Servi
TELEPHO

TO LET

WANTED

io-Coou

L entertained as gue I
day, Sons of the Amen,
Sons of Veterans and \|
Spanish War. A k.bt,
was served .after win,
pictures, were shown, ,
Creed
The 4 A's met Fiidi^J
Frank Winslow.
There was a large at I u
Union Church Circle,

TIFT up the b
Buick and
ginc — a Biit, efI
straight-eight.

Look again — an
pound ( irbufet
burctors — and
personality.
One of those cat
work

in

casual

day driving, giv
easygoing on eve
it handles to its
line.

But that other ca

nimble sweethea
of power any tin

It wings you I
going —because IJ
f Available at tl

“Bes
c. w.
712 MAIN STKfi

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 24, 1941

Every-Other-DaV
day Rev. Charles Mitchell, pastor,
officiated. There were quantities
of lovely floral offerings. Ladies of
the O A R attended in a body. In
terment was in John Carver ceme
tery, bearers being J. H. Roberts,
James Calderwood, Edward Mac

VINALHAVEN

.NE'S
ICRS. O6GAR O. LAMB

correspondent

Donald and Ralph

A Thought For Poppy Day

Warren.

Lafayette Carver Circle, Ladies of ' Arthur Calderwcod of Weymouth,
the GAR are requested to meet at , ^ass.. was in town to attend thee
Memorial hail, Sunday at 10.30 to junerai and while here guest of
attend service at Uni®n Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Carver.

esses

Tlie Mother and Daughter Club
■will meet Monday with Mrs. Herbert
’atrick.

Mrs. Etta J. Clark

Mrs Etta J. Clark, 83, widow of
Tcbias
Clark,
dic'd
Tuesday
Mrs. Cora Carton returned Thurs at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
day from Belmont. Mass.
James Barton, with whom she made
Mrs. Albert Carver was hostess her heme.
Thursday to the Rainbow Cttfb,
Mrs. Clark was born in Scuth
Supper was served.
Thomaston, daughter of Alva end
All members of patriotic orc*crs I Hannah (Haskell) Thompson,
pnd others Interested will meet in
surviving are two daughters Mrs.
die Grand Army room I uesday at jamps Barton. Mrs. Bessie Barton;

*'

o clock to make wreaths. Those one son Chester Clark of Rockland;
ttending w ill take box lunches.
I also several grandchildren and one
Mis. Haivaid Burgess, daughteis greatgrandchild.

Louise and Beatrice Burgess,
Sidney Winslow, Mrs. Hollis
fess and Mr. and Mrs. Leon
visited Thursday in Rockland,

Mrs.
Services were held Thursday at
Bur- the home of Mr. and Mrs. James
Aiey, I Barton, Elder Clark of Rockland
mak- officiated. There were many beau-

•Hng the tiip in Capt. Eugene Loud’s tiful floral cfferings mterment was
neterboat.
in Bay View Cemetery. Frank RayPin --t Gliddcn, Vivian Diew and mcncj
Lyford
Warren,
Aubrey

3 JUNE 5TH

, will go fast

.50

SALE
two-burner oil rtove with
ien for sale; also small re. oil stove oven (2-burnerl.
ST . Camden, Tel. 2337 62*64

FN range In good condition
water coll and new grate,
ior 6 p m. at 46 Summer St.,
jl-W,____________________ 62*64
S for -Hie MRS A B HUNTOld County Rd., Tel 351-R.
62 64

used tl E Refrigerators for
K JONES. Tel. 639 J. The
Sh op.____________________ 62-64
f-f >ot boat for sale.also Dodge
lid trailer; shore front house
priiee Head Island. CLIFFORD
Raw«on Ave.. Camden.
62-64
lots for sale
East side of
I.ake near U. S. No. 1, H.
;ANDT, Nobleboro. Me
__________________ 59*S*62
pansy

plants for sale,

and

)ai rty of sredllngs. ROY R.
Thomaston. Tel. 32-4 62"’t
dark loam for sale, del. Small
of loam can be bought at
for house plants and winaxes
WILLIAM ANDERSON.
Itudow Rd . Rockland
Tel.
______________________ 62-tf
ol double harnesses and 100
utitoes for sale SAMUEL OLMltli Cushing
62’64
rf hordes for sale; also 100,rm.
CHARLES B. TA YI .OR.
______________________ 61*63
coni planter for sale, used very
Iso 4" and 8” belting, second
,’heap for cash SIDNEY HUMES
Washington. Me.________ 61 63
,'HE farm (blueberries) overSt. Oeorges River 7-room
barn, electric lights. very
t location on black road Prh e
■ H

WOOD. Broker. Rockland.
01-63

SE for sale cheap. In Warren
lu moms and barn. 1 acre
frlte "T. J. 8." care Courler-

______

61*63

range shelters in good condl>r sde. also hav. Tel 805-J.
EDWARDS Limerock St 61-63
loam for salp, $2 50 a load
R SEAVEY Tel 1085-J, Rock60*65
) cars and trucks for sale; ’40
ms coupe, 39 Plymouth 2 door
37 Olds 4-door edan. ’36 Chev1-door sedan. 39 Chevrolet *,i»nel. 38 Ford ’j-ton panel. 4
A Fords

Cash, trade or terms.

UtY K ALLEN. Tenants Hare. ______________________ 60 "62
loam for sale, first class, deRICHARD MAKIE. Tel 553 M
deadow Rd . City._________61*66
VERS Orders taken for flowers
inorlal Day Wt orders after 28th.
i-t.s 05c up./ Carnations, etc.
YORK 111 Pleasant Bt
81-63_
LVF vnutSr fl’fgs for sale, thrifty
Sell one or lot. JAS SOUTAN.
Corner. St Oeorge.
60*62
STER traps and warps for sale.
REEMAN, Tenants Harbor. Me
_____________________ 60*62
3 green mountain potatoes for
iwn front certified seed In 1940.
Lii H E SMITH. North Cuehlng.
rel Thomaston 189-31.
60*62
tvers and saws sharpened
rtory way, also clippers, shears.
knives at your home
Work
teed. Will call for and deliver.
BLACK. 10 Sweetland_8t. 60*62
9x9 tent with fly for sale,
•tiding cot.
Reasonable.
TEL
____________________ __ 60 62
D -toves of all ktnds for tai".
and sold
C. E OROTTON.
linden St Tel 1091-W
56 tf
washer (or sale; also piano,
ian, household furniture, an4 NORTH MAIN ST
57*68
4T8 for sale Broccoli, cabbage,
tomatoe. laekspur. bleeding
pansies, forget-me-nots, cany bells, etc. Will have all kinds
ii.'- next month. Tel. 671 J. E
IAN Rockland______________ 57-62
TED seed from the most reliable
rs at the oldest seed store tu
Itv C C. TIBBETTS 288 Main
;
52-tf
3ERN 8-room house at 22 Llndfor sale te settle estate. A R.
ELDER 110 Union St______ 52-tf
UTILIZER, bone meal, nitrate of
and greenhouse ,-peclal for your
and flowers Tel after 5pm
V. L PACKARD. 45 Granite St.
_____________________________ 51-tf
1TIFIET) Oreen .Mountain potafor sale. 8PROWL BROTHERS.
Brent,___________
51-tf
ID houses, trellises, fencing, ln
and built to order C. L. RAYE.
5tt SV______________________ 57*62
41'j acres for sale. 7-room
barn garage, good well, eleepump and lights, gravel pit, fine
lot. same lumber 20 acres, blueps. flr.e buildings V F STUDLEY,
Halil St.. Tel. 1154 or 330
45-tf
ACRE farm for sale ln Washlngwoewt and lumber Would exchange
property ln Thomaston or RocltC. M OVERLOCK, 135 Holmes
el. 774-M____________________ 44-tf
wood per foot, fitted. 61.50;
11 40; long. 61 30 M. B. <k C O.
4Y, Tel 487 __________________ 52-tf
A H hard ooal. egg. store, nut.
per ton, del. Household soft coal
»r ton. del. Nut size New River soft,
screened 69 ton del. M. B. 6k C.
ERRY. 519 Main 8t.. Tb». *87. 63-tf

Page Five

Experts Are Coming
Early Arrangements
Being Made For Maine
Fisheries Meeting
Next Spring
Gerry Wade, hatchery manager
of the Department of Inland Fish
eries and Game announced today
that fish culturists and ichthyolo
gists representing many States nf
the northeastern section of the
country as well as the Federal gov
ernment would hold their annual
conference in Maine early next
Spring.
Although the meeting
place for the 85 or more experts
has not been definitely chosen,
Wade who is chairman of the Con
ference, said that it would probably
be in Portland.
It will be the first time that the
conference has come to Maine and
an inspection tour of several of the
State’s outstanding hatcheries and
rearing stations will be one of the
features of the three-day meeting,

according to Wade. He said that
haries Webster, attended the State Delano and Arthur Warren were
problems relating to the develop
onventicn of Lions Clubs at Port- the bearers.
ment
of fish culture would be dis
More than 2000 Americans, killed at Belleau Wood and Chateau Thierry, are buried in the Aisne-Marne
and.
/I
cussed and information and data
Union Church Sunday School
Cemetery “where poppies grow in Flanders’ Fields.” In the/inset. President Roosevelt is being deco
Woodcoek-Cassio-Coomjw; Post A. meets Sunday at 10. At a memorial
gathered by the various states
rated with a Buddy Poppy by Ila Ruth Firebaugh, of the V. F. W. National Home for war veterans’ or
entertained as gue.-XsFWednes- observance at 11 o’clock, Rev.
phans at Eaton Rapids. Mich. This child welfare project is made possible with the proceeds of the sale
would be exchanged.
lay, Sens of the AmerfcMt) Legion, Charles Mitchell, pastor will take as
of Buddy Poppies conducted annually by the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the U. S.
Representatives of all the New
ms of Veterans and Veterans Cf subject: "Lest We Forget.” There
England States, the U. S. Fish and
JpanLsh War. A lobkte^ supper will be special music by the choir.
Wildlife Service, New York, New
WEST WALDOBORO
TENANT’S HARBOR
as served .after wiijcA moving All Patriotic Orders are invited NORTH HAVEN
Jersey. Pennsylvania. Ohio, Michi
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Stahl gan, Indiana have already an
Charles Holbrook of Somerville,
licture.s, were shewn, Av Alfred to attend this service. Junior Ep
Roads are being prepared fcr tar
spent
several days recently in nounced their plans to be in at
Dreed.
9
worth League meets at 4; Christian and a new section is to be added Mass., is guest of his brother Orris
The 4 A’s met Fiida^th Mrs. .Endeavor at 6. Tlie evening service this year.
Connecticut and New Ycrk.
Holibrook.
tendance. he said.
■rank Winslow
I at q will )>(. devoted to praise and
Alice Gould of Connecticut is
Mrs. Francena Sprague passed
praise
In that Maine has one of the
Church
Notes
There was a large attendance at
staying at the home of Mrs. Etta
Sunday with relatives in Augusta. world’s most modern and efficient
song and the pastor will preach.
Rev.
Byrd
Springer
has
chosen
Union Church Circle, Thursday.
Noyes.
Mr. and Mrs. Reutoen Chase of game fish propagation set-ups the
Housekeepers were Mjs. H W. FiMrs. Laura Brown of Auburn, who as subject for the service Sunday New Harbor spent last weekend conference will be of especial inter
tfielci. Mrs. L. R Smith, Mrs. L W. ORFF’S CORNER
has been visiting her uncle, C. S. mcming “True Patriot'sm” and
Miss Mildred A. Elwell has re Staples for a brief period, has re there will be a special musical se with Mrs. Chase's parents Mr. and est to the visiting experts in the
Sanborn and Mrs.. E C Macintosh.
opinion of department officials.
lection by the adult choir com Mrs. Dewey Winchembach.
turned to Boston.
turned home.
Mrs. Annie Calderwood
Commissioner George J. Stobie
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dewey
WinchenMr. and Mrs. Edward K. Wall of
A crew of men of the New Eng- i posed of mixed voices. Sunday bach and daughter Eleanor and will be one of the principal
Mrs. Annie Calderwcod. 83. widow
f Fred Calderwood, died May 21 South BrLstol were callers Sunday land Tel. <te Tel. Co. are registered School follows. In the evening the Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Winchen- speakers at the sessions.
at Nebo Lodge. Herbert Putnam, pastor will talk on "•Waiting For
t the home of her daughter, Mrs. on friends here.
of Mr.
retired Librarian of Congress, is What?” The young people's choir bach were guests Sunday
Vannah
<n
Mrs.
Harry
Creamer
was
guest
Charles Williams. Mrs. Calderwood
Marion will furnish special music, also the and Mrs. Fr_ ,»nj Vannah in FRIENDSHIP
was born in North Berwick, daugh last Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. also guest at the Lodge.
The Red Cross sewing headquar
Tolman of Vinalhaven is employed instruments will play a selection South Waldoboro.
ter of the late Samuel and Isabella Frank Thompson in Thomaston.
while
the
Offering
is
being
taken
Miss
Marion
Eugley
was a recent ters will be open every Wednesday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sidney
Walter
and
there.
Brand) Stewart. She was a mem
at 2 o’clock in the downstairs room
"The Sisters of the Skillet * en There will be a song and prayer Damariscotta /suor.
ber of Union Church and of Lafay daughter Ruth, Mrs. Nora Ludwig
service
preceding
the
message
of
'
Mr
and
Mrs.
Tied
Merchant
and
of
the Fraternal Orders hall. Sew
and
Edwin
Walter
of
Gardiner
joyed
their
annual
trip
Sunday.
ette Carver Circle, Ladies of the
on
the
evening.
1
son
of
Bath
called
Sunday
ing
and distributing of goods are
were visitors in this place last They chartered tlie “J. O.” to take
GAR.
relatives
and
friends
in
this
place.
being
sponsored by the Pythian
The
leader
of
the
Christian
En

them to Rockland, boarded the
Deceased is survived by her Saturday
Martin Creaiue.’ is confined to sisters. Those who can not attend
deavor
meeting
next
week
will
be
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Douglass
!
Nash
bus
from
there,
and
proceeded
daughter Mlrs. diaries Williams,
his home by ’llness.
may take work home to do.
and by1 several grandchildren and of Lowell, Mass., were guests last to Waldoboro where they attended Malcom Pierson. The young peo
ipent
FriThe movies, “Knox County on Pa
Mrs.
Fannie
Waltz
great-grandchildren. Funeral serv week-end of Mr. and Mrs. Vellis the theatre. Returning to Rcck ple went Friday to Rcckiand where
rade
” will be shown at the Friend
Waltz
at
day
with
Mrs.
Alden
land. they decided to see the pic they had charge of rhe meeting.
ices were held in Union Church Fri Weaver
ship
Playhouse June 5 at 8 p. m.
Cl
ess
Neck.
ture there, after which came the Miss Agnes Sivecuright was thv
Tickets
are now on sale for the
beautiful boat ride home.
leader.
Subscribe
to
The
Courier-Gazette,
benefit
of
the Red Cross.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd are reFcllc ving a recent prayer meet
! siding at Crabtree Point, as care ing the annual business meeting
takers at the Herzog estate.
of the church was held with these
VINALHAVEN. ME.
Shirley Gillis has returned heme results: All officers were re-elec
after several months’ absence.
ted. namely: Mrs. Nellie L. Wiley,
Baptist services will be conduc- i clerk; M.S9 Agnes Sivewright, sected Sunday by Rev. H. I. Helt. Sun retary; Miss Harriet Long, trea
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
LUNCH, BLUE PLATE SPECIAL
day Schccl meets at 10; worship surer: Joseph Simmons, auditor;
Served from 12.00 to 2.00 o'clock
WTAG. Worcester; WCSII, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
at 11; evening service at 7.30. ser reporters. Rev. Mr. Springer and
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
SHORE DINNER
mon subject, “Liberty in Christ.’’ Mrs. Harriet Wheeler; pulpit com
Served from 5.00 to 7.00 o’clock
; Young People's meeting will be at mittee. Deacons. David Sivewright.
We’ve been quizzing “Benny Chill until firm. Turn onto a plat
6.30. The sermon at the morning Errcll Wiley and Allen Ccnary, and
L. E. Summers, Prop.
service will be in accordance with j Robert Bald. Jr., and Joseph Sim- Harold Benison, the Traveler's Rov ter and slice thin. Garnish with
TELEPHONE. VINALHAVEN 41-11
hearts and sliced tomatoes.
Mcmorial Day.
mons. The ushers comprise, Henry ing Reporter as to what the boys at ; lettuce
Asparagus ,Saiad-Large head of
Patterson.
John
Peid. Rodney Harn^Ed*ard.S_and^LT
J.tZ Iceberg lettuce. 6 or 7 cooked beets,
W.ley, Philip Murphy. Henry Lo ting in the way of food, knowing 2 cucumbers, 1 bunch of cooked aswell and Granville Bachelcier <sue- well mothers and wives are con- paragus, French dressing
ceecl:n4 Harlan Eragdon. resigned). rerned about that aspect cf their
Peel beets and cucumbers with a
The pastor. Rev. Byrd Springer lads’ welfare and "Benny's” assign fluted knife, then cut in thin slices.
was re-elected for a period of one ments keep him constantly at these Cut the lettuce in lengthwise slices
year.
The church membership camps. They’re on what the army and trim ta bit to make into at
now numbers 136 cf whom 35 are calls “field rations" now which tractive, slightly fan-shaped sec
means that no more will one com tions. Place a section cn each plate
non-residents.
Officers and teachers of the Sun pany have a swell meal and an end cn the lettuce arrange two rows
day School are: Superintendent. other a poor cne.
of alternate slices of beet and crisp
The meals are all prepared ac- cucumber Through the center lay
David' Sivewright; aesstant super
a£parcgus and dress with
intendent, Erroll Wiley; secretary cording to what is called a mastei
menu
and
woe
to
the
cook
who
highly
seasoned
French dressing,
and treasurer, James Bald; assis
fails
to
put
in
the
protective
salads
g
trawberr
y
chiffon
Pudding-1
tants to secretary and treasurer,
and
other
"musts
"
Until
the
field
envelope
(1
tablespoon)
Knox
Charles Coolbroth. Jr., and Joseph
Simmons; superintendent of pri ration plan went into operation, the Sparkiing Gelatine, >« cup cold wamary depart mer. t. Miss Agnes mess officer ol each outfit could tcr, 4 cup hot water, 1 cup sugar, ri
Sivewright. assisted by Mrs. Mil buy fiom the quartermaster depot teaspoon Sterling Salt, 1 cup strawwhat he wanted; now he gets sup- berry ju,ce ancj pulp, l tablespoon
dred Watts and Mss Allene Ccolpiles
as indicated by the menu.
iemcn juice,
cup whipped cream,
Irwi
breth; superintendent of missions,
"Benny" points cut that the cooks 2 egg whites sponge cakp
Mrs. Aune Bragdcn; superinten in the army vary in excellence as crush strawberries, add sugar and
dent of temperance, Mrs. Doris rooks do at home. He says, too, auow to stand about half an hour,
+
• •*
/’•’*' ♦«?**> •
Wood Patterson, superintendent that while the boys get all the Pour cold water in bowl and sprinkle
of cradle roll. Mrs. Gladys Davis. sweets and milk they need they geiatjne on ^op
water. Add salt
Teachers are: David Sivewright, my not always get all they want and hot water and stir until dis
Erroll Wiley, Rev. Byrd Springer, So when the boys ccme home on solved. Add strawberry mixture
Miss Harriet Long, Mrs. Gladys week-ends the three iayer chocolate and lemon juice. Cool, and when It
Dav s, Mrs. Harriet Wheeler, Mrs. rakes with inch thick frosting and begins to thicken, fold ln whipped
Aune Bragdon, Mrs. Etta Wall, all the milk they can drink .make cream, the stiffly beaten egg whites,
Miss Agnes Sivewright and; two the big hit.
and pieces of sponge cake about
buretor is almost like having an extra
He also told us the staff officers size of walnut broken with fork.
substitutes, Mrs. Springer and
IFT up the bonnet of this darling
cf one brigade. . . one of the Great Serve garnished with berries.
Mrs. Sara Chaples
engine to call on when you want it.
a Buick and you sec only one en
Tire church janitor is Laurence er Boston regiments . . . have a rule 1 Serves six.
gine-a bill, efficient valve-in-head
that the man who comes back to Pineapple Mint Sauce—cup su
Walts.
The net result?
camp from week-end leave without gar, % cup water ,*4 cup white
straight-eight.
a big chocolate cake or box of corn syrup, 1 cup crushed pineapple,
UNION
ccokies
has to stand in the corner slightly strained, 2 tablespoons
Well, sec for yourself what it means
Look again — and you note that Com
The last meeting for the season for an hour. That's in fun more or
lemon juice, % teaspoon mint fla
pound Carburctionf gives it Zu«o car
in life and lift and unfailing response.
of the Woman’s Community Club, less but if your soldier has a sweet
voring,
green coloring.
buretors — and what amounts to a dual
will be held at the club reems tooth “Benny” says send him rich
Combine the sugar, water and
Tuesday May 27 at 2.30 p. m. It chocolate fudge.
They like cara syrup; boil together for about seven
As to what else it means — the records
personality.
Is requested that every member mels too. Pies den t stand the trip minutes. Add Rjneapple and cool.
show that Compound Carburction
be present, for election of officers to Edwards too well but cake trav- 'Add lemon juice, mint flavoring
One of those carburetors docs all the
gives this *41 Buick a 10% to 15%
and payment of dues for the com els safely. Your boys won’t overeat and green coloring. Serve on ice
work in casual, about-town, every
ing year.
if you send a bucket of fudge for cream, cettage pudding or sherbet..
edge in gas-economy over its prede
day driving, giving you a car that’s
Womans Community Club en it’s a rule m barracks that any man Serves eight.
cessors of the same size!
tertained the club from Warren who gets food from home shares it. Supper Special—Butter six slices
easygoing on everything, from the way
i Mav 13. an enjoyable pregram was That isVi't an army rule. "Benny” or bread on cne aide. On each slice
it handles to its consumption of gaso
explains, it’s just good Americanism. place in order given: 1 thin slice
Important? Sure is - especially when
furnished by Warren Society.
They're getting all the calories Shefford American cheese, 2 slices
line.
present prices make Buick the Num
and vitamins they need but they do tomato cut thin, 1 strip bacon cut in
ber One all-round
get hungry for cake and fudge. In halves.
But that other carburetor steps up this
cidentally you’ll be proud to know
bargain
of
the
year.
Place on a rack in pan and cook
nimble sweetheart into a regular giant
VINALHAVEN AND
that our soldiers have come back under broiler until bacon is brown,
of power any time you give the word!
from leave so fit and unjaded, hav turning bacon, if liked well done
ROCKLAND
J ust ask your dealer
ing conducted themselves like gen and crisp (about six minutes).
STEAMBOAT CO.
what one will cost
tlemen, that officers are now un
It wings you lightly through, tough
MENU
ROCKLAND, ME.
believably generous with week-end
delivered!
Breakfast
going —because having that second car
leaves.
Fresh Pineapple
Service To:
tAvailable at slipbt extra cost on some Buick Special models,
Chicken
Cream
Loaf
Baked Sausages
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
standard on all other Series.
Coffee
ington. Isle au Haut, Swans’
Two envelopes (2 tablespoons)
Sunday Dinner
Island and Frenchboro
*
Knox Gelatine, 2 1-3 cups. G. Wash
dflrverrd at Flint, Ahch.
ington Yellow Band Ace Stock, 1 Whole Strawberries
State tax, optional equip
SPRING SERVICE
Powdered Sugar
teaspoon Sterling salt, 44 teaspoon
Effective May 19
ment and accessories —
paprika, 2 tablespoons pimientoes Spring Lamb. Creamed Potatoes
extra. Prices and specifi
Subject to change without notice diced. 1-3 cup blanohed and shred Buttered String Beans
■with Scallions
cations subject to change
ded almonds, 3 cups chicken (finely
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
‘Strawberry- Chiffon Pudding
ground),
pint cream, whipped.
EXEMPLAR OF GENERAL MOTORS VALUE
without notice.
Read Down
Read Up
Coffee
Soak gelatine in 1-3 cup cold
Sunday Supper
A. M.
Standard Time
P. M. chicken stock. Add 2 cups hot
5-TO Lv. Swans Is'and.
Ar. 6.20 chicken stock, salt and paprika.
•Chicken Cream Loaf
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 5.20 | Chill and when slightly thickened
Assorted Sandwiches
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 4.10 add pimientoes, almonds and the
'Asparagus Salad
12 BAYVIEW STREET, CAMDEN, ME.
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 3.15 finely ground cooked chicken (most
712 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
Midco Vanilla Ice Cream
930 Ar. Rockland.
Lv.2.00ly white meat). Fold in the whipped
•Pineapple Mint Sauce
59-tf
Coffee
cream. Pour into a lcaf-cake pan
'Repices
given.
,
which
has
been
rinsed
in
ice
water.
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

“LEE

SHORE”

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

Will Open May 30

this big eight is practically

TWINS

I

C. W. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS

WASHINCTON-AND YOU
By Margaret Chase Smith

Washington, May 21—Roads for
defense will soon occupy the atten
tion of the House. Representative
Cartwright of Oklahoma, chairman
of the House Committee on Roads,
tells me that he hopes to get
through the House an authoriza
tion for $287.003,000 for construc
tion and planning of roads. Thomas
H. MacDonald Chief of the Public
Roads Bureau, and John M. Car
mody, Administrator of the Federal
Works Agency, have recommended
this amount which will be divided
into $275,000,000 for construction
and improvement of defense roads
and $12,000,000 for engineering sur
veys and advance planning of other
needed improvements of highways
of special military importance.
The $275,000,000 is to be divided
into $150,000,000 for access roads,
$25X00,000 for tactical roads, and
$100,000,000 for strategic roads.
Access or approach roads are
those which lead to military and
naval reservations and defense-in
dustry sites. Tactical roads are
those used for maneuvers of the
Army. Strategic roads are those
considered necessary for the gen
eral defense of the country, includ
ing bridges.
States would not be required to
contribute to the access roads when
approved by the Federal Works
agency. States would not have to
pay for the rights of way. Nor
would States contribute to the tacti
cal roads.
Fcr the strategic roads, replace
ment of substandard bridges, cor
rection of road deficiencies, States

tional law; that whatever right the
President has to use the Navy for
convoying does not come frcm Con
gressional statute but from the
Constitution. The actual issue of
convoying has not come before the
Senate thou^ii it was brought up
incidentally in relation to the requi
sition of the Interned shipping The
war situation changes so rapid y
that it is impossible to tell in ad
vance in what waj’ an issue will
ccme to us.
• • • •
A clergyman, writing to ask about
service in the Army as a Chaplain,
was told that a chaplains' Commit
tee has been set up by the War De
partment and an application blank
can be obtained by writing for it.
Educational requirements are quite
high and since there Is a large sup
ply of educationally qualified appli
cants, those who do not have the
formal education will not have the
opportunity of service until all the
qualified applicants have been
called, which will probably be a
long time.
• • • •
A letter from Union advocates the
bill to keep areas around camps
“dry" and to eliminate broadcast
ing of advertisements of alcoholic
beverages. Another oppeses a new
excise tax on sales of musical in
struments — "Musical instruments
are tools of education and in times
of peril music is even more essential
than ever,” says the writer. “Mcst
musical instruments are bought bz
pecple of moderate means who wish
to better the education of their chil

would have to contribute half; for dren and not by wealthy people" ho

the advance planning of strategic says.
network, including extension of
reads through municipalities, the The Washington Spring lias
States would pay half.
brought the season of the White
The Cartwright bill- also asks ad House garden parties and 1 was
ditional Federal funds to be spent pleased to be invited to tlie party
by the Public Roads Administration cn May 19t.h for women of Crnin co-operation with the State gress and other official women
Highway Departments on projects given by Mrs. Roosevelt and tlie la
or routes designated by the War and dies of the Cabinet.
Navy Departments.
I was also in a small group of
This defense road bill is an au women asked to attend the presenthorization requiring later appro , taticn of the Chi Omega achieve
priations; it does not relate to the ment award to Carrie Chapman
two-year program of highway im Catt, the great worker for peace. It
provement which has already been was very moving in this time when
authorized and appropriated for and war threatens that we can recog
lor which the Maine State High nize the years of work that this
way Commission has sent in the great woman has dene for peace es
plans.
pecially in organizing the Confer
• • • •
ence on the Cause and Cure of War
War and defense bring me many which has constantly sought, how
letters from constituents. A Knox ever unsuccessfully, to root out the
County man writes to ask about use cause of this terrible evil cf con
of the American Flag on the cover flict.
cf a patriotic song he and his father
have written, one of many they have
published. There is no Federal Handle With Care
statute which would prevent a pic
ture of a Flag on a song book cover
Millions of Eggs Lost
though such a bill is now pending
Through Lack Of It—
before the House Judiciary Com
mittee, S 218 Should this bill be
Preventive Steps
enacted then such use of the Flag
By taking gocd care of eggs m
would be prevented by Federal
statute. I believe that Chapter the farm, poultrymen will be niHk127, Section V of the Revised ing a valuable contribution to the
Statutes of Maine forbids the use food-for-defense
program
says
of the Flag on a song cover. Many Frank D. Reed. Maine Extension
States have laws against using the poultry specialist. .
Flag for advertising or its desecra
Carelessness in handling eggs
tion though this, of course, is not for market lost flve percent of the
the subject at issue here.
United States egg pioduction in
• • • •
1939. This loss represented 175
A mother in Lincoln County millien dozen egig^ with a cash
writes to ask how her son, now in value cf nearly 30 5 million dol
the Coast Artillery can be trans lars. Careful handling means mere
ferred to an officers training school eggs for food suppl cs of this coun
for which his college education fits try and other democracies, and
him. Because this may answer ques additional income for poultry pro
tions in the minds of many mothers, ducers, according to Mr Reed.
offer information given me when I
The steps in producing qual.ty
asked the Adjutant General of the eggs on the farm are r mpl" nnd
War Department what should be can be followed on eve y faim
done in sucty cases. He says that without addit onal expense, he
the young man should apply to his points out. Tire steps include:
Commandant, both in person and in
1. Provide the flock with the
writing, stating previous training proper quality feed fcr gcod eggs.
and reasons why he feels qualified
2. Keep a deep, clean litter cn
to enter an officers’ course and the the poultry house floor, and con
branch he would like to specialize
fine the birds in tlie house unt 1
in. if accepted. Available branches
are Air Corps, Coast Artillery, Field noon if needed.
3. Provide plenty cf clean nests,
Artillery, Army Engineers, Infantry
at
least cne to even' flve hens.
Ordnance, Chemical Warfare, Sig
4.
Provide infertile
for th”
nal Corps.
Selectees who show outstanding market. This w.ll require removal
qualities of leadership almost re of the male birds Irom the fle k
gardless of their formal educational as soon as the hatching season is
qualifications will be given a chance over.
5. Gather eggs frequently, to re
to enter officers' schools after six
duce the number of dirty eggs.
months in regular training.
• • • •
6 Cool eggs as so n as they a re
Kenneth Roberts, famous author, gathered, to as near 50 degrees as
who lives in Kennebunkport, has possible, to prevent spoilage Never
written me protesting against my place warm eggs In the case.
A new bulletin cn Egg Quality,
votes fcr defense measures which,
he says, “votes a bamboozled and Extension C rcular 142. is available
unwilling country into war.” He at county farm bureau offices and
feels that ‘in voting for measures frcm the Maine Extension Service,
which commit this country to war” Orono.
I will be grossly misrepresenting the
desires cf the people of Maine. My
London police are oftimes called
votes have not been aimed at com “bobbies’. The name was taken
mitting this country to war but from "Robert”—Sir Robert Peel,
have been cast in the sincere belief who organized the force. Police
that they will help to keep us out men in England are also known as
of war by keeping the fighting as "peelers.”
far away from our shores as possible
and are in any event for the best
defense of this country. Mr. Rob
erts does not mention specific votes
uuH€n vou
but I presume he means the Selec
tive Service Act, the Lend-Lease
buy. kA
act, the acquisition of interned
foreign ships and the various appro
priation bills for defense.
Mr. Roberts enclosed a letter he
had written to Senator White, of
Maine, along the same line, and
pretesting against our convoying
merchantmen to England. Con
voying has not come before th$
House in any form. The Senate
B lTTun ASK YOUR GROCER
Foreign Relations Committee, of
which Senator White is a Member,
voted against reporting out the
Tobey Bill which would have for
bidden convoying. Senator White
voted against reporting the bill and
explained that he felt the Tobey
Bill would relinquish our rights to
freedom of tlie seas under interna-

IbAXTIEIPi^
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THOMASTON
ftftftft
hhirley t. wtt.t.tamb

Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 190

Several members of the Epworth
League attended the Epworth
League C.rcuit Rally held last
night in Rockland.
At an executive committee meet
ing of the Alumni Associaton re
cently at the home of Mrs. Faye
Stetson it was announced that the
Baptist Ladies’ Circle will serve
the banquet June 12 at 6 30 Place
cards will be arranged so that non
alumni spouses will sit with their
alumni husbandH and) wives by
classes. The orchestra contracted
for Friday night is the Bowdoin
Polar Bears, recently returned
from a successful two-day engage
ment at University of Maine. The
leader is Bob Cinq-Mars, who does
his own arranging of music. Pa
trons and patronesses for the ball
will be Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bell, Mr.
and Mrs. Foster Fales, Mr. and
Mrs. Oarnold Cole and Mrs. Oliver
Hahn.
Mrs. Alvah H. Lineken is spend
ing the week-end at Skowhegan
with Senator and Mrs Francis H.
Friend.
Sixteen members attended the
meeting of the Garden Club held
* Thursday at Mrs. C. E Shorey’s.
The subject for discussion was
"Narcissi and Tulips” and articles
on narcissi were read by Mrs. For
est W Stone. Mrs George Newbert
of Warren, and Mrs. Fred Over
look Mbs Rita C. Smith explained
the various specimens which had
been taken to the meeting by the
members. The next meeting will
be held June 5, the place to be
announced and the subject to be
“Iris”.

The annual pre-Memorial Day
sale of flowers, plants, seedlings,
etc., as well as cooked food, will be
held one week from today at 1.30
ut the former Ames store. Main
street Miss Rita C. Smith and
Miss Jessie Crawford are in charge
of the flowers and Mrs. Edna
Young and Miss Nellie Gardiner
the food.
Williams-Brazier, A.LA. elected
as officers Wednesday: Command
er, Irving Sawyer; vice command
ers, Edward T Dornan, Fred Burn
ham; adjutant, Roy Bell; finance
officer, Alvah Spear; chaplain,
Ralph Carroll; historian. Enoch
Clark; sergeant-at-arms, Kenneth
Fales. Tlie installation of officers
will be held June 4 at Aunt Lydia's
Tavern, With Walter Hastings the
installing: officer. Delegates and
alternates to the Department Con
vention at Lewiston next month
are: Delegates, Roy Bell and Fred
Burnham, alternates, Irving Saw
yer and Orvel Williams. In con
nection with the National Defense
Program now being carried out in
the Legion, the commander ap
pointed these committees: Rescue
and first aid, Orvel Williams; po
lice. law and order. Fred Burnham;
communications. William B. D.
Gray; transportation, Walter Hast
ings.
Th? annual roll call meeting of
the Beta Alpha will be held Mon
day night at the Baptist vestry.
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Young.
Mrs Warren Knights and daugh
ter, Constance and Mrs. W. G. Ma
loney of Pleasant Point are spend
ing the day in Portland.
Miss May Boardman is expected
to arrive tomorrow from Boston to
spend) several weeks with Mr and
Mrs. Ralph Crawford.
Miss Christine Moore has ar
rived frfcm Boston and opened her
home fcr the Summer.
Levi Copeland, Leroy Whitten
and Prank Lintkin have returned

Evcry-Other-Day
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rlon Richards and Mrs. Hazel Cain
served as dinneer committee. The
THE LYRIC MUSE
next meeting will be June 6 at the
- ...
Crescent Beach cottage of Mrs.
ftftftft
Katherine
St.
Clair;
subject,
I.TT1A O. CKAMPNEY
Kitchen Gadgets.”
Correspondent
The Methodist Johnson Society
ftftftft
met Wednesday at the vestry.
Mrs. Hattie Kenney and son Ver
■nt not
>5 AsX—> i
non have returned frem a visit
ith
relatives
in
Bucksport.
Publication Limited to Brief
“Life Begins at Sixteen”
The Felix Salmonds will arrive to
Poems
Rehearsals are reaching the final
day from New York to occupy
of
Originai
Composition
stage for the Junior Class play “Life (“Stone House," their cottage on
By Srtoscribcrs
Begins at Sixteen.” to be presented
'Mechanic street, for the Summer.
Friday at Town Hall.
I Union Memorial services will be
*
The cast is: Paul Hollis, an imagi (held Sunday at the Methodist
FIREPLACE WONDERS
(For The Courler-Oazette |
native bey of 16, Lewis Tatham; [Church at 11 o’clock, with special
Hilda, a Swedish hired girl, Norma j music by the combined choirs of
Into my fireplace I looked
And what do y ii think I saw
Spear; Mrs. Jessie Hollis, Paul’s the Baptist and Methodist Churches
That gave me a pleasing thrill
'mother, Constance Lane; Harry and a selection by the Junior vest
It seemed so ugalnst all law’
I Hollis, his father, Harold Hall; ed choir. The pastor,* Rev. F. Ern
I discovered there with surprise.
Believe It or not. a whale
(Frannie, Paul’s twin sister, Mary est Smith will use as sermon sub
A stick partly burned away
(Daucett; Marjorie, their older sis- ject “In their Memory and for their
To form It head, body and tall.
Iter, Norma Hoyle; Cradal Smythe, Sakes." Members of the Fred A.
So why should I travel far
'Maynard Ingraham; George Gor- Norwood, W.R.C., Boy Scouts, and
With danger and great expense
New residence of Arnold Salminan on Pacific street, built by
wonderful things like thl ,
[don, David Eaton; Snookie, Pris G. F. Burgess Fire Co. have been
Thomas Anderson
—Photo by Cullen. When
My living room fire presents'’
cilla Foster.
Allison M. Watt,
invited to attend in a body. At 6.30
Jamaica, Vt.
Membeis of the “Secret Seven" the Epworth League wiil meet and
Miss Mildred A. Rich
Sgt. Major Clayton Stewart
EAST WALDOBORO
are: Daniel Andrews, Cynthia at 7.30 the service of praise and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rines, Mr. and
!
Eaten
.
Gerald
Richards,
Lucille
MOONLIGHT ON Till' HILI S
prayer
will
be
held;
subject
“
Can
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rich of McKinley, sen of Mr and Mrs
I For The Courier-Gazette |
Mrs,
Virgil
Rines
and
children
of
Dean,
Marjorie
Ncyes,
Hazel
Nutt.
One
be
a
Patriot
and
not
a
Chris

Thomaston announce the engage- George E. Stewart, West Meadow
ftftftft
Oakland
were
guests
Sunday
at
JSpecial
committees
are:
William
I
stood
unon a wooded height
tian?” The Junior Choir will pres
Both are graduates of
ment of their daughter, Miss Mil road.
And heard the garments of the nig!
Knight,
stage
manager,
assistant
A.
Rines'.
NAOMA
MAYHEW
ent
a
program
at
the
church
Wed

Sweep softlv down ’he sllei” shore
dred Adelaide Rich to Sgt Major Thomaston High School. Miss Rich Edgar Foster; Phyllis Carleton,
nesday at 8 o’clock.
Correspondent
Mrs Daniel Jones of Hampden, And cast their shadow on the mme
Clayton Farwell Stewart of Fort in 1940 and Mr. Stewart in 1939.
properties; candy sale, Barbara
With the omission of the morn
Mrs. Jennie Cook of Newport, Mr The fir trees rt> e up straight and i.i
Beneath a darkened Heaven's pall.
Colby, Beatrice Marston; ushers, ing service cf worship, the regular
and Mrs. Lincoln Jones and five, While
frog song broke the stlllne
Tel. 713
heme after attending the annual Saastamoinen were united in mar Phyllis Carleton, Mary Reed, Rae Sunday services will be held at the
deop
children of Hampden were visitors
And sounded up the mountain steep.
State Pythian Convention at Lew riage Friday night at the Baptist Page and Althea Joyce.
Baptist Church; Church School at
Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. G. J.
The
Pubic
Library
reopens
to

full moon rose Vbove the height
In
the
large
cast,
only
two
char

iston.
pa.sonage by Rev. H S. Kilborn who
12 o'clock; Christian Endeavor at 6
Mank's. Mr. and Mrs. James Cates Then
To fill the land with softened light
day
after
a
week
’
s
closure
due
to
acters
are
over
21.
and
the
majority
and evening service at 7 with the
Mrs. Lilia Clark and Miss Mar performed the double ring cere
And rivulets lav like silver bar.
of Rockland were callers.
Beneath a canopy of stars
garet Crandon went Thursday to mony. They were attended by Mr. of them are at that interesting and monthly observance of the Lord’s repairs and cleaning.
Mrs.
Louis
Campbell,
Mr.
and
Maurice P. Hill
Supper.
American Legion and Auxiliary
Union, Miss Crandon to be the and Mrs. Henry lives of Warren. dramatic age cf adolescence—16.
Rockland.
Mrs. Roland Campbell of Bath, N
The
central
characters
are
Paul
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stuart
Farnham
are
will obseive Poppy Day Saturday, H., and Melrose and Arthur Scott
speaker at a meeting of the L.T.L The bride wore a dusty rose dress
at at at
and Frannie Hollis, 16-year old
Tire Baptist Ladies’ Circle will cf spun rayon with white accessor twins. Paul is an imaginative, sen the proud parents of a son, Clement today.
SANCTUARY
of the village visited Sunday at
Erskine, born May 19, at Waldo
Dean Mayhew, son of Mr. and Ivan Scott’s.
meet Wednesday at the vestry for ies and carried a bouquet of lilies sitive boy who has just discovered
(For The Courier-Gazette |
County Hospital, Belfast.
Mis. Raymond Mayhew is a pa
the usual work, business meeting of the valley and narcissus.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Simmons of Far from the city's turbulence mil
the meaning of the word “ideals.”
Mrs.
Saastamoinen,
who
has
many
^ul
>
tient at Knox Hospital.
and supper. Mrs. Leona Starrett,
Whitinsville, Mass., Mr and Mrs. There noise
Frannie is more direct—charming
Is a quiet - pot that I know \v>
friends
here,
is
the
daughter
of
PORT
CLYDE*
Mrs. Cariie Butler. Mrs Anne Con Mrs. Everett Condon and a gradu and wholesome and ready for life.
H. W. Stevens has returned to Azra Sholes and son Azra and Miss And when my luwless heart Would
fain rebel
Miss Lenata Marshall has re town after a Winter’s stay in Alice Hall of Rockland were guests Its tranquil
don, Mrs. Edna Smith and Mrs. ate of Thomaston High School, As the play opens, Mrs. Hollis has
peace restores my s.liat’
Edith K.liborn are in charge of Class of 1938. and has been super in- just won a radio contest for nam turned heme after spending the Washington, D. C.
tered poise.
Sunday at Raymond Simmons'.
There,
alone,
my spirit commune with
the supper.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Washburn of
God.
Mrs. Seth Pomroy who was em
i tend of the prtmary department of ing a new beauty soap, and has Winter in Portland.
Mv soul ls fortified In this retre t
The Epworth League is present the Baptist Sunday School the past been rewarded with a trip to Ha
Mr. and Mrs. John Radcliffe and ployed at Carleton, French Co., Old Orchard called Sunday at Miss Where
in the m ;ssy sod beneath mv
ing a program Tuesday night at six years. The groom is also a vana for herself and her husband. daughter Nathalie of Falmouth, has resigned owing to ill health.
Ellie Mank’s, enroute to Thomas
feet
Ferns
and
shy Wild flowers gracefully
the Federated vestry at 8 o’clock, Thomaston High School graduate,
Paul utilizes their absence to ex Mass., have returned home after
ton.
nod
Francis
Brodis
and
Warren
C.
the proceeds to help defray the ex Class of 1939. He Is the son of Mr, ercise his temporary rights as spending the week-end with his
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Bucklin, Mrs. There my soul receives the healiii"
Milliken are employed at the
penses of sending delegates to and Mlrs. Matti Saastamoinen of “head of the family.” First, he de sister, Mrs, Isabelle Drummond.
Walter
Delano and daughter Cyn
balm
South Portland shipyard.
branches dulcet bird
Kent’s Hill Institute this Summer. Cushing, and is employed at the cides the Hollis Shoe Store will un
Mrs. Lucy Marshall was hostess
thia of South Warren were callers Of swaying
notes trilled:
Mrs. E. E. iRokes and daughter. Friday at Mrs. Nellie iReever's.
The program will include selec United Co-operative Farmers, Inc., dergo a modernization campaign; Tuesday to the Willing Workers
As unseen choir chants a heavenly
psalm
he wili put on a sale, with an or Society.
Mrs. Maud Sutherland have re
tions by the orchestra, saxophone at Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson were Throbbing
hurt and anger are swiftly
chestra,
live
models,
handbills
and
turned
from
Florida.
duets and solos by Gordon Reed
After a short honeymoon trip,
stilled—
at home from Fayette last week
Mr. and Mrs. William "Tnblcox
Deep ln the heart of sylvan solitude
At the Baptist Church worship end.
and Eleancr Gregory, trembone I they will be at home at Cushing. all the trimmings. Then he turns of Oxford, Iradelle Teel of Friend
Cares are lifted and wounded pride
his peculiar talents to the private ship and Oral Teel and Fred Tee*! Sunday will be at 11 o'clock. The
solo by Roy Swanhclm. accordion ; Will Wed At Bath
subdued.
Mrs. Norman Miller is a surgical
life of his sister, 19-year old Mar of Round Pond were ln town to pastor will preach on the theme patient at Damariscotta hospital.
selections. James and John Dana,
Nellie M. Ervlne
Marriage intentions have been jorie Hollis. He nas a hunch that
Tenants Harbor.
“
When
You
Ask
for
It.
”
Church
piano selections by Jean and James
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Masters,
attend the funeral of their bnathcr,
ft V M V
school convenes at 9 45 and the Mrs. Eva Masters and Miss Doro
Gilchrest, Payson George and Ed [filed in Bath by Frederick Hughan her suitor, Crandal Smythe, a young Sumner Teel.
I
Rockwell
of
New
York
City,
son
of
man
of
visible
means,
is
really
a
IT
COMES
forums at 6 in the evening. Prayer thy Masters of Round Pond were
win Leach, and Nancy Libby,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Frye Rock racketeer, and sets oul to prove it. Sumner Teel
(For
The
Courier-Gazette|
meet,ng is held in the vestry guests last Saturday at Mrs Ethpl
Robert
Davis and Constance well cf Newark, N. J. and Miss Joan
To aid him in these nefarious
A wealth of Inspiration
This community was saddened by Thursday at 7.30.
Knights, solos by William T. Smith. Hetty Michelson of Thomaston,
Hanna’s. Miss Dorothy remained Conies to all from duty done.
schemes,
he
enlists
the
“
Secret
the sudden death of Sumner Teel.
Methodist worship will be at
It holds no inclination
Jr., and readings by Mrs. Faye daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Seven." a society of 16-year olds cf 60, which occurred May 8 after a 10.30 with Rev. Frederick W. Smith for a visit.
Either to barter or shun
Stetson and daughter, Gay stet Michelson of New York City.
William
Heath
and
family
mo

The friends that you had promised
which
he
is
president
----and hilari short illness. He was the son of of Waterville, guest speaker. The
A helping hand, mid hail won
son .
tored Sunday to Augusta.
The wedding will take place Mon ous complications ensue. The third
Through sheer strife u task begun.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rufus
Teel.
patriotic
orders
will
attend
in
a
Weymouth Grange will serve a day at Bath at a place not yet an act is a “BaH” given by the “Secret
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Keizer of
grip", a brilliant gleam
Mr. Teel was engaged in the body upon the invitation of the Thomaston were callers Sunday at Service
public supper Monday at the hall nounced. Mr. Rockwell and his Seven” to celebrate the success of
When thought arris’s and conquers,
A Wave . t i
at 6 o’clock preceding the meeting. bride will pass the Summer at the 'their plans.
Alas! They have fishing business, was a hard work pastor. Music will be under the L. L. Mank's.
Hold high courage Intcr-per e 1
er
and
was
well
liked
by
all
with
direction
of
Mrs.
Alfred
Wilman.
About 75 members and guests at Rockwell home at Robinhood.
Burnell
Mank
was
at
home
from
With nobility » clem t >wh mid
|counted their chickens too soon. In
Swings with Joy ln l’s ml ;ht
Church schcol and Bible classes at Rockland Friday.
tended the special meeting of
Mr. Rockwell, the son of the Farm stead cf success, their efforts have whom he was associated.
Through the world In valiant right.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. 11.45 Mrs. Stella MacRae, super
Grace Chapter, O.ES,, held Wed and Garden editor of the New York brought apparent disaster—a disas
Mrs. L. A. Winchenbach accom
K.
F.
nesday night. Members of Naomi Times, is a promising young writer. ter enhanced by the unexpected re Winifred Teel and nine children. intendent. Junior League at 5, Ep panied by Mrs. C. Bowes and chil
Rockland.
Chapter, Tenant's Harbor, were He received his education at George turn cf Mr. and Mrs. Hollis. But Rufus. Shirley, Milton. Alice, Len worth League at 6. Happy Hour dren Phyllis and Rcnald motored
special guests, and among other School, Newton, Penna., Swathmore fate has an ace in the hole—several ora, Clyde. Jane, Douglas and Den service at 7.30 song service with last Saturday to Portland to meet MOUNT PLEASANT
chapters represented were Golden- College and Columbia University. aces—and the playing of them en nis; five sisters and five brothers. talk by the pastor cn the subjeect Mrs. C. L. Bowers.
T. J Carrell is having his build
Funeral services were held at the “Born Again." Soloist. Mrs. Allen
red of Rockland, Rose cf Sharon Miss Michelson was educated at the ables Paul and Frannie to turn the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Miller were ing refreshened by a coat of paint,
of Augusta, and Deering of Pcrt City Country School, New York City, tables in a wholly satisfying man Advent Christian Church of which F. Payson. Church night service in visitors last Saturday at Austin Carl Lack o being the workman
land. Degrees were conferred on and was graduated from the Uni ner.
the deceased was a member. Pres the vestry Thursday at 7.30 in Miller’s.
Bcniah Packard, Mr. pnd Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Moss. Miss versity of Chicago.
Mrs. Bernice Waldron of Beverly, ent were the * ripst giroup of charge of the pastor.
Mrs. Cora Bean. Gladys Bean of
Mass., was guest Wednesday at the mourners ever to attend a funeral
Adelle Rocs and Mrs. Shirley Wil ln the Churches
Rev. Wallace W. Anderson of Appleton, Mr. and Mrs. Franklin T. J. Carrell, II Maurice Carrell,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. in this vicinity. Rev. John Hol the State Street Congregational Bean and children of South China Jr.. Mrs. Grace Cclburn and chil
liams.
Preceding the meeting
St. James' Cathol c Church. Mass Walker
supper was served in the banquet at 9 a. m.
man officiated, assisted by the,pas Church Portland, will give an illus were guests at Norman Miller’s re dren, Neil, Lois Mae and R.iye
were in Bath Sunday, cailinr, on
Edgar
Thurlow
Pitts,
a
junior
at
hall. This was in charge of Mrs.
The trated lecture cn the National cently.
St. John’s Church. At 9 a. m„ thp University of Maine, son of Ed tor, Rev. Harry Daniels.
Margaret Fifleld, Mrs. Bernice Holy
bearers
were
Rodney
Davis,
Wat

Parks of the Western United
Irving Sawyer accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Chailr Stac-tpole.
Eucharist. St.
George’s
Knights, Mrs. Olive Strout and i Church. Long Cove. At 2 30 p. m. gar Pitts formerly of this town, and son Walano. Charles Hupper and States at the Congregational par Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lunt of Thom
Rev. and Mrs. Vaughan Over
now a resident of Connecticut, was Calvin Simmcns. Interment was ish house Sunday evening at 8. aston visited Sunday at the home man were supper guests recently
Mrs. Carrie Carrell, with Mrs. Doris , Evensong.
awarded last week the Merritt-Cald- in the Ridge cemetery in Glen- The meeting will be held under of his sister, Mrs. Casta Ross Put of Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Carroll.
Simmons in chaige of the dining
Baptist Church. Sunday School well-Fernald scholarship.
This mere.
room. Table decorations carried meets at 9 45 worship service at 11
the auspices of the Comrades of nam at Cape Elizabeth.
scholarship
of
$150
is
awarded
to
out a color scheme of pink and , The subject of the sermon is “The
the Way and wall be followed by a
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Allen of Honey-spread French toast will
white, with centerpieces of apple- ; Unexpected” Christian Endeavor the junior student having the
social hour, which is in charge Rockland were callers Sunday at cause the fam ly to come a run
Grenada
is
an
island
of
the
blcsscms and pink tapers in glass meets at 6 ocock with iMiss Elea- highest scholastic rank in the Uni West Indies.
ning when 'breakfast is announced.
of the Good Cheer Class.
J. O. Jameson's.
candelabra at either end of the I nor. Nelson the leader. The eve- versity.
The Baptist Trytohelp Club will
tables.
' ning service will be omitted and meet Monday night at the home of
Members of
Williams-Brazier I this church w.ll unite with the Mrs. Viola Spear with Mrs. Effie
Pest and Auxiliary are urged to I Federated Church to hold Memo- Veazie as assisting hostess.
make a special effort to be present j rial Service at 7 o’clock at the
Miss Lois Burns, who will be
at the Federated Church tomor j Federated Church.
graduated June 9 from the Sargent
row night at 6 45 to attend Memo
Federated Church. Sunday School School of Phyiscal Education, has
rial Day service.
is at 9 45 worship service at 11. been selected as the class historian.
Saastamoinen-Moore
The sermon topic for the morning 'She is now employed at Peterboro,
Miss Estelle Moore and Reino is "Defeats Into Victories” and mu- N. H. but will return to school for
the graduation exersices. She will
later go to Attleboro, Mass., where
she will teach for the Summer at
a Girls’ Camp.
Memorial Day exercises will be
held as usual the afternoon of May
30. The line of march will form
at the Grand Army hall at 1.45, and
will then proceed to the iron bridge,
where stop will be made for a cere
mony honoring the sailor dead.
Again forming, it will continue on
to Amesbu.y Hill Cemetery for the
remainder cf the program. Mrs.
Cacilda Cain will serve as Com
mander of the Day. The school
children, under the direction of
Ruilt and hacked by
Mrs. Emma Tcrrey, will present
Ceneral
MotonFM/D
songs and recitations The line will
way ji/roM/ir/c
offered In Oldsmobile!
be headed by the School’Band.
rpp/vsM/ss/o/v
Miss Dorethy Burns went to Port COUPi//VG
land Thursday for a few days' visit
with Mrs. Warren Ulmer.
luid coupling is just one part of Hydra-Matic
Drive. Hydra-Matic includes also a fully auto
Mrs. Irene Chase and daughter
matic four-speed transmission. It’s the combi
Helen of Rockland were guests
nation of the two that permits elimination of tho
Tuesday of Mi’s. Jennie Robbins.
clutch pedal and all manual shifting of gears.
Ms. Mona Payson entertained
Both are necessary to give you the stepped-up
tlie members of her Club Friday
performance and the completely automatic oper
afternoon at her home on Pascal
ation that you get only in Hydra-Matic Drive.
avenue
Come in and try the one drive that goes all the
Seventeen were present at the
way to make driving simpler, easier and safer!
meeting of the Farm Bureau Thurs
day at the home of Mrs. Arthur K.
♦ OPTIONAL AT EXTRA COST
Walker. It was a highly interest
ing meeting with Chief Allen Payson of the Camden Fire Depeartment as speaker cn the topic “Home
Safety.” An open discussion fol
lowed. Mrs Nina Carroll, Mrs. Ma-

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

ROCKPORT

Every-Other-Day

NEW HOMES IN ROCKLAND

CAMDEN

Miss Ida Cushing.
Brookline, Mass, is at
of her brother, J. W Ci

bot avenue where she
her home.
Miss Ruth L. Curii
yesterday to North
after being overnight ;
aunts, Mrs. Charles W
Mrs. George Niles.

Corp Vernon Worce
Edwards. MMR

tM

accompanied

as far

Miriam Rebekah Ciri
are having a Silver
Tuesday afterenoon at
Paladino's, Slimmer imember may bring a

Mr. and Mrs. Curtis <i
nnd Mrs. Alton Htgi
Mi • Mail . > Lord,
|
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Nuti

and Mrs. Lucien Dean
motored Wednesday nfi
Point to be dinner gue't
Mrs. Robert Harvev of
who are spending two wi
cottage there.
Wednesday Night Clm

talned tin. week at I I
Mrs. John Chisholm
and luncheon Bridge i|
to Mis. Ray Foley and
Burgei the Ravelin
|
Mis. Louis Cook.

The Garden Club will
day afternoon at 2 30, a
< I If
E Jib.,
i
Albert Janioa pit ,d|
o’clooq luncheon will be
Copper Kettle, when ml
greet the guest spe.
Dwight B Demeritt of t
ment of Forestry at tin
of Maine.

Milss Rutli Cluff was
guest cf Miss Viola Joy
1s employed at the Ban
Electric Company.
Mr and M:s. Donald
returned Thursday from
visit in Boston

Mrs. H D. Ames 11
Mass., is tlie guest cf Mr

Amory B

\

n, makinj

Thursday by plane.

visit

Lucien K. Grei

second floor, 16 School
Fellows B1<M It, City, fori
Coats and Cloth Coats,

prices.

SHOP IN P

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday at Strand Theatre

Fluid coupling alone can do much to make driving

Fluid coupling cannot eliminate all clutch push-

sic Will include the anthem “Spirit easiot. But it can't eliminate all manual shifting, ing. Only Hydra-Matic does away with the conDivine," by ven Berge. Pathfinders Only Hydra-Matic ia completely automatic, ventional clutch! There’a no clutch pedal at all!
. J
(Price* and Specificationa Subject to Change Without Notice.}
meet at 2 o’clock and Epworth _
| League at 6 At 7 o’clock a union THE CAR
Memorial service will be held at
th s church. Rev. iL. Clark French
of the Warren Congregational
Chu ch. will be the speaker. Music
will include “O Mighty Land.” by
Subelius, and "The Memory of
Jack Dakie, John Payne and Cesar Romero are in the midst rf one of their many difficulties in 20th Cen Our Dead,” by von Berge. All pa
tury-Fox’s latest musical. “The Great American Broadcast.” The picture is the gay. tuneful story of the cou triotic organizations have been in
rageous, talented people who first filled the air waves with song and laughter, and also stars Alice Faye.
vited to attend.

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

SALE means mo|

already low catalj
items have been
will pocket the s
amine this new si
• SEARS OUARANTl

any reason,you
return your m< iJ
• ACTUAL SAMPIU

Show colors, dd
10,000 item* fr< J
• EAST DELIVERY I
chandisc to you: I

• EASY PAYMENTS I
sell on orders tofl

Oldsmobile
WINTER STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
4

I

Mr. and Mrs. Worctste
ney and Miss Barbar,

WHY IS HYDRA-MATIC

F

I

spending the week w |
cuts. Mr. and kin < I
cester. Bay View squail

SEAI
433 MAIN ST.
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Thirty Kiddies

E LYRIC MUSE

Page Seven

Went A-Visiting

They Dined At “Montpelier

Belated But Interesting
Report of a Methebesec

Had a Happy Time At the
Relief Corps—
Children’s Party

cation limited to Brief
Poems

Original Composition
By Subscribers
ikepi.acf. wonders
r The Courier-Gazette |
fireplace I looked
li.i' L> >' u think I saw
<■ me a plea-ins thrill

net! so against all law?
■red there with -urprlse,
it or not. a whale—

par’ly burned away
m It head, body and tall.
should I travel far
longer and Tri at expense,
underfill things like this
1m; room fire presents?

Allison M

Watts

KIM IGIIT ON THE HILLS
or The Courier-Gazette)
noun a wood"fl beKrht
ird the garments of the night
oft tv down tho f-tlei’1 shnrp
t their shadow on the moor.

tri i

ro i' up .-ti light and tall
darkened heaven’s null.

r »r <- .n't

broke

the

.stlllneKH

i‘d up the mountain steep,
ii i n r<i
Itbove the height
land with softened light
ts lie like silver bars
cutmpy of stars.
Maurice P. Hill

of .sylvan solitude
■ lid wounded pride

IT COMES
Courier-Gazette |

The

f Inspiration
ill

from

duty

done.

) inclination
n rter* or shun
that you had promised
li uiil and had won
leer strife a task begun.
I>; a brilliant ulcain
■'it tirr<sts and conquers
light and anchors
( lira '■
lntei«per e I
lty's clear touch and
h Joy in l’s mt flit
tie world in valiant rtgh

lUNT PLEASANT
I
I

Can

.

having hls buUdh
COat O paint,

I .
•
the workman.
In all P ik. : I. M and Mrs.
t
H Maui > Carroll,

I
li.

Miss Emma Pillsbury, who has
Miss Ida Cushing, R. N. of
Brockline, Mass, is at the home been visiting Mrs. M. R Pillsbury.
of her brother, J. W Cushing. Tal Masonic street, has returned to
bot avenue where she w.ll make Portland.
her home.
Nathan Farwell motored t
Mss Ruth L. Currie returned Brunswick today to meet the En
yesterday to North Vastaborc. sign Otises and take them Imme
after being overnight guest cf her diate’y to Cooper’s Beach when
aunts, Mrs. Charles Worcester ar. 1 tney will stay for the season.
Mrs. George Niles.
Mrs. David H

Corp. Vernon Worcester of Cam r
Edwards, Mass., has returned aft r
spending the week with his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wor
cester. Bay View square. He was
accompanied as far as Bath by
Mr. and Mi 3. Worcester, sen Rod
ney and Miss Barbara Regers.

Buffum is spend

ing a few days in Camden with the
Walter J. Riches.

Outing

The Childrens' Day party con
ducted by Edwin Libby Relief Corps
Thursday afternoon was attended
by 20 children and parents. A fine
pregram was presented by Mrs
Lizz.e French, patriotic instructor,
as fellows: Pledging Allegiance to
the Flag, followed by singing “God
Bless America-’ by all the children,
pland accompaniment bj’ Mrs.
Frank Harper; piano duet by Lois
Rcll ns and Evelyn Clark; saxo
phone scic. Wayne Drinkwater;
piano duet by R chard 2nd Clif
ford Harper; duet sung by Mary
and Betty Libby, accompanied on
piano by Mrs. Catherine Libby;
cornet solo by Richard Freeman;
sor.g by Abner Sprague, Myra Grey,
and M.dred Sprague; solo by Mil
dred Sprague, M s. Frank Harper
accompanist. After the program,
games we:e enjoyed by the chil
dren followed by refreshments
cons sting of punch./ice cream,
ccckies and sandwiches.
A meeting of the Corps was held
at 7.30 and Memorial Day plans
were discussed. All members wish
ing to attend/ Memorial Sunday
at church are requested to be at
Grand Army Hall at 10 o’clock
Sunday to attend services to be
held intthe First Baptist Church.
A beano party under the direction
of M Hie Thomas will be held June
3 in the evening. There will be
no meeting next Thursday night
being so near Memorial Day.

The Rug Club met Friday at Mrs.
Beulah L. Allen’s Camp, Megunti
cook Lake. This was the last meet
ing for some weeks as their excel
lent teacher Mrs McElwee is to
be away on an extended trip and
Miriam Rebekah Circle members vacation.
are having a Silver Link social
Members of Hillcrest Riding
Tuesday afterenoon at Mrs. Helen
Paladino's. Summer street. Each Academy will go on an all-day trip
tomorrow, most of the party going
member may bring a guest.
by horseback. A picnic will be held
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Goodwin, Mr at the heme of Mrs. Wyland Cream
mid Mrs. Alton Higgins, Mr. and er in Warren, those attending be
Mrs. Maui ice Lord, and son Billy, ing Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cross and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Nutter, and Mr. children, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
and Mrs. Lucien Dean and son Roy Cress, Miss Frances Marsh, Wendell
motored Wednesday night to Ocean Blackman, Mr and Mrs. Walter
Point to be dinner guests of Mr and Connon, Miss Shirley Blackington,
Mrs. Robert Harvey of Lincolnville, Miss Emma Harding, Mrs. Ralph L.
who are spending two weeks at their Wiggin, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Glid
den, Miss Anna Simpson. Miss Ma
cottage there.
rion Ginn, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Wednesday Night Club was enter Clark and children and Dr and
tained this week at the home of Mis. Kenneth Green and son Doug
Mrs. John Chisholm for bridge las. Russell Connon will ride his i Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin
and luncheon. Biidge iionors went pony Billy.
j entertained ut dinner Wednesday
to Mrs. Ray Foley and Mrs James
1 night Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lamb,
Mrs. Eva Jaseph. accompanied by iMr. and Mrs. E Stewart Orbeton
Burgess, the Raveling prize going to
Mis. Edith Follansbee and George land Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Emery.
Mis. LouLs Cook
Hall, have returned from a 3600
The Garden Club will meet Tues mile trip that took them as far
Sunshine Society meets Monday
day afternoon at 2.30, at the home south as South Carolina. Tiie
afternoon
with Mrs. Lena Merrill,
of Mis. E J Hpllier, with Mrs. J. principal stops were at Washington
Rankin
street.
Albert Jameson presiding.
A 1 D C., Virginia Beach and White
o'elocq luncheon will be held at the Sulphur Springs. The return trip
Mrs. Sumner C. Perry was
Copper Kettle, when members will was mostly through the mountains,
greet the guest speaker. Prof including the famous Sky Line honored at a luncheon Thursday
Dwight B Demeritt of tiie Depart drive in the Blue Ridge Mountains. to celebrate her birthday anni
ment of Forestry at the University While in the Virginia mountains, a versary, Mrs. Fred P Colson be
of Maine.
« call was enjoyed at the home of the ing hostess to the party at her Ash
Point cottage. Other guests were
McNamaras in Eagle Rock.
Miss Rutli Cluff was the recent
Mrs. Walter Butler, Mrs. Fred T.
guest cf Miss Viola Joy. Miss Ciuff
Chaplain Corwin H Olds has been Veazie. and Mrs. Annette Keighley
is employed at the Bangor Hydrothe hospital since hls return to of Middle Haddam. Conn. Mrs.
Electric Company.
amp Blanding, Fla. Monday.
Perry received lovely gifts and a
birthday cake. Following luncheon
Mr. and Mrs. Donald H Fuller
Mr and Mrs. Oliver CL. Hall of a social afternoon was enjoyed.
returned Thursday from a few days Augusta visited Rockland relatives
visit in Boston.
Thursday. The former State libraMiss Pearl Borgerson entertained
------rian Ls having his first vacation in W.I.N. Club Thursday night at her
Mrs. H D. Ames cf Brockton, 45 years, and enjoying every minute
heme cn Purchase street. Honors
Mass., is tiie guest cf Mr and Mrs.
in bridge were awarded to Mrs.
Amory B Allen, making tiie trip
_____
Thursday by plane.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Freeland of John M. Richardson. Mrs. Clinton
-----------------New York are spending a few days Barbour and Mrs. Vance Norton.
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s j jn the city They will come again
The largest settlement of emi
second floor, 16 School street, Odd the middle of June to spend the
grants
from Iceland .n the UnitedFellows Block, City, for Furs. Fur Summer, and an interesting rumor
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate | is to the effect they may make their States is in Pembina county, North
Dakota.
prices.
9-t.f | permanent residence here.

SHOP IN PERSON OR BY PHONE AT SEARS ORDER OFFICE

id chil

G

Neil. I.o;s Mae and Raye
p in Bath Sunday, calling on
Stai fpole.
v
\i.
Vaughan Ovar
ii were supper guests recently
Mr and Mrs. T. J. Carroll.

.

On Wednesday afternoon of last
week the Cu rent Events Club of
Stockton Springs entertained the
pres dent and members of the
Methebesec Club cf Rcckland The
auditorium of the Universalist par
ish was well filled w'ith members
of the club and their guests and
beautifully decorated with sprays
of shad bush and fersythia. in tall
Chinese vases, brought to town in
sh ps launched owned and sailed
by Stockton men. w’hen coastal
Maine families lived next doer to
Liverpool and Hongkong.
Mrs. Earl A. Winslow, president
cf the Current Events Club
opened the meeting and after a
short business session, introduced
the president of the Methebesec
Club. Mrs. George H. Avery, who
in a very graceful manner ex
pressed her pleasure, and that of
her assoc ates at being present
Sr
il
and introduced her group as they
I *
gave the program cf the after
noon. which was most interesting
and instructive.
The first selection was given by
Miss Caroline Jameson playing
records of Chinese music from her
rare collect on, presented to her
by a Chinese professor of music,
reproducing the music or ancient
flutes and stringed instruments,
new in museums in China. The
airs which a:e very different from
cur mus c grew upon one.
Mrs. Oscar W. Look of Joresport, Mrs. H. P. Bl<
The program follows: Parting of
Ilampden. Second row: Mrs. Edward A. Mansfle
Yang (Ch ng) March and Soliloquy
s., Mrs. Euretta AnnaL yne, Mrs. Hattie Davies.
of a Convalescent, cn the Erh-hu;
B. Rose of Tenant’s Har bor, Mrs. Horace B. Cru
Plying Flowers falling on the Em
. F. Glover, Miss Marion Weidman of Rockport.
erald-Green grass; and Dana Pre
lude,
cn the Pipa; Temple MeditaThe State of Maine Chapter, known, of the first Colonists, their | M. s
t.on
on
the Pheonix Flute; The
. eon a
Daughters of Founde s and Pa ancestors and descendants.
Flight
cf
the (Partridge. (Tl-Tze)
Maine
has
a
membership
of
28.
•
grade
triots of America met Thursday
Horizontal flute. Between these
at
‘Montpelier” in Thomaston with two appl cation papers pend- ' Letter
mus cal numbers Mrs. Josephine
with 11 members and eight guests ing acceptance in Washington, D. j seven
Rice
read a number cf poems in a
present at the lunchecn, served C. Several new names were pre- [ to be
charming
manner.
Mrs
by Mrs. Carlton Snow, Mrs Keryn sented for membership.
This
was
followed by a very in
Those present were: Mrs. H P an he
ap Rice. Mrs. Allan J Murray and
teresting
talk
by Mrs. Ruth Aibee
Miss McKnight. Table decorations Blodgett, president; Mrs. Oscar W. the 1
cn
the
Innman
collection, and by
Lock.
Jcnesport.
chaplain;
Mrs.
Patrie
were apple blossoms and tul.ps in
the
reading
of
letters
written to
Edward
Mansfield
3d,
Jonesport.
ter.
matching shades.
the Innmans by a young China
It v
The object of this society Ls. registrar; Mrs. Oliver L. Hall,
man. who had traveled with them,
among ether things, to associate Hampden, treasurer; Mrs. XeLsey Poetry
and later did some collecting for
congenial women whose ancestors Edes, Dexter, color bearer; Mrs. Willia
them.
These proved very amus
struggled together for li.'e, liberty, Horace B. Crosby, Portland. Mrs. , croft.
ing,
an
asipect net suspected by
home, and happiness in this land E. F. Glover, Mrs Joshua N. Scuth- ent,
the
author.
when it was a new and unknown ard and Mrs. Euretta Annatoyn. Chapt
Mrs. Ruth Elkngwocd. in a mag
country, and whose lines of de Rcckland; Mrs. Charles B. Rcse. past s
nificent Mandarin ccat. gave a very
The
scent come threugh patriots who Tenants Harbor and Mrs. Henry
fine impersonation of Madam Chi
A held
sustained the Colonies in the Whitman. Gloucester, Mass.
ang Kai-shek, w.th an outline cf
struggle for independence in the special guest was Miss Margaret 16th £
the history of ftlie Chiar.g family,
Revolutionary War. And to teach E. McIlroy, State legent of the will li
and
the r activities. The members
reverent regard for the names, Maine Daughters of the Aincri- a ma!
of
the
Rcckland club were given
can
Revolution
of
Lewiston,
who
A
ti
history, character, deeds and hero
a
rising
vote of thanks and after
gave
a
brief
reume
of
some
cf
—
red.
ism of the Founders cf this coun
the
adjournment
of the club tea
try and- of their descendants, to the interesting appenings cf the ted tc
was
served
in
the
library. Mrs.
inculcate pat:ictism in the pres National Congress of that Society, Blodgi
George
H
Hopkins
and
Mrs Prank
Mrs
ent and succeeding generations, in Washington, in April. Other
White
of
the
entertainment
com
and to commemorate events of the guests were. Mi’s. Herbert W Bar- of th<
mittee
with
the
assistance
cf
Mrs.
history of the Colonies and of the nard, and Miss Mabel Steadman the O
Fernald
Hodgdon
and
ethers
heiped
of
Portland.
Mr.
Whitman
and
pelier.
Republic. A so to d'seover and
to serve, and Mrs. James H Griffin
preserve family records and his Mr. Mansfield and Miss Edes of i shingl
and
Mrs. Everett Staples peured.
Ina^tory, otherwise unwritten and un- Dexter.
Tne tables were beauLful with
lace clcth, old s lver services and
guests Sunday of Mrs. Emma Fos ALONZO HERBERT MERRITT
SOUTH THOMASTON
Alonzo Herbert Merritt, 75. died flowers. —-Belfast Journal
ter and Mrs. Waldo Tyler.
Spalding Hodson of tiie U. of M.
Miss Hazel iLane, the religious May 19 in Sharon. Mass. He was
spent last week-end as guest of his
director, has charge of the worship born in Addison Feb. 17. 1866. the
aunt. Mrs. Scott Kittredge.
service Sunday at 9 S3. Th? leader son cf Albert and Frances Merritt.
Ballard. Eusiness School, faculty
Mrs. Jennie Clark, who spent the for the C.Y.A. at 7 o’clock is Miss He played in a number of orches
Winter with her daughter. Mrs. Geraldine Jackson. The annual tras during his life, also conduc and students enjoypd the annual
Arthur Foster in Camden, has meeting of the Knox County Asso ted several bands, among these Spring picnic Tuesday at Patricia
opened her home here for the ciation for Religious Education, held the first Regiment Band, Teel’s Allen's cottage. Lake Mcgur.ticook
Summer.
and The ccmm ttee cn refreshments:
Monday in the Universalist Church Band, the 101st Infantry
At a recent meeting of Forget- was well attended from this place. others. He did arranging and was Chairman. Virginia Wyllie, assisted
Me-Not Chapter. O.E.S.. it was voted The Young People’s Choir and the one cf the best copyists of musical by Priscilla Robinson and Kels y
Cushman. Hamburgers and frankto held a picnic supper at the next Junior Choir presented an impres manuscripts.
forts
were much enjoyed, cocked
He was married to Caroline
meeting the first Monday in June. sive worship program before the
on
the
outdoor stove. Those in
Weigand in East Boston Dec. 14.
Supper will be at 6.23 All not so business meeting.
the
party
were: Mrs. Nellie Bal
1833.
and
two
daughters
were
born
licited will take sweets.
lard, Miss Virginia Richardson,
to
this
unicn.
In
March
1808.
Mrs Bernice Sleeper, who has beer, SPRUCE HEAD
they moved to Chelsea, Mass., Joyce Ingraham, Helen Lcwcll,
seriously ill at Knox Hospital the
Mrs.
H.
F.
York
went
to
New
York
where they made their heme, un Nathalie Smith. Kelsey Cushman.
past four weeks, is slowly improving
by
bus
Monday
and
will
return
til a year ago when they went to Burnell Mank. Wallace Heal, Pa
Malcolm Armstrong and daugh
home
the
latter
part
of
the
month,
Sharon. Mrs. Merritt died June tricia Allen, V.rginia Wyllie, Fran
ter Gloria of South Portland were
accompanying Mr. and Mrs. Austin 27. 1540.
ces ‘ Rhodes, Alee Baum. Priscilla
York and two daughters, who will
Mr. Merritt was a member of Rcbinscn. Ccrinne Jordan, Doris
motor here for two weeks' vacation. Rober* Lash Lodge FAM in Chel Caven, Doris Boyd. Helen Cripps,
Darrell iL. Mann is on emergency sea. also the Royal Arch Chapter Sidney Andrews, Phyllis McCurdy.
leave from Great Duck Island Light of Shekinah.
1
Phyllis Watson has recently en
Station and Sunday will take Mrs.
Survivors are two daughters.
Three Shows Daily: 2, 7, 9 P. M
Mann to Bar Harbor where she will Mrs Mo’ton Swift rf Sharon and rolled at Ballard Business School.
enter the hospital for surgical treat Miss Anne Merritt of Port Ches
NOW CASH NIGHT $110
Elden Maddocks, Jr., Ballard '41
ment.
They will be overnight guests ter. N. Y.: two sisters, Mrs. Eliza
Richard Dix, Preston Foster
has
employment with the J. B
Saturday
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Leland
beth Duncan of Thomaston and
“THE ROUNDUP”
Pearson
& Co , Thcmaston, Me.
Mann
in
Camden
June
Mann
will
Mrs. George Kitching of Camden;
Plus
board with Mrs. Stanley Simmons and three granddaughters.
"BARNYARD FOLLIES”
nesday with 16 present. The feast
until school closes.
with MARY LEE
was furnished by the losing team
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Morse and son ST. GEORGE
in a recent contest.
SUN.-MON^ MAY 25-26
of Roque Bluffs were over-night
Miss Jean Kinney of Warren was
Miss Marie Hilt visited her par
guests Monday of Henry York.
In Technicolor
guest of her grandmother Mrs. ents and friends here Sunday.
Don Ameche, Alice Faye
Mrs. Walter Drinkwater has re
Kinney several days the
Those who attended the recent
“THAT NIGHT IN RIO”
turned home from Knox Hospital Emma
past week.
bee
to clean the cemetery were:
where she has been treated for in
Mrs.
Elvie
Fuller
and
daughter
Wilford
Rcbir.son, Kempster Haw
TUESDAY BARGAIN DAY
juries received when she was thrown
kins.
Donald
and Kendall Hawkins,
Shirley,
M
’
.
s.
Lena
Jcnes
and
Mrs.
All Seats, Children 10c; Adults 20c from her horse.
Hilma
Olsen
were
re-ent
callers
W
Gilchre.rt.
James Ray, Arnold
Before Rock’and
Mrs. Gordon Simmons and two
at
Mrs.
Emma
Gll?hre«t.
Hocking,
Lewis
Robinson, Henning
children
returned
home
Thursday
“NAVAL ACADEMY”

At Ballard School

y-spread French toast wall
<e the fam ly to eenre a run; when breakfast is announced.

CAMDEN

Bargains Like These
on Every Page

SEE IT

IN YOUR

U just one part of Hydra-Matic

ONAI. AT EXTRA COST

One of our heaviest. Won't
shrink over 1 %, each ...

D

Ib

PLAID TERRY TOWELS

Ruilt and hacked by
General MoIor• “
offered InOltlsmobilel

pdatic includes a/soa fully autotransmission. It’s the combifc that permits elimination of tiro
I all manual shifting of gears,
ury to give you tiie stepped-up
the completely automatic operft on/i in Hydra-Matic Drive,
the one drive that goes all the
ving simpler, easier and safer!

SANFORIZED WORK SHIRTS

OFFICE

Fluffy, absorbent cotton . .
terry. 18 x 36 inches . 4 iOT OOL

BUY

CLASSIC SADDLE OXFORDS

AND SAVE
SALE means mere when Sears say it ’ Our
already low catalog prices on thousands of
items have been reduced! Sears customers
will pocket the savings. Hurry down! Ex
amine this new sale book—and order now!

If, for
any reason,you arc not fully satisfied, we will
return your money without question.

• SEARS GUARANTEE PROTECTS YOU ...

• ACTUAL SAMPUS IN SCARS ORDER OfDCE .. .

Show colon, designs, and textures of over
10,000 items from Sears-Roebuck Catalogs.
• PAST DELIVERY SERVICF. . . Brings your mer
chandise to your home or to our office.
• EASY PAYMENTS .. . Available on anything we

sell

For women and girls. White

and brown, two-tone tan '.

w » -UU

MERCERIZED ANKLETS
For women and girls. Red,
white, pastels. 8 to lO’/fc, pair . | 3 C

Coming:
“Great
.American
Broadcast” “Devil and Miss
Jones,” “Reaching For the Sun."

from several days’ visit with
parents at Ingraham Hill.

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT

WORK WONIYFRS

Reduced Prices on
Furniture

Ranges

Bathroom Fixtures
Linoleum
Fence
Venetian Blinds

Sinks
Radios
Tires
Sheets

Blankets

Dcftnestics

Curtains
Work Clothes
Hosiery

Underwear
Shoes
Corsets

■------------ - ----

Ends Tonight
Johnny Matk Brown in
“Ragtime Cowboy Joe”
with Fuzzy Knight

• A
-kJ

SHOWING SUNDAY AND MONDAY

her

It's the saga of Cold River . , . Scattergood Paines . . .
in Ms second delightful screen appeararue.

'

:

"

in

R STREET
kND, MAINE

AND

CO

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 1380

x

with BOB WATSON
EXTRA
.“Miracle of Hydro,” “Seeing Eye,” “Latest News of the Day"
SFECI.AL CHILDREN’S MATINEE MONDAY AT 4 P. M.

Wendell Willkie tells Americans
to “quit being afraid." Every man
and woman must stand firmly for
the Ugliest values of nob lity In
character and this means help to
the British and to those who value
the highest approaches in life.
Ireland has lost value in the
world’s eyes by her selfishness
toward England.
Mrs. Sumner Sewall, Maine's
lovely first lady, is fond of Ban
ger and they of her. She has
made her second address in that
city. Isn’t it time for Rockland
to have some good excuse to bring
her to this city for an address?
The Bangor Daily News carried
a charming picture cf Mrs. Sewall
with her discerning smile that
conquers all.
Who know-, th? “wind flowers"

cr

the

flowers"

ether wise

called

“snow

that blccscm nlong

the

byways.

George Mathew Adams says,
’’Cut of the storms and clcuds of
debt disorganizat on and individual
discouragement and near anarchy
preceding the writing cf the Con
stitution cf the United States, one
figure loomed great and glorious
as a leader in the formation of a
strong, free and workrble gevernm°nt. and that Agu e was Gecrge
Washington.”

Judge: “Now, my man,
th s question direct. What
gross income?"
Fisherman: “But Judge,
no gross income. I m just
fiheiman and it’s all net.”

answer
is your
I have
a plain

"Montpelier” has ga.nel another
valuable and wanted acquisition
that has ccme through the Will of
a friend who leaves the sideboard
and table that was the original fur
niture of “Montpelier" dining room.
A most welcome gift. It must be
kept in mind that General Knox
furnished nine houses and that is
why there ls to be found so much
Knox furniture. The committee is
trying hard to put ip “Montpelier'’
only that which Was originally

It rather breaks the hearts of
those who have held Charles A.
Lindbergh as a man gifted with a
magic all hls own for him to be
held In public questioning as to hH
true status in loyalty to this coun
try. Because of the audience he
attracts, such as Communists and
Nazis and enem'es of the American
form of government, he has been
denied the use of a hall in Philadel
phia for a speech he was to have
made there May 29 Has trouble
unhinged his mind? He has had
enough of it to do that very thing.

And now there is a new develop
ment in glass cloth which is being
used for wings cn airplanes.

John

,

Lot able litle star of “Men of Boys’ Town" and Susan Peters,
• Dink Trout, Monte Blue. Emma Dunn

These are days when minds
should be drawn to the B blical
quotations found in the best
periodicals and newspapers, They
teach one to turn more often to
the sacred word for comfort and
guidance in these days of uncer
tainty.

Jack

‘SCATTERGOOD PULLS THE STRINGS’

SEARS, ROEBUCK

And have you noticed how very
small the -tulips are this year?
Brilliant sunshine a week or two
early is the cause. Take care of
your bulbs. Hitler is having all
the bulbs in Holland fed to cattle
and horses so there are to be no
more from that country for some
years anyway.
What fiendish
thing will he think of next to kill
the esthetic heart of the world that
is left outside hls power?

When nearly 5203 register before
a music festival in Maine it looks
Mr. and Mrs. Almond I fall and Ihnson, Alex Hathorne. Robert
as If this State is music-minded
son True. Mrs. Geneva I lall and McGee,
Orris
Kinney,
Harvey and awake to the needs of this
Mrs.
^Alfred
Hocking,
motored Kinney,
Donald Johnson, Viljo highest of all arts.
Thursday to Waterville.
Kangas, Ture Jacobson, Percy
The Juvenile Grangers had a Jones. H rman Kangas, William
Is there anything more lovely
hot dog roast at the shore Wed- Putansu and Charles Taylor.
than a pheasant gliding in all Its
grace through a green field at sun
set time. With the afterglow lights
bringing out all the sparkle and
SUNDAY, MONDAY
beauty of this bird's rare combinaation of color scheme, one wonders
TUESDAY
ROCKLAND
how the heartless can think
of shooting them. And then, one
Alicfi
is aghast at the thought of eating

GUY KiBBEE as Scattergood

on orders totaling $10 or more.

Did you realize that the weavers
at Round Pond are doing real
things in the line of excellent
cloth made of Maine wool. They
use the local women for the work
mak ng cloths, bags many fine
articles for women's use in this
homecraft school at the Tenafly
Studio, weaving the cloth and fin
ishing up the job In flne shape.

;
d

7^new
1

hit songs

Plus Shorts
Latest News'
DISNEY CARTOON
GLIMPSES OF KENTUCKY

MARY
BETH
—, .
« n nHUGHES
uunL b

L
Ii,.c^H«OLASBROTHERS
b«others
■\WIERE
a the four ink spots
A rort! CMtwry^*. eicfUra

TODAY
JAMES STEWART in
“POT O’ GOLD"

Eert Batchelder, that excellent
and successful dahlia grower, has
one of the finest and most beautiful
3pring wild flowers in his garden—
a bronzv red trillium. White ones
are often found but the red variety
is rare. Mrs. Frank Ingraham has
some extra large white trillium* In
her Lindsey street garden that are
a Joy to the passer on that street.

Every-Other-Day
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ADVENTURES IN THE ANDES

A Scout Camporee

Capt. “Bill” Wincapaw Flies High To
Take Patient To a Strange Airport

Realm

or

To Be Heldiiext Month At
Chickawaukie Lake
Campground

The Rockland District Boy Scouts
are to have a camporee at the Troop
2 campground, Old County road,
overlooking Chickawaukie Lake
(Third Installment)
June 19-21.
All troops entering must be reg
istered and camp in order not later
than 9 a. m. Friday morning, June
20. Each troop to have own adult
supervision and camping equip
ment. Troop camp lots will be
staked out in advance by Camporee
committee.
A Troop scoring 401 to 600 points
receives ’A” Rating (blue).
A Troop scoring 201 to 400 points
receives ’’B’’ Rating (red).
A Troop scoring 80 to 200 points
receives “C” Rating (White).
The principal events of the three
days are here listed:
Friday — Camp inspection and
scoring on campcrafts mass hike or
scavenger hunt; inter-troop activi
ties; water boiling; fire by friction
Building grass or reed boats on the water’s edge of Lake Titiraca. relay; string burning; blanket roll
Even the needle the native is sewing with is made from a reed.—Photo ing relay; blanket stretcher roll;
furnished by Captain William It. Wincapaw.
antelope race; signaling; chariot
race;
tug of war; flag relay; un
You
land
at
Dinner
Key
which
The flight frcm Cristobal across
dressing
race.
the Caribbean Sea was uneventful is the seaplane base fcr Pan
Saturday
—6 a. m„ reveille; 6.30 to
as ycu fly as a rule at an altitude i American Airways. Here you go 8, breakfast;
8 to noon—Break
, , , .
. .
through customs, which is very
which does not g.ve you a chance
..
. .
.
..
««
„„„
camp.
| rapid and immigration officers are
No swimming. Take your har
to see mir'li if there were anything i Cgldjaj even though the doctor d.d
to see besides the water. Once in i
me up because I had been in monicas. Camporee sponsored by
a while y ou w.ll see a sail boat ,
yqjlow fever country for some Scouters Service Club. Camporee
Committee — Chairman, Horatio
or a flow plodding reliable freight | time
Cowan; assistants Carl Chaples,
ileanrr sticking her nose into a
Prom Miami I booked passage Rev. C. Vaughan Overman, Albert
slew rolling sea
on the Eastern Airlines to New Mills, Charles Havener, Rev. L.
What ycu do see here, and I have york. We left at midnight and I
never seen n any or my travels , arr|ved a( the Newark Airport Clark French. William Felker, An
anywhere else, are the beautiful about 9 o’clock the next morning. I son Olds, Alton Perry, Douglas
Mills, Richard Spear and Harold W
wh.te cumulus clouds that always after making stops at Jacksonville, Whitehill.
seem to be floating over the Carib Charleston. Rale gh. Washington,
bean Sea.
D. C.
dark when we left Barrinquilla to
At Kingston Jamaica you land in
Was met at the Newark Airpert go down the river. It was an over
a landlocked ha bor about five by Edna (Mrs. Wir.capawi and at night sail from there to Cristobal,
in les ea*t cf the city of Kingston. once started out looking for more the mouth of the Panama Canal.
The first thing that impresses you Dianes. After some days cf look
We docked at Cristobal about noon.
is the Jamaican Negro official in ing around I found what I thought Here we hired a carriage and were
his spotless white clothes. Second would meet cur needs. It was an fortunate to get a colored driver
is his veiy gocd English in a not other Tri-Motor Ford which be who came from Kingston, Jamaica,
tco slow manner. I have always longed to the Bell Laboratories when they built the canal. He took
ltund these people very polite and and had been used only for test great pride in pointing out the
one thing you don’t find anywhere ing cut radios and other equip places of interest. He showed us
else is that they always have time ment. I completed the deal through the old parts of the town and the
to answer your questions.
Mr. Brocks, who was in charge of new.
Alter the plane has fueled up the pjanes
He told us how the U. S. had
V u tax cut and the plane takes j Decided to leave the Tri-Motor drained the lowlands and had got
off into the wind, which as a rule , pord
York and have some rid of the breeding places of th.
is towards the west. As ycu fly work done on it as my wife had malaria and yellow fever carrying
over the long narrow harbor, and decided to return to Bolivia with mosquito. He then drove us to the
you lcck clown at the right time, me. We bcoked passage on the Washington Hotel where we had
you can see the old sunken city of Santa Lucia of the Grace Line for dinner. This is a very good hotel
Kingston under the water. This Dec. 29 out of New York City. and serves very good meals. It is
city was sur.k during an earth These boats are very nice to travel run by the United States. It over
quake many years ago.
cn. The prices are a little high looks. the bay behind the break
Our next tie; tlnation is Cienfue- but they do give you nice large waters that protect the mouth of
gos, Cuba. There is also a land stateroom and the mea's are very- the canal.
locked harbor on the south side good and plenty of food. The Steam
After dinner we went shopping
of the island about two thirds the ship company tries to do every along the main street. Here you
length cf the island favoring the thing passible to make your tup can buy perfume very cheap. Most
western end. This city or town is pleasant. We had a very large of the stores are run by Turks or
t.tuatcd right n the heart of the stateroom on "B” deck, far enough Armenins. They are great traders.
tobacco country where the finest forward to get away from the You can most always get his goods
is grown. I noticed that all the pound of the propellers. Tlie room for about half what he asks if you
smokers bought boxes of cigars at had twin beds, bathroom and do a littlq trading. The stores smell
this point. After leaving Cien- plenty of closet space.
musty and the goods you get are
fueges we head north across the
Our first stop was Barrinquilla if you are not careful. It is very
island cf Cuba for Miami. Florida. Columbia, about 25 miles up the damp here and things mildew very
After leaving Cuba and flying Magdalena River. This river is cne fast.
over Canal de Nicholas you can of the main transportation systems
There is a very good government
get a glimpse of Salt Key. Salt Key of this country. We were not al owned airport here called France
Bank and ELbow Key in the Es- lowed to go ashore here as the boat Field. The commercial airlines
trecho de la Florida. As a rule docked only long enough to let de use it. The Pan American Airways
have a very good seaplane base
the first piece of land you see of parting passengers off.
here.
Tire bay here is good for sea
the U. 3. is Long Key, Florida.
When we were pulling away from
When you s ght this you are as a the dock I was very much surprised plane operations as it is a land
rule three-quarters cf the way to to see a Moran tugboat hel>p warp locked harbor.
(To be continued)
us away from the dock. It was
Miami frcm Havana.

The Cost Of Repeal

Saturday

As Seen In Eight-Year
Totals Compiled By the

Mu:

Established Janu

National W. C. T. U.

Eight year totals cn the cast of
repeal have been released by the
National W.C.T.U.
iy Gladys St. Clair Heistad
The figures purported to show
that the net cost of the liquor
'Malcolm Creighton of Thomas Maine Masque’s musical comedy traffic to the country in the 93
ton. pupil of Howard Goding at ! “Of Cabbages and Kings.” He is a months up to Jan. 1. 1941, since in
the New England Conservatory of transfer from Farmington State toxicants were given legal standing
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen arc doing to protect
Music, played Debussy's “Dan- I Normal School. Upon him will fall has been $28,018,302,041. Other dis
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day s news from
closures
in
the
report
included
the
seuses des delphes” at the Student , the burden of assembling and arRecital ln Recital Hall. May 17. ' ranging the folksongs for the Glee following:
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
1. More money has been spent
Howard Goding’s name brings to Club of which Mr Beverage is difor liquor in the eight years since
mind that Mrs. Marian Marsh i rector.
repeal
than the entire governmental
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling Jr
Hughes of Rockland was a pupil
Mr. Hanson collected the songs
PORTLAND HEAD
of Portland were guests Sunday of
of his when she was at the Con now in his possession under the di- relff, expenditures for the same
So quiet here “ycu could hear a the Sterlings, at the Light.
servatory.
rection of Mrs Wynifred Staples, P™0
ev
ng_
• • • •
They tax 'Everything nowaday
Smith of Dixfield, by transcribing Uonal dpbt has increased during pin drop,” as they say.
Cool
weather
the
first
cf
week.
Here's
an idea—why not charge a
“In so many operas contraltos them as sung to him from memory
repeal, a matching dollar has been
small
fee
when the State has an
have to sing the parts of mothers by elderly men and women all over
We kept close to the kitchen stove
spent for whiskey, beer or wine.
important trial on? We read, in
and witches!’’ says vivacious, au the State. Two of the songs are 3. Expenditures of the American awaiting Summer days.
burn-haired Doris Doe of the believed to be at least 125 years people for liquor and the indirect
Seems by their absence in our the papers about the Court room
Metropolitan
Opera
Company. old. and several are known to have costs of liqudr since repeal amount Coast Guard and Light House Cor being filled to capacity and many
Those attending
However, she maintains that “no been sung over 100 years ago. They to more than enough to wipe out ner, the beys must be busy. Tell turned away.
matter what you sing, every role range from sea chanteys through the entire federal government debt us about it—just a line to let us must gain sqn'.e knowledge. Wlr.
is a big role, even if it’s only two love songs to the rousing tunes as of Jan. 1, 1941.
knew H.tler hasn’t taken ycu over not pay for ft?
There has been May Day and
notes.’ Miss Doe. a> native of Bar once sung at old-fashioned revival The report showed that the yet.
Apple
blossojn day and Wednes
Harbor and knoiwn to many in meetings. In the collection is a American people have purchased
Mr and. Mrs. W. C. Dew of Port
this part of Maine, has been with Searsport chantey, sung to Mr. 13,876,016.056 gallons of alcoholic land called on the crowd last Sat day was White wash day at Port
the Metropolitan ten years, and Hanson by 80-year-old Capt. Peleg beverages since April 1933, for $23,- urday evening.
land Head when Mr. Sterling went
has sung all the major contralto Nichols who told him that it had 751.452.677, while during this period
Tire Sterlings were dinner guests up in the tfcsket to phampoo the
roles.
been sung by three generations cf relief expenditures of the federal Sunday at the home of their son tewer—F. O. Hilt on the guys and
Here contract calls for the sing the Nichols family.
government totaled $20,250,515,357. and daughter-in-law Mr. and Mrs. while white wash gees on frcm the
• • ♦ •
A cost in so-called direct waste R. T. Sterling Jr., cf Portland.
bucket in the basket more is being
ing of any one of 50-odd roles at
H H. Chamberlain of Round of $22,250,000,000 was charged
a moment’s notice. She prefers
Mrs. F. O. Hilt was in Portland slapped on frcm the ground as fatthe German operas, naturally Pond, who Winters in St. Peters against the liquor traffic by the Thursday cn business.
up as the tall man can reach
since it was to study the German burg, tells me that the Three W C.T.U. through computation of
Mrs R. T. Sterling was in Port Ixioks easy. 4 bis white washing, but
repertoire that she went to Ber Quarters Century Club in that city the cost cf liquor-bred crime, liquor- land Friday last week on business. try itVnoe* They were assisted
lin, where after less than two yea's has a famous chorus of 60 voices caused accidents, and liquor inMr. and Mrs. Bruce Walker and by W R. Hilt.
of study she made her debut at the members ranging in age from duced disease and loss cf efficiency
the State Opera in Dresden. She 75 to well over 90. They put on a and earning power
pictorial guide which gappears cn
Adding the direct expenditure for
was immediately placed under concert this Winter and one of the
the back of the road map. Visit
contract by the Metiopolitan Opera features was a quintet sung by men liquor to the cost of waste due to
liquor,
the
W.C.T.U.
arrived
at
$46.ing
hours and admission charges
all
over
90.
Incidentally
you
should
Association and brought back tu
It Is Issued By Esso and
are 1 stsd fcr many of New Eng
the United Stales. Her favorite hear Mr. Chamberlain himself 001,452,677 as the gross levy of the
business on the nation in 93
land’s historic landmarks and nat
role is that of Brangaene in “Tris sing—and he is a member of the liquor
Contains Pictorial Guide
months.
It was pointed out in the
ural wonders.
tan and Isolde’’ the rdle in whl?h Three Quarters Century Club—it is
For the Present Year
Pcrt that the total debt of the
As many thousands of these
she made ner debut. In this a really beautiful voice, rich and re
federal government was $45.CO!,full,
with
a
quality
many
a
younger
maps
w.ll be distributed out-id'
opera at the Metropolitan Mj,s
Latest improvements and addi
757,537 on Jan. 1. 1941. and that the
man
may
well
envy.
New
England,
it seems reasonable
Doe sings with Kirsten Flagstad.
increase in this debt from June 30. tions to New England’s great net to expect that a large number of
“I cannot begin to tell what an
1933. was $22,463,085,375.
work of motor routes are shewn
inspiration it is to sing with her
The W C.T.U. gave the liquor clearly and accurately on the new motorists frcm other States w.ll
be inspired to sampe the scenic
It is a real experience," she says.
business credit for returning $17,- 1941 Cclcnial Esso road map now
and
recreational attractions so
Miss Doe’s opinion is that there
£YJ3,150,OCO to the country in taxes,
distributed free by Cclcnial vividly depicted.
is mere opportunity today for
Lincoln County Having Its wages, raw material costs and trans being
Esso dealers.
American talent in opera than
Troubles in Bremen and portation costs.
Map users seldom resize the
ever before, with the opera radio
tremendous
number of changes and
Boothbay
Harbor
Regions
auditions and other musical con
additions
required
to keep a pub
SUNSET
test bring fine American voices to
A second forest fire broke out in
lication of' this kind up-to-date.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
L.
Sellers
at

the front.
Will Hold Their Annual
the Lincoln County coastal region
For the new edition approximately
Between opera seasons Miss Dee Tuesday to add to the troubles of tended the wedding cf their grand
Summer Outing At Oak
8C0 corrections have been made,
returns to New England—to her firemen battling the Boothbay son Saturday in Portland.
Carrie Brown is heme after most of them necessitated by im
land Park July 6
farm in Bennington. Vt„ where blaze
started Monday
while spending the Winter in Winches provements in ex sting highways,
she has a rock garden, seven Sia throughout the rest of 'Maine con
The 1941 annual Summer outing
completion cf new roads, shifts in
mese cats and two dogs. Her 1941- ditions were quiet in the parched ter, Mass.
of
the Knox County radio ama
route
numbers,
or
changes
in
pop

Mrs. Dawn MacDonald has joined
42 season opens with a recital in forests.
teurs
will be held at Oakland Park,
ulation
figures
as
revealed
by
the
Mr. MacDonald in East Hartford.
New York Town Hall recital on
Forest Commissioner Rendal said
in the town of Rockport, all day
recent
census.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lawson
Bridges
Nov. 3.
the new fire was reported at were recent callers on Mr. and
Of particular interest to vaca Sunday Ju’v 6 All radio men and
• • • •
Bremen on the next peninsula Mrs. Emery Cole.
tionists and week-end sight-seers i their families and friends are in
The Metropolitan Opera has just north of the Boothbay section, and
Alphlonso Stinson is slowly im is the descriptive text matter in vited. Take ycur own lunch. No
finished the longest tour in re was gaining headway in old cut
cluded this year with the colorful charge for parking and plenty of
proving after illness. '
cent history. In flve and a half ting*.
room. 1
Mae Brown and Clara Ott ac
weeks it gave 41 performances of
The fire which rage in Boothbay companied Percy Brown on his re who spent a few days with Mr.
No program has bren planned
20 operas in ten cities, and was and East Boothbay was reported
but
there will be no idle moments.
and Mrs. Willis Snowden, to East
heard by about 183,300 persons. active again Tuesday by spotters turn Sunday to Bath.
A
laige
pavilion is available in
Henry
Haskell
is
rble
to
be
out
Hartford to seek employment. Mr
Cleveland alone accounted for 67,- who sent OCC crews from the
case of showers.
after
being
confined
to
his
house
and)
Mrs.
Snowden.
Jr.,
visited
a
000 during the week at the Muni Camden Hills camp to battle the
On Route 1 between Glen Cove
few days recently w.th Mr. and
cipal Auditorium there. The com blaze. It was burning Tuesday by an operation.
and Rockport, and. the gate will be
Frank
Lufkin
spent
Sunday
with
Mrs.
Snowden,
Sr.
pany brought a measure of pros night in a northeast direction away
posted so’you can’t miss it.
perity to each city where it ap from shipyards before threatened. Mr. and Mrs. Laurence P.ckering
For further particulars communi
at
Deer
Isle.
All
changes
in
color
or
other
de

peared. for almost a third who One hundred acres of tpruce and
cate
with WIRU (Ralph W. T^ler),
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Varisco tails of automobiles in Cuba must
came to see the performances were other evergreen were burned be
South Thomaston, Me.
now
be
reported
to
the
government
acccmpanitd
Eilwocd
Snowden,
from surrounding communities.
fore the fighters began to gain
The company traveled with 5300 control of the situation.
pieces of costume and scenery,
which were packed in 17 baggage "HYMN TO DEATH”
cars. There were few hitches and
only two cast changes were made
E. W. Poter Quotes Poet Bryant,
during the tour. Two things were
and Tells of Prophecy Devoutly
mF
particularly noted about this
fair
Wished
year’s tour. The broadcasts have
increased interest in the company Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
so that people will travel miles
Doubtless to the oppressed peo
to see in the flesh the singers they ple under the iron heel of Hitler
have heard over the air. The frequently comes the hope that
. <W-.
company has so many good-look death of that tyrant may free them
ing young American singers that from their direful distress. Among
it is no longer considered a foreign the blessings which death brings to
organization and the s’ngers of humanity the poet Bryant, in his
secondary roles are feted almost ’ Hymn to Death.” writes as follows:
as much as the stars.
"Raise then the hymn to Death, De
liverer!
• • • •
God hath anointed thee to free the
Among New York's musical or
oppressed
the oppressor. When the
ganizations is the Welsh Women’s And crush
armed chief.
Chorus which gave its annual con The conqueror ot nations, walks the
cert in Town Hall cn May 12. The And world.
It Is chained beneath his feet,
and all
group has been combining relief
melt into one mighty
activity with the making of music Its kingdoms
realm—
V
Thou,
while
his
head Is loftiest and
during the many months it nas
his heart
been rehearsing. The women meet Blarphemous,
imagining his own right
hand
every Monday night at the Church
Almighty, thou dost set thy sudden
of the Strangers and before they
free
grasp
him, and the links of that
start singin? they discuss their re Upsn strong
chain
lief werk. Reports are read on Which bound mankind are crumbled:
thou dost break
the funds raised, activities axe de Sceptre
and crown and beat his
scribed and ways and means of
throne to dust.
Then
the
earth shouts with gladness,
raising r.ew funds are discussed.
and her tribes
By making and selling jams und Gather within their ancient bounds
again.
jellies the women have raised Oh. there Is Joy when hands that held
the scourge
enough money to pay the ship
Drop lifeless, and the pitiless heart is
ping charges cn the hundreds of
cold ”
articles of warm woolen clothing
In the minds of millions an early
they have collected for the people fulfillment of this prophecy is a
of the devastated areas. And by consummation devoutly to be
making and ■selling Welsh plaques, wished.
Red dragon pins and Christmas
E. W. Porter
am/ifon//
cards, they have also raised more
New York. May 19.
than enough money to purchase a
mobile feeding unit. They have
raised additional funds, too, by EAST LIBERTY
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Hooper took
dressing and selling dolls in repli
the
latter’s sister to her home in
cas of the scarlet-cloaked' Welsh
Bradford,
Mass., last Saturday.
costumes they wear at their con
Mrs.
Nason
had been their guest
certs.
for
two
weeks.
• • • •
Mrs. Emma Jones and son Dr.
An interesting piece of musical
Paul
Jones and Mrs. Jones of
work is going on at the University
Union
were callers Tuesday at the
of Maine, directed by Albion P.
Beverage and Frank Hanson. Au Some of Mrs. Clara Weymouth.
Gertie C. Skinner has returned
thentic Maine folksongs, many of
home
after a week’s stay in Rock
them never before set down on
land.
paper, will be reviewed and featured
Maurice R. Collins is visiting
by the college Glee Club next year,
if plans mature. Eventually it is Mrs. Collins at the home of her
hoped that the student organiza parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Ryan.
tion will be able to have the collec He has a ten day leave of absence
tion published, this making a per from Fort Devens.
manent contribution to the his
689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1250
torical information available on the Serving of sake, beer or any
THOMASTON, ME.
lives of the settlers of the State. liquors at hotels, restaurants and
Mr. Hanson, as arranger, is a other public places before 4 p. m.
junior majoring in education, and has been prohibited in Mukden.
VINALHAVEN, ME.
UNION, ME.
last Fall was co-author of the Mancliukuo.
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DRIVE IT

once

“BOSTON”

“Steamboat Lore’’ will tell in vivid pictures and informal yet authentic words
the intriguing story of the rugged days of steam on the Penobscot.

See the old

steamers once again. Learn of their intimate doings and of the trail blazing men
who ran them.

“Steamboat Lore” begins with the “Maine” and the “Patent” — carries

through the roaring days of the growth of steam to the Golden Age of the

“nineties” with its wars and its amazing development—and continues down the
sunset trail to the present. You will know these boats—and love them, too.
It is the story of

“Steamboat Days” revised, augmented, with many addi

tional pictures and stories.
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SeemsE^mnoDYssaVin,,"F//{STBmi/S£FTS'FINEST!'

Copies ordered for November delivery, $3.50.

JOHN M. RICHARDSON
The Courier-Gazette
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SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

CARROLL’S GARAGE

PEASLEE & ROSS

BARKER’S GARAGE
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GO BY THAI!

